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'low will hold services at

laiolhou.se, Sunday, July
;

i\,

vices in the auditorium,
J uly ptli, at 10.30 a. in.;

chool.
Unitarian

church next

preaching by the pas! utz; Sunday school at 1*2
:n..

welcome.
services are held at J.
57 Cedar street, every
at eleven o’clock, and
mgs at 7.30, to which all

.:•**

come.

the North church will be
prayer meeting at 7.30 p.

;

Morning worship Sunday
Sunday school at noon;
at 7.30

p.

ill.

WEDDING BELLS.
Bi,aisi>ell-Webb. A very pretty event
was the wedding Wednesday, June 28th, at
12 o’clock, of Mr. Almon II. Blaisdell of
Norridgewock and Miss Harriet Webb of
Monroe. The ceremony was performed at
the home of the bride by Rev. Humphrey
Small of Brooks. A reception was held in
the evening at which there were ninety-two
people present by actual count. Refreshments were served and Mr. H. R. Ilawson
tine selections on his graphoMr. and Mrs. Blaisdell will make
their home in Norridgewock, for which
place they left Thursday, June 29th. Following is a list of the wedding presents:
gave

some

phone.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Curtis, berry dish and
box of toilet soap; Will Webber, 6 ice cream
saucers; 0. B. Dow, glass berry dish;
Maude and Ernest Blethen, 4 dozen linen
napkins; John W. Goodwin, glass set; Nellie, Cora, Charlie and Frank Filey, box of
toilet soap; Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Brock, hand-

painted bon bon dish; Mrs. W. N. Webb,
painted velvet panel and sofa pillow ; Percy
llraley, pepper and salt set; Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Braley, salad dish; Mrs. 11. F. and
Miss L. Varney, drawn work tea cloth; Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. and Clarence Walker, glass
water set; Mr. and .Mrs. F. L. Falmer,
berry set; Will Curtis, shaving mug; Valora Nickerson, cake plate; Chester Webber, fancy dish; lioscoe Stevens and Grace
Reynolds, pair of gloves; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Jenkins, 3 tray cloths and pair of
towels; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Boyd, silver
butter knife; Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Small,
wrist bag; Wm. V. Tasker, moustache cup
and saucer; Mr. and Mrs. Jere Bowren,
salt and pepper set and 2 glass cups; Mr.
and Mrs. John Jenkins, pair of towels;
Mrs. Mary Curtis, cake plate; Mrs. L. J.
Curtis, card plate; W. B. Goodwin and
family, 2 silver tablespoons; Mr. and Mrs.
Gorham Fhilbrick, fruit dish ; Mr. and Mrs.

the Metho- Jere Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark,
worship
by the pastor, at glass water set; Lena Nye, cheese plate;
l.ool at noon : men’s gospel Mr. and Mrs. E. Nye, fancy dish; Martha
Junior League at 4 p. m. Curtis, silk embroidered toilet mats ; M. C.
auditorium, the pastor, Fease, 82.00; Dr. and Mrs. II. A. Holt and
■li, will give a short address, A. II. Mayo, fruit dish; E. T. Gilbert, 2
at

■;g

sernion

welcome.

are

the Universalist church
i be as follows:
At 10.45
-■tv ice
for children, with
at

pastor, uev. Asuiey a.
"Childhood and Children”;

.lay school; at G.30 p. in.,
meeting; subject, “Passing
>;.leC’
services will be held at the
Men’s meeting Sunday
clock; preaching service
pastor, Rev. K. S. PliilMimlay school at noon;
meeting of the Y. P. S.

gospel service at 7.30
1
society of Christian
a picnic at the pavilion
afternoon at 2 o’clock,
'lie church vestry at 7.30.
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..'hop of Rockland, 45 years
dead Tuesday afternoon,
home of James Maloney
'■null Tliomaston, with an

-i head and cuts
on
the
-lit hand. The walls of the
doled with blood and there
neesof a struggle. There
pty liquor bottles on the
doney, 40 years old, the son
.1, was placed under arand his father was held
Hie woman's husband, Kdent up river three weeks
■•lit and was reported to he
ugs, but was in Belfast at
■fast Fuel V May Co. Mrs,
Maloney’s house after he
s the aunt of John
Maloney.
told conflicting stories,
the other, hut all Irad been
-lit before. John Maloney
-fore the municipal court in
-day afternoon. He pleaded
waived a hearing. Judge
-ervey found probable cause
'bout bail for the supreme
meet the third Tuesday of
lie was re-committed to the

'Imp,

husband of the dead
in Rockland iate Friday
lie did not know of the inurmorning, when he happened
•aniline* in a newspaper.
jury on the case adjourned
Friday, July 7, after listenitional evidence by Dr. Geo.
■l og the cause of death.
Dr.
most probable cause was
lie brain at a time when the
11 weakened by the loss of
d

t

Timothy K. Hartnett of
on assigned
by Attorney
:u assist the county officials
in a systematic investiga-
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After an investigamonths, during which more
-os were
examined, a federal
afternoon returned indictIT men prominent in the beef
'tries for violation of the
trust law, and against live
diwarzschild & Sulzberger for
d rebating agreements with

R'-publican.
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Trickey, set of dishes; Mrs. Nellie Taylor,
steamer kettle; Mrs. C. A. Hlaisdell, 2 comfortables; YV. F. Evans, 50 cents, George
Clemens, bon bon dish and toothpick holder; Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Holmes, crumb
tray and scraper; Mr. Everett Felker, silver butter knife; Mrs. Rose Seavey, silk
embroidered tray cloth and doiley; Mr. and
Mrs. Lemuel Plummer, water set;Nevers
Shaw and Lois Roberts, glass set; Geneva
Curtis, cheese plate ; Maurice Braley, lemon
squeezer; Ethel and Linda Chase, Mexican
center

piece.

Torkky-C.ux. A pretty home wedding
occurred Wednesday evening, June 21st, at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cain
The contracton Summer street, Camden.
ing parties were their daughter, Miss Emma
Louise Cain, and Ernest Merton Torrey of
North Deer Isle. Only the immediate family and a few intimate friends witnessed the
ceremonv, which was impressively performed by Rev. Chailes F Smith, pastor of
the Methodist church. The home was very
prettily decorated with cut flowers and
The bride wore a gown of
evergreen.
white brilliantine trimmed with spangled
net, and carried a bouquet of white carnations. Site was attended by Miss Blanche
Bowen and Miss Etta Cain, as bridesmaids.
Carleton YV. Steward was best man. After
the ceremony a reception was tendered the
newly married couple, and ice cream and
cake were served. Many beautiful wedding
presents showed the popularity of the
young couple and the esteem in which they
are held.
LoiiD-Kixosiii'HY. A very pretty wedding took place in YVinterport at the home
of Mrs. YV, F. McCormack YY'ednesday afternoon, June 28th. The occasion was the
marriage of Mrs. McCormack’s sister. Miss
Nicie Adelaide Kingsbury to Mr. YVilfred
Henry Lord. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Harry Ilili in the presence of the
immediate relatives of the bride and groom.
The ring service was used. The bride was
prettily gowned in white brilliantine trimmed with white lace and ribbon. The groom
was
attended bj liis friend Edward I!.
Lowe, and the maid of honor was a nieee
of the bride, Miss Ava Frances Kingsbury.
A dainty lunch was served after the ceremony. 1’he couple left ou Tuesday’s boat
for a trip to Rockland and Vinalliaven,
after which they will be at home at the
residence of the groom on Lebanon street,
YVinterport. Mr. and Mrs. Lord are popular young people and have the best wishes
of a large circle of friends.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in YY'aldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending July 3,1905:
1'ersis

A.

carter, oearsport,

to

josepn

11.

Stevens, Thorndike; land in Searsport.
Sophia J. Emery, Burnham, to Charles A.
Twitehell, do.; land in Burnham. Mary E.
llall, Belfast, to John F. Chapman, do.;
Edward W. Hunting,
land in Belfast.
Camden, to C. S. Staples, North Haven;
laud in Stockton Springs. Charles Kneeland,
Stockton Springs, to Irvin E. Berry, do.;
Loranus F.
land in Stockton Springs.
Pendleton, Islesboro, to Edward Adams,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Islesboro. Abbie
E. Staples, Stocktou Springs, to Cordelia
li call,' Gardiner; land in Stockton Springs.
Charles G. Sheldon, Boston, to Emma I).
Colcord, Searsport; land and buildings in
Mildred Emmons, Brooks, to
Swanville.
W. A. Winchester, do.; land in Brooks.
Jane Fowles, Rockland, to Andrew Fowles,
Lincolnville; land and buildings in Hope
Andrew K. Fowles,
and Lincolnville.
Lincolnville, to Wyman G. Drink water,
Searsmont; land and building in Lincolnville. Joshua E. Ginn, Ellsworth, to Robert
W. Delano, Bucksport; land in Prospect.
Robert A. Heal, Lincolnville, to Harris A.
Ileal, do.; land in Lincolnville. Wilbur C.
Nutt, Unity, to Esburn Nutt, do.; land in
U nity.
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No incident in the wonderful career of
Theodore Roosevelt will so closely attach
him to the hearts of the people of his
country as his conduct at Cambridge on
Tuesday last, where he was present as a
member of the Class of ’80, and stood in its
ranks among the “R”s, like any other
student who had returned to his Alma
Mater after twenty-five years struggle with
the world. It was a charming evidence of
the unspoiled character of the man. For
the day he was not the president of the
United States, but “a jolly good fellow.”
This temporary metamorphosis from Chief
Executive to college boy was made without
any sacrifice of dignity. Roosevelt is the
only man I have ever seen who could
maintain a serious manner in a cow-boy’s
garb.—Julius Chambers in the Brooklyn

A:ese

l

silver des&eil spoons; Mr. ami Mrs. Franklin Chase, towel roll and bread board: F'red
E. Curtis, framed picture; Alice Trickey,
waist pattern; Bernard Knowlton, cake
plate ; Maude Webb, bed spread ; Nancy A.

Eagle.
If cramp of the stomach results from eat-

be found a sure cure.

MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 6, 1905.
The Fourth In Belfast.

OBITUARY.
Mrs. Mary Jane Tootliaker was born in
Jonesboro, May 10, 1828, and died in Belfast, Maine, June 13, 1905. She was one of
a family of nine children.
Two brothers
survive her—George W. Whitney of Olympia, Washington, and Jackson Whitney of
French Gulch, California. She also leaves
an adopted daughter, Mrs. Annie Mason
Lincoln, who mourns the loss of a loving
and devoted mother. She was the widow of
the late William S. Mason of Searsinont,
where she lived for many years endearing
herself to a large circle of friends. After
the death of her lamented husband she was
united in marriage to Mr. Bradford B.
Toothaker of Belfast, who survives her and
has the sympathy of his friends in the loss of
a wifejwho knew how to make his home
happy, and whose life was a beuediction to
all who knew her. After an illness of one
hour, ending in heart failure, she rested
from her labors and her works do follow
her. The funeral took place at their home
in Belfast, Kev. Ashley A. Smith officiating,
and on a lovely June day, amidst a wealth
of beautiful flowers, she was carried to her
final resting place in Oak Grove Cemetery,
Searsinont.
Isasc Cole died June 17th at liis home in

Burnham, aged 5(i years, 3 months and 9
days. He was a great sufferer, as he had
blood poisoning in his foot, and had to
have it amputated, and then his leg above
the knee. He was never heard to complain.
Everything possible was done for him, but
without avail.

Mr. Cole was born and had
At the age of 14
years he enlisted for the Civil war and did
good service. He leaves a widow and a
daughter to mourn the loss of a loving hus-

always lived in Burnham.

band and father; three brothers, Warren
Cole of Gardiner, John Cole of California,
and Lyman Cole of Waterville, and three

sisters, Mrs. Ella Rowe of Winnecook, Mrs.
Emma Fitzgerald of Pittsfield and Mrs.
Flora Gilmore of Burnham. The funeral
was held at the late home of the deceased
June 19th, Elder Lamb officiating.
The
Unity quartet sang and the G. A. R. attended, as he was a member. His casket
was banked with beautiful flowers. Interrnent was iu the Reynold’s cemetery.
Co,l. Albion K. Rolan,one of the wealthiest
residents of Castine,died very suddenly Monday noon. J une 28th, at his home
there. Col. Rolan had been a regular sumsummer

resident of Castine for about twelve
years and was highly esteemed by everybody in town, llis sudden death was a
great shock to the whole community. He
was a large hearted, genetous man. tie was
Colonel of the 4th Maine regiment during
the Civil war and was a member of the
Loyal Legion. He was taken with a violent
pain near the heart at about 11:30 a. m. and
lived but little more than an hour. His
body was taken to New York Thursday
morning, leaving Castine on steamer Sieur
de Monts.
mer

News has been received of the death of
one of the pioneers of
Nevada and a resident of Reno, after a long
and active life. He was born in Prospect
March 1, 1831, where he spent the early
part of his life, lie was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Crockett. Resides a widow
who resides in Reno, N'ev., he leaves to
mourn their loss a brother, Joshua K.
Crockett of Winterport; a sister, Mrs. R. 11.
Milliken, also of Winterport, and a niece,
Mrs. Cleveland C. Horner of Rucksport.

Lyman L. Crockett,

SECRETARY HAY DEAD.

N'ewiuky, N. II., July 1. Secretary of
State John Hay died at Lake Sunapee at
12.25 this morning.
The signs attending his
death being pulmonary embolism, llis condition during Friday was considered very
satisfactory.

The funeral took place iu Cleveland,
Ohio, yesterday. President Roosevelt issued the following formal proclamation
Monday:
“John Hay, secretary of state, died on
July l. llis death, a crushing sorrow to
his friends, is to the people of this country

national bereavement and in addition it is
serious loss to mankind, for to him it was
given to stand as a leader in the efforts for
better world conditions by striving to advance the cause of international peace and
a

a

justice.

The Usual Demonstrations “the Night Before.’’ A Very Successful Parade. A Hot
Game of Basket Ball. Big Crowd at the
Races.
The celebration of the “Glorious Fourth”
for the city dwellers at least, began
long before any time printed on the program for the day. Young America had
been abroad in the land all night and those
who were oblivions during the evening of
the 3d to the fusilade of crackers of various
sizes, torpedoes, pistols, and the canes in
whose invention the Evil One must have
had a good share, were aroused with a
start at 4 a. m. that there were “things doing.” At exactly that hour the church bells
began their announcement that the Fourth
was not forgotten by the younger generation, while their elders thought, with a
sigh for lost sleep and a groan of sympathy
for tired muscles, that it would take more
than an anniversary to iuduce them to
spend a sleepless night with hard labor
added.
But everyone has had his turn
sometime, and helped with joy in his heart
and patriotism oozing with persperation
from every pore to make the night hideous
and the day a test as to nerve strength.
Early iu the morning the people began
coming in from the country, by carriages or
on foot, and later the incoming boats and
trains added their ij iotas to the growing
crowd. Whole families came in for the day,
and, stabling their horses, made their headquarters on the lawn in the rear of the postoliiee.
Youthful swains and their “best
girls,” resplendent in white gowns and
unlimited
wonderful
consumed
hats,
amounts of peanuts and bananas, llot and
tired babies howled their remonstrance at
having to attend the festivities, while the
older children divided their attention between
lire crackers and the stickiest
kind of candy obtainable.
Only the db-

had two of his three horses taken sick.
There was a good attendance.
Following
s a summary of the races:
2.25 Class. Purse, $200.
Bobby Wilkes, ch g, L. L. Gentner Belfast,
lere

Joker M., b g, H. Hudson & Son,

Guilford,

young ladies whose white caps made it
plain that they were the “Daughters of

Liberty.”
Prettily decorated private carriage.
Float from the American Telephone Company, decorated in red, white aud blue aud
with the familiar blue

bunting

bell mace out of

prominent feature.
BroCarriage advertising
Royal
Stomach King.
F'our horse float from the Duplex Roller
Bushing Company with wheels covered
with a representation of the bushing and
elaborate decorations of their products combined with bunting.
Private carriage drawn by handsome
a

black horse

Elaborately decorated Moat bearing tile
legend “Two Vets,” aud occupied by Peter
Welch and Samuel L. Sleeper in full Mre-

man’s uniform.
Hydrant No. 2, decorated.
Washington Hose Co., reel decorated in
national colors.
Seaside Hose Company.
“Cal’s” Chemical wagon.
Harry W. Stimpson, in fantastic costume
on horseback.
Fantastic Moat from the lire department.
F'loat, by the Boot and Shoe Workers
Union,representing “The Whole Dam Fam-

ily.”
Wagon advertising Curtis’ Chicago Cured

Portland,
exploring
Me., passed in quarrantine at 7.10 p. m.

3

Frank S.t b g, H. Hudson & Son,
2 2 2
b g, Allen Rooks, Bangor, 3 3 3
Time, 2.20$, 2.18$, 2 20.
In the Farmers’ Race for green horses,
iirst prize was awarded to J im, driven by
Jharfes Iloffses, Morrill, and the second
livided
between
Henry Reynolds of
Brooks and Nat Cross of Morrill.
The
contest was to see who could drive the half
nile the nearest to two minutes. Among
hose who entered horses were John Fogg,
iVilliam Arnold, Pearl Brook Farm, Belast; Nat Cross, Charles HofFses, Morrill,
uid Henry Reynolds, Brooks.
The 2.30 class was declared ofF, the enered horses not arriving.
The day was fine, though hot, and in the

svening

a southerly breeze considerably relueed the temperature.
There was no
mblic display of fireworks, but many set
siF rockets, roman caudles, etc., and there

intermittentfusiladeof fire crackers
®d other explosives.
There were the usual picnic parties on
he shore and at the ponds, and on the
vhole the day passed pleasantly, with no
.ccidents reported.
vas an

CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.
The July meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening, July 3rd, Mayor
ihales presiding. Roll of accounts No. 4

vas

passed.

vas

1 mder

Following are the amounts
the various appropriations:

j lontingent.
Jemetery.
j Jighways.
Department.
J rire
rree

$1,539.07
44.00

Miss Hazel L. Wilson left Wednesday for
Northeast Harbor, where she will spend
the summer.
Mr. Sidney B. Keene of Somerville, Mass.,
was called to Belfast Monday by the death
of his mother.

Holmes Triggs is visiting his aunt, Mrs.
Georgia Buck, in Bucksport.
Mr. H. L. Kochersperger of Daytona,
Miss Marcia E. Aldrich of Littleton, N.
Florida, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
H., arrived yesterday and is the guest of
Knowlton.

Miss Edna G. Roix.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ilowe of Thorndike
spent the Fourth in town, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S. D. Brown.
Maine Hills arrived from Boston Sunday
morning to spend the 4th with his sister,
Mrs. Marion E. Brown.
J. Percy Simmons, U. of M. '06, who has
been doing Junior field work in Orono, is
at home for the summer.
Mrs. Cr F. Wildes of Somerville, Mass.,
went to Auburn last week to visit her

Mr. Alfred Johnson, who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson, left for Philadelphia by Monday’s boat.

osts, respectively.
Order No. 31, that the City Treasurer
t redit M. W. Lord, collector for 1904, with
<
389.15, his commission on taxes of 1904,
read and passed.
Order 32, that the bond of M. W. Lord,
ollector of taxes for 1904, be reduced from
; 25,000 to 83,000, the same to take effect at
t he expiration of his present bond, July
ras

was read and passed.
The Committee on Highways to whom
t he petition for the appointment of a park
( ommissioner was
referred recommended
hat a park commission consisting of three
aembers be appointed, one for one year,
< ne for two years, and one for three years,
o that one be appointed annually.
The
ommittee recommended that the salary be
wenty-live dollars annually for the three,
fhis report was referred to a committee on
‘‘ mother ordinance.
The petition of Daniel J. Kimball and
ithers for an arc light at the corner of
Valdo avenue and Vine street was read
1 md laid on the table.
Tax Collector Maurice W. Lord reported
lalance last year’s taxes due 87,280.10.

1, 1905,

Alfred McFarland
Fry e of Prospect
graduated from Colby last week, receiving
the degree of B. A.
John R. Duutou, Esq., attended the commencement exercises at Bates College, Lewiston, last Thursday.
Miss Bernice G. Rogers is at home from
North Andover, Mass where she has a
position in the High school.

Among the guests

Chase,

at the reception in LewBates Alumni day was F. \V’87, of Newton, Mass.

bethel,

and returned to his home in Pa*

iston

on

nephew, Harry P. Bagley.
I. M. Cottrell returned to Laconia, N. II.,
Miss Evelyn M. Wilson has returned last
week, to complete bis work on the
home from Newton Centre, Mass., where steamer he is
building there.
she has been attending school.
Miss Louise \V. Richards is at home for
E. E. Banks has a position as commercial
the summer from
Farmington Normal
teacher in the summer school of the Albany
school, where she teaches.
Business College, Albany, N. Y.
Misses Goldie Bridges and Eva Jackson
Miss Charlotte Frost returned home Sat- are
visiting .Miss Bridges’ mother, Mrs. J_
urday from a visit at Kennebunk and a L. Ward well, in Penobscot.
on
Mousam
lake.
houseboating trip
Miss Laura Bowden, accompanied
by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Woods, who spent Miss
Piper of this city, is at her home in
the winter in New Jersey and MassachuPenobscot for a short vacation.
setts, arrived in Belfast last week.
Mr. Gay E. Holmes, B. II. .S.
'05, is at
Mrs. Etta L. Davis and her daughter, Miss Seal
Harbor, where he has employment in
Frank L. Davis, of Brooklyn, N. Y’., will the
Seaside Inn for the summer.
spend July and August iu East Boothbay.
Mr. Nelson Brown has
completed the
Miss Maude K. Russell is spending part
spring term of school in the grammar grade
her
from
J.
H.
of
vacation
Howes’ with her
sister, Mrs. P. G. Hurd, at Pitcher's Pond.

elected.
The report of II. E. McDonald, City
1 larshal, was read and ordered on file.
Ie reported 3 arrests for drunkenness with
s entences of 30 days in jail, S3 tine and
t osts, and 90 days in jail and 810 fine and

Kev. and Mrs. J. W. Hatch made a brief
visit in Orono last week.

Miss Frances E. Crawford and little nephTheodore, are visiting Mrs. S. R. Crawford, Miller street.

181.90

een

George 11. Bends is steward at the Kineo
House this season.

ew,

1,859.03

lassius Hamilton.
The petition was read and the clerk int truded to advertise for a hearing.
A petition was read from Harry M. Preu1 iss and Augustine 0. Stoddard, members
c f the Board of Health, that O. S. Vickery
; f. D,, be elected to till the vacancy create'!
y the removal of John Stevens, M. II., and
( ». S. Vickery was elected to fill out theune xpired term for which Hr. Stevens had

Bert Parks of Minneapolis, Minn., is visit-

ing in Belfast,

Reginald Hazeltine and Harold T. Sibley
arrived by boat Sunday to spend the
Fourth at Porcupine Lodge, Pitcher’s Pond.
Judson P. Jewett and Frank Roorne of

Lynn, and Robert Ward and Eugene H.
Cook of Brockton, Mass., arrived Sunday to
spend the 4th.
Ralph Sylvester, who has been night operator in the New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Waterville, arrived Saturday for a visit of
several weeks.
Prof. Stevens, the waltz teacher of Lynn,
Mass., arrived by boat from Boston last
Tuesday morning and will spend two
months in Belfast.

Misses Abbie 0. Stoddard, ’05, and Alice
P. Poor. '08. arrive,! Insf
from Wellesley, to spend their vacations at.

...

home.
C. 0. Poor and W. F. liean went out to
The Pines, Quantabacook, last
Friday for a
sojourn of a few weeks, to be devoted to

fishing, botanizing,

Alberta Underwood recently
Miss
visited her sister, Mrs. A. M. Underwood.
Miss U. teaches in Atlantic City and was on
her way to Fayette, Me.
C.

Mr. Edward S. Stearns of the Tliomaston

Herald, Mrs. Stearns and two children,
and Mrs. Pales, were in town Thursday in
Mr. Steam’s touring car.
Miss Minnie Lambert of Thorndike attended the wedding in Waterville, June
•28th, of Irvin E. Thomas and Mary E.
Jaynes, both of that city.
Miss Jane A. McLellan is at home from
the Dorchester, Mass., High school, to
spend the vacation with her parents, Hon
and Mrs. W. II. McLellan.
Miss Lovisa Hart went to Searsport last
Friday to attend the graduating exercises of
the High school, of which her niece, Miss
a

member.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward II. Kelley and child
of Bangor came down river on Monday afternoon's boat to spend the 4th with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Kelley.
Mrs. Sumner W. Lothrop and son of Xew
York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
l’ote. Mr. Lothrop returned home July 4th,
but will visit Belfast later in the season.
Mrs. Walter Shaw and daughters Florence
and Marjorie left by boat Friday to visit
relatives in Massachusetts. Mr. Shaw left
Saturday to join them and remain over the
4th.
Mrs. S. II. Mason of N'utley, X. J., and
Mrs. Etta Hart of Central Falls, R. I., who
have been visiting their sister, Mrs. Chester
E. Perkins in Xorthport, returned to their
homes last week.

etc.

Among those upon whom honorary degrees were conferred at
Colby commencement was Asher C. Hinds of
Portland, who
received the degree of LL. I).
Mrs. R. L.

Ilsley

and children of Wash-

ington, D. C., are spending the summer at
the home of her father,
Llewelly.. Murrell,
on Winter
street, Waterville.
Prof.

K. A.

Ringwall, wife ami son ot
guests of .Sheriff ami Mrs. A.
f. Carleton last week. Piof. Rii gwail
the director of the Bangor baud.
Bangor

Miss Rena Black is at home from Boston
for the summer and Miss Stella Black is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Wm. Downes, in
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Ethel Bowen, was

lermo.

were

Mr.

and Mrs. L. K. Burns and
family of
Waldo are occupy ii.g the Hickey
ttage on
Main street, Northport
Cainpgroui i which
they have rented for the summer season
At a small party of intimate fro nds at
the home of Miss Helen M. Hunton last
week, Miss Hunton'- engagement t Mr
K!on (iiichrest of this
city was announced
* red (t. White, C. B. Hail and
A

Quimby

George

went out

to

Lakeside, Quantabu-

cuuk, last Sat"rd.:y to escape the usual before the Fourth racket, returning
Tuesday
■1. S. Hall of Unity was in Waterviile Friday, on business. Mr. and Mrs. Hail an
engaged in imining the Wiudenneie Bark
Ifotel, Lake W iMieuuuk, iinl are W il sup
plied with guests.
Hr. II. B. Foster, wife an i tv.
;
an
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kdnei-.- >t I'.•’tlauG
and Mrs, C iia:- sau;..u:i : i. -.in..-pen;
the 4th at the Vlhnmuiu, Bucher's Puiui
guests of Mr. ami Mr-. W. 11. Quimby
Harold S. Hi,.dour!;,
w in
is at home in \ugu-ta iVr ;he:
i. habeen entertaining ,t part;, n mi:,
iriend.at Cobbosseecontee for the p.,-; ;
days
All of the young men are member- ni tin
same fraternity
with Mr. Hichborn, the
Helta Kappa Fpsilon.— Riiin-v, ick Record
..

Professor Hugh li. Hatch and family yvii:
pass the summer at Bryant’s IV
They
will leave Saturday morning on the ,s.,vr,
train.
Professor Hatch will -upi..\ the
Bryant's Pond puipit until fall, when in
will return to again take up hi- duties at
the head of the mathematical department ot
Colby college.—Waterville Mail
At Wellesley June 27th, in a graduating
class of 204, the largest in its history, were
nine young ladies from this .-state, the

places represented being Portland, t'outre
Lovell, Belfast, Addison, Kiisrvbrtb, t'astine and Mechanic Falls. The Belfast
Alphonso Wood, U. of M. ’05, after spend- graduate was Miss Abbie i1. .Stoddard
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Xea! of U'aldt
ing a few days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Llewellyn Wood, went to Xew York have returned home from a trip through
where he has a position as draftsman with the Rangeley Lake countiy w ith the men,
hers of the Maine Sportsmen’.- A—i elation,
the American Bridge Co.
Mrs. George Mixer returned to Camden which held its annual meeting in that -eoAdjourned.
last week from a visit to her mother, Mrs. tion.
Mrs. fra M. Cobe, accompanied by Mrs. F
Mary A. Coombs, and was accompanied by
u
milciii fluuTcicu wtu
her nieces, Agnes and Marjorie Coombs, H. Rartiett and daughter, have arrived at
iuuoij
jiasthe South Shore, Northport, and opened the*
who will remain lor a snori visit.
senger car came next, with its passengers
and brakemen. The whole outfit was a sucMiss Eva II. Knowlton, B. H. S. '04, is at Bohemia for the summer. Mrs. Austin W.
of Belfast is visiting Mrs. Cube
cess, and its appearance enthusiastically
Miss Mabel Hanson of Chicago is visiting her home in East Northport for the sum- Keating
greeted all along the route.
She has been taking a for a few weeks. The party will later go to*
mer vacation.
I n Belfast.
Float occupied by a burlesque band, each
in bookkeeping in Simmons’ College, Buffalo, where they will join the gentlemen,
Hugh I>. McLellan, Esq., of Boston spent course
and return in the Cobe automobile.
instrument playing a different tune, and ac-

Fred 11. Berry died at his home Union street
at 7.45 Friday morning, June 30. He had
been in failing health for the past five years
and since last August had not left the beautiful home which he built at the beginning of
his decline in health. Sir. Berry was born in
a clown.
this city Oct. 30,1844, being a son of the late companied by
The committee on the parade awarded
John T. and Katherine C. (Crockett) Berry.
In the early tSO’s he was connected with the prizes as follows: 1st, N. M. S. K. R.; 2nd,
stage route between Bath and Rockland, Duplex Roller Rushing Do.; 3d, Improveowned by his father, and in war times
when the travel was very heavy frequently ment Society; 4th Hook and Ladder.
drove the stage himself. In 1808 with his
BASKET BAIL.
brother Charles H. Berry he organized the
After the panpie was over, the crowd
firm of Berry Bros., engaged in livery business on Limerock street, in connection with
gradually gravitated toward the common,
the Thorndike hotel. The firm moved to its where a
place was being roped off for the
in
1870, afterwards buying
present location
basket ball game. It was advertised to bea three-quarters interest in the Thorndike
hotel. The father, John T. Berry, subse- gin at 11 o’clock, but it was considerably
quently bought the other quarter interest. after that time when the Brooks men put in
In 1880 the firm established a branch livery
business at Bar Harbor, Fred 11. Berry go- their appearance. The Belfast High school
ing there in charge. He retired from the boys had meanwhile been working off their
hotel corporation two years ago and Chas.
surplus energy in practice. Harry Carter
11. Berry retired the present spring.
Mr. Berry was widely known throughout of Belfast acted as referee, and before the
the State as a horseman. He was a part game had been in progress more than a few
owner of the Knox Driving Park and pullminutes a Brooks man was knocked out,
ed off many races which were locally faand a long wait ensued before the substimous.
Among the fast horses he owned
tute appeared in a suit. The hot sun and
were Otto, 2.23i; Lilia Wilkes,2.23J; Graduate, 2.11); Tony G., 218; Belle P.,2.17; and the long waits had discouraged a good
Mildura, 2.1G. His love for blooded horses many of the spectators, but quite a number
was a marked characteristic.
Mr. Berry was one of the promoters of witnessed the finish of the game, which rethe C. & R. Water Co., and a stockholder in sulted in a score of 14 to 3 in favor of Belthe Moore Lime Co. He was chief engineer fast
Uigh.
of the fire department a number of years.
THE RACES.
He belonged to the Masonic fraternity.
his
and
wife
Mr. Berry is survived by
after one o’clock the lively music
Shortly
one
brother,
Balcomb;
stepson, Raymond
Charles H. Berry; and one sister, Mrs. of the Belfast Band was heard on the
Clara C. Black.
streets and the crowd began moving toward
Deceased was a man of extremely15 enerIf the races did not
the trotting park.
ous and sympathetic instincts, and his
was not the fault
purse strings were never tightened where come up to expectation it
there was any worthy purpose th ey|could of the officers of the Waldo Agricultural
As a citizen and patronl of good
serve.
but, to the failure of other parties
sporting interests he will be greaty missed. Society, their
to keep
agreements. In two cases it
—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
is understood that there were cash induceThe Roosevelt at New York.
ments to take horses elsewhere that were
and one horseman who
New York, July 2. The Peary Arctic promised here,
steamer Roosevelt from
always keeps his agreements and has done
■

2

MeGinty,

PERSONAL.

uiuuon

Berry.

2

May Sidney, Fred Ayer, Bangor,
3 3 2
Time, 2.31$, 2.35$, 2.35$.
2.18 Class. Purse, $300.
Isabelle, b m, Pearl Brook Farm, Belfast,

140.29
Library.
senee of pink lemonadeand ballons left any
j ieneral School Expense. 204.82
thing to be desired. Quite promptly at 10 > ichool Contingent.
75.01
2.08
o'clock the procession began to f orm on H igh ] iepairs and Insurance.
1 rree Text Books.
11.25
street, near Main, and the small boys began to “chase the parade” along its route
Vi,nu.vo
down High street to Church, up Church to
Sanford Howard was elected inspector of
Grove, up Grove to Congress, to Miller, mildings with a salary of 820 for the year,
down Miller to Cedar, down Cedar to ,
gith jurisdiction over the same territory as
Grove, to Church, up Church to High, j ist
year.
down High to Main, where the procession
The New England Telephone and Teledisbanded. The parade was formed as folraph Company presented a petition to be
lows :
j flowed
to locate its poles and wires as folMarshal J. H. Stinson aud policeman J
1 ows : On the Belmont road, from Congress
Frisbee on horseback.
The Belfast Band, Mark Crockett, leader, f treet to Belmont town line; on cross roads
M. C. Murch, drum major.
1 sading from Belmont road to the farms of
The
Improvement Society buck board 1 lorace
Chenery and V. L. Hall, and from
decorated with red bunting, drawn by
three horses and occupied by twelve young I he Belmont road to the residence of M. S.
ladies w ho wore white gowns aud hats of
Vood, Waldo Ave., from residence of A. E.
red, white or blue.
burner to residence of J. M. Burgess; on
Decorated buckboard occupied by young
1 ’oor’s Mills road, from Waldo Avenue to
ladies in quaint old fashioned costumes.
Carriages decorated in green and white ; lorrill town line; on Cross road, from
and occupied by little girls dressed in white, j ’oor’s Mills road to the farm of II. II.
Carriage decorated in evergreen, Mowers
Ventworth; cross road, from Poor’s Mills
and Mags, occupied by little boys.
oad to the farm of W. A. Banks; on cross
Chariot decorated simply but very tasteand
occupied by , oad, from Poor’s Mills road to farm of
fully in the national colors

Beef.
“lie entered the public service as the
Buggy, arrayed in keeping with the old
trusted and intimate companion of Abraham white mule which drew it.
Lincoln, and for well nigh 40 years he has
Private carriage of carefully gotten up
served his country with loyal devotion and fantastics.
high ability in many positions of honor and
Pair of steers drawing a decorated cart
trust; and finally he crowned his life work and driven by Melvin Knowlton.
by serving as secretary of state with such
Miss Emerald Bradman, dressed in red,
farsightedness of the future and such white and blue, on horseback.
loyalty to lofty ideas, as to confer lasting
Little boy in cowboy costume on horsebenefits not only upon our own country, but back.
all the nations of the earth. As a suitable
Then came the great feature of the parade,
expression of national mourning, I direct
that the diplomatic representatives of the a representation of the Northern Maine SeaUnited States in all foreign countries dis- port Railway.
play the flags over their embassies and
First came two directors in a top buggy;
legations at half mast for 10 days, and that
for a like period the Hag of the United I then a dump cart filled with rubbish and
States be displayed at half mast at all forts labelled “Land Damages”; another dump
and military posts and at all naval stations
cart labelled “Stockton for Mine”; a cart
and on all vessels of the United States.
“1 furtner order that ou the day of the containing a large cask labelled “Italian
funeral the executive departments in the Beer.”
city of Washington be closed, and that on
Then followed an engine and tender, conall public buildings throughout the United
structed with remarkable ingenuity. Smoke
oiaies me national nag De uispiayeu at nan
mast.”
poured from the stack, the bell rang,aud the
Death of Fred H.
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much to

promote

the success of the races

he

4tli

Boston.

in Belfast.

Miss Addie Snow of Waterville is visiting
riends in this city.
Claude Roberts spend the Fourth with
iriends in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Starrett arrived July
:th to visit relatives.
L. E. and Almon J. McMahan are at home
Irom Massachusetts.
Albert W. Stevens spent
town this week from Orono.

a

few days in

I. V. Miller is able to be out after
illness of several months.

a

very

severe

Mrs. William Cate of Everett, Mass., is
risitiug her cousin, Mrs. S. D. Brown.
Mrs. Frank Towle of East Belfast spent
the past week with Annabel Underwood.

The Waldo county students registered at
the University of Maine summer session
are Anion B. Brown, Lincolnville; Joanna
C. Colcord, Searsport; Frederick J. Simmous, Morrill, and Albert W. Stevens, Belfast.
Miss Edith F. Dunton, Mt. Holyoke, '05,
has gone to Madison, Wisconsin, where slie
has a position as private secretary to ITof.
Richard T. Ely, head of the Department of
Political Economy in the University of
Wisconsin.
Misses Sabina Morey and Flora E. Sherman returned last Saturday from a very
pleasant trip to Toronto, where they attended the International Sunday school
convention. They spent a day in Montreal
on their return.

Miss Lena K. Leavitt returned last Frida}
from Monmouth, where she has been teaching, to spend the summer vacation will: her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Leavitt, on
Swan Lake Avenue. Miss Leavitt graduated from the Belfast High school in ln02,
and the E. s. X. S. at Castine in l-xu, and
has proved her e (licit ncy as a teacher by
teaching four successful terms of jchoi.i
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson A. Heed of Minneapolis are at their summer home, LongView, Lake Minnetonka, which -. as ii
former seasons, the

scene

of

many -ouia

functions. June nth Mis. Reed gave
ception in honor of some friends who
soon to leave for the east to spend the
A

Minneapolis

a

re-

wen
sum

paper says
The morning was devoted to a tour of tht
entire iakeon the steamer Acte, after w hich
Mr. Geo. A. Leavitt and son Raphnel have
Mrs. True S. Ileagan has returned from
the ladies enjoyed a regular New England
returned from a two weeks’ visit in Clinton. Cambridge, Mass., after attending the Com- dinner, specially provided
by Mrs. Reed,
who is noted for such dinners. The afterMr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery went to mencement exercises at Harvard Univernoon
was
devoted to cards. Master Everett
sity, wheie her son, Emery Ileagan, B. II.
Boston by Monday’s boat for a visit of two S. '99, received the degree of Bachelor of McElroy doing the punching.
The winweeks.
Arts, with honorable mention in French lit- ning ladies were the recipients of prettysilver
The
score cards were u purerature.
prizes.
Dr. Alfred King of Portland was called
ple and green, as were the ribbons used on
Mrs. Ellery Anderson and
daughter the dining table. The rooms and porches-:
in consultation with local physicians last
Clementine of Charleston, S. C., arrived in were beautifully decorated with roses,
Friday.
Mrs. Reed
week and will spend the sum- daisies, peonies and poppies.
Mrs. Charles Chipman returned to Water- Boston last
Mr. Anderson, who was assisted by Mrs. Ralph Perry and the
mer in New England.
visit
with
in
a
friends
Misses
Elizabeth
from
Edson
and Abbie Reed.
ville yesterday
will be remembered as engineer of the
steamer Rockland, is now chief engineer of
Tuesday evening, June 20th, Mrs. Reed
Belfast.
the government sea-going dredger stationed gave a pretty
supper in honor of the eigh
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Brooks arrived at Charleston.
teenth birthday anniversary of her daughSaturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Henry G.
Mrs. E. L. Brackett, secretary of the Chil- ter, Miss Abbie Reed. There were
eigfui.
Bicknell.
dren’s Aid Society, returned Friday from guests and the decorations were carried cue
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Coombs arrived
Macwahoc, Aroostook county, where she in pink and white, with large clusters ok
Friday from Amesbury, Mass., to visit accompanied one of the girlsfrom the Home.
on the table.
Covers were laid fov
Mrs. Brackett has also visited Washington, peonies
relatives.
Knox, Rockport, Rockland and Bangor late- Mr. and Mrs. Reed, Misses Ida Purchase,
Mrs. Fannie Stephenson and daughter
Elizabeth
Edson and Abbie Reed, Messrs
ly in the interest of the society. Four girls
have returned from a visit with relatives in have been placed in good homes during the George Purchase, Richard Boutell aurt
Pratt.
Clyde
month.
past
Brunswick.
liter.

THIRTY MILLIONS

FOR£IRRIGATION.

Unexpected RapidJGrowth

of Reclamation

GUPID'S MIRROR.
within,” says Dr.
R. V. Pierce, of
Buffalo, N. Y., the
specialist in

The President Plans Large Addi-

Fund.

Appropriation.
■Washington. I). 0., July 3. (Spec
ial;.
A rare day in June, three years
ago. was the 17th of that month, the

|

tional

anniveis.iry of the battle of’ Bunker
Hill am! the birthday of tlie national
irrigation law. And the net result of
he latti :. at the beginning of the preset iin.. year, is an irrigation appropriate! ot s;n,Ono,OoO with an automatic i *.• vol viug law nuder*whicb the
fund iinstantly increasing through
additim.' from the sales of western
public lands and the repayment to the
government by the settlers of all expenditures for irrigation construction.
The anniversary this year of Bunker
Ilill-Xational Irrigation Day was duly
celebrated in Nevada as in Boston: in
commonwealth at the
former
the
Truekee irrigation project in the presence of a party of distinguished United
states Senators and Representatives

government otlicials, who witnessopening of the first complete
government irrigation works and the
turning of oOO.nOO gallons of water per
minute into a great government canal.
Tiiis ceiemony meant a great deal for
the idea of American home-making
ind

ed the

With Cleanly
and Water

"The beauty of a woman’s face or figure
Is but the external sign of the good health

naturally

J

too great
upon her vi-

aches,
drain
tality and strength,
look beautiful. The feelings
a

she will never
of nervousness, the

befogged mind,

the pale
from those

1

on.'i.ioQc

riftv

limn-

outer

sense

garment-

j

:e

sailow, muddy and

!

Pompeian Massag

(
I

not improve nature

;

j

■

do its per-,
it makes the pores ti,
dirt and impurities, asense of cleanliness md
its use.
Does not—i
mote the growth ui
nature to

UPPER
IN MEMORIAM.

BRIDGE

It A I L R O A D

THE KLONDIKE GOLD FIELDS.

C R O S S I \ G

Literary News and

¥ Again the death angel has visited

Notes.

As each year brings a new Wonderland the wonder grows how the Passenger Department of the Northern Pacific can devise such beautiful books,
each succeeding one an improvement ot
those of the year before. Certainly the
Wonderland tor i'.inr> is a beautiful
hook, and the text is as interesting as
the illustrations arc charming.
The
book will be sent to any address upon
receipt ot six cents tor postage by A.
M. t'leland, G. 1’. A.. St. Paul, Minn.

of recent educational activity are discuss'd by Ossian II. Lang in tire paper
entitled “The Educational Outlook,"
wiiile “Applied Science,’’ in all its
latest developments, is ably treated by
II. II. Suplee. An interesting paper by
Herbert W. Honviil on “Recent Fiction,’' which concludes this series of
“Reviews,” is followed by three special

~

n

■

The Forum for.Iuly-Stptember opens
with ail article on ‘'American Politics"
by Ilenry Litchfield West, in which the
question of municipal ownership, as
well as other important topics of the

day,

are

| Affairs,”

broadly discussed.

articles entitled, "Women in Turkey,”
by Mary Mills Patrick: “The British
Invasion of Tibet,” by Mohammad

‘‘Architecture.”

Important features

Moritzen.

Varnis

The greatest cataract in the world is
the Falls of Niagara.

The largest valley in the world is the

Valley

of the

Briis

Mississippi.

The greatest cave in the world is the
Mammoth Cave in Kentucky.

Colors ground in oil and
everything used in pan
the best assortment of

The greatest natural bridge in the
world io the Natural Bridge in Virginia.
The largest mass of solid iron in the
world istlie Iron Mountain of Missouri.

The largest

deposits

coal in the world are in

of

amps, Time
Nickel pi

anthracite

Pennsylvania.

per (joo*

etJtiit0t’s Early Risers
The famous little

s.

Ranges

pilla>

Wooden

United States Commissioners

In the city

Judge Hale in the I'nited States District Court, Portland, June 2Sth, reap
pointed William M. Bradley of Portland and (Jen. Charles Hamlin of Bangor as I'nited States commissioners for
a
term of four years.
The term of
Lewis A. Burleigh, I'nited States commissioner at Augusta, will not expire
until July 1, 1007.

Be sure to see
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WE

Barakatullah; and “The Rupture BeNorway and Sweden,” by Julius

tween

‘‘Foreign

and especially the diplomatic
features of the war in the Far Fast, are
comprehensively treated by A. Maurice
Low. In his article on “Finance” Mr.
Alexander D.
the
Noyes reviews
principal developments in that department during the past three months. A
broad survey of the great architectural
activity in the United States is afforded by Prof. A. I). F. Hamlin's paperon

)

Johnson Block. Be

Wonders of America.

..

j

WM. 0. POOR k SON

.1

present interest arc Some Results ot
tile Pastern \\ ar, by Cbester Holcombe,
the welt-known author and diplomatist,
and a searching discuss on of Large
Fortunes, then justification and use,
by J. Laurence Laughlin. The essays
in the number include Rook-Dusting
Time, by Martha Raker Dunn; Wordsworthshiie, by Thomas Wentworth
Iligginson, and In Retreat, by Agnes
Repplier—three attracth e essays which
show these favorite authors in their
best vein.

‘Iff

i ace.

Tor both timeliness and lvacity the
uly uumiter of the Atlantic is a notable
Fiie largest lake in the world is Lake
one.
The leading article, a plea for
Publicity for express Companies, by Superior.
Professor F. II. Dixon, is a searching
Tlie greatest grain port in the world
study of the vast but little understood is Chicago.
business ot the express com) allies in
this country which will open the eyes
Tl\e greatest river in the world is the
of many people. < tther papers of great Mississippi.

..

.-

the

Clean

Soap and wat r
surface grime off tl ;
peian Cream alone
hidden dirt from t'
dirt that makes t!

our litAccording to C. M. Woodworth, in
and taken one of our young the Canadian Magazine, the Klondike
tlelconimunity
of
cure.
means
Gilbert
is
men,
far from exhausted of its treasures.
Marriner, son of Mr. and Mrs.
r,ni.I acres received their first governDon’t allow the dealer to insult your
Albert Marriner, who died June 13th. The Almost beyond question there is still
by offering you a cheap subment
::r.gation-the finished portion intelligence
live
or six' times as much gold in its
stitute.
last sad rites were performed at the resit project for the reclamation of
of ,1 \
Send 21 one-cent stamps to pay expense
With
dence of Mr. Fred Batcheider in Searsmont, ! gravels as has been taken out.
of mailing and get Dr. Pierce’s Medical
i the methods which it was possible to
cres at a cost of nine million
■,\n. ».
In spite of the falling rain many gathered
Address
Adviser in paper covers, free.
'use during the great rush of 1808.on,
mder the guidance ot L. II.
i. dia;
Dr. R. Y Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
to attend the services.
Relatives and claims
paying less than 88 to the cubic
Dr. Fierce’s Pleasant Pellets are the most
ray:..! federal reclamation engineer
friends came bearing fragrant blossoms, yard could not be worked and were
desirable laxative for delicate women.
:
Within ten years the cost
for N.-.a.la.
the tokens of their love. The Rev. Charles abandoned. But condit ions havechangF. Beebee of Searsmont spoke tenderly of ; ed with methods, and claims averaging
it irrigating this .'>0,000 acre tract—*1,A PEOPLE’S CHURCH.
the one who lay there with silent lips and $3.25 per cubic yard are now profitable,
will all have been returned to
while a drift bearing half that would
pulseless heart. God had taken him in his
he _. v r.nient by the settlers paying Where Catholic, Protestant, Jew and Atlie
not be abandoned if the pay streaks
is! Meet I.very Sunday.
manhood.
It
is
hard
to
have
a
young
bright were
water rights in ten annual intor ti
and not too thin. With
Isaac F. Mareossou writes in tin : life ended in the joyous youthtime with the regular and steam
shovels now
c
r;,i
is. to be applied by the governdredges
:
of
the
remarkabh
World's
Work
July
its noble resolves and the vista of life's coming into use hydraulic workings
i,, ,.• p the continuation of the project,
“Church of the People’’ in Xew Yorl
dewy morning before it; but God's ways yielding so cents per yard are found
...
titles of this revolving irri- City. lie says: “This is our church— are best, ilis words fell
p
like healing balm profitable. In California and elsewhere
to welcome
a
wide
church
enough
■j v c. : l.d are indeed very great.
on the stricken hearts.
The service ended hydraubc gold-mining works have been
Protestant and Jew, atheist
Catholic,
made to pay where the ground
\\
there to be no additions to the
agnostic and infidel—and its creed i: and his young friends, strong in their man- less than 10 cents a cubic yard.yielded
Mr.
.v
fund, its present thirty the “Holden Rule.'’
hood, bore Gilbert to his last resting place. Woodworth does not believe that recThe man who spoke—a SocialistThe father, mother, five sisters and one ord can ever be
lollars would eventually re;i” :
in
the
Klonequaled
of the great hal
brother survive him. He was to have been dike. Too much of the
Hut with the large stood in the audience
el mu :..e west.
gravel is frozen,
of Cooper Union in Xew York at <
married
,1
une 17th to Miss Susie Batcheider.
and
there
are
other
items of expense
■‘aii; additions which have been com- Sunday night meeting of the People’s
stricken parents this dear loved son,
j which will keep the limit of profitable
Tremendous applause t'ol Sad,
ing in. i: is destined before many years Institute.
Whose childish feet you have led
j working considerably higher. Mr. Woodthere
wen
and
lowed
His
statement,
bemark
and
In
the
the
of
and
love
-o ici-.cl
paths
truth,
worth, believes, however, that in the
| near
“That’s right.” About birr
shouts
You
cannot
think
him
of,
dead.
\ .tst fund for the redemption of
future gravels paying 25 cents a
anie
I
were people born in nearly every creec
1
c
.in’s desert lands for settle- and representing many nationalities, The gentle friend who would have shared yard can be worked at a good profit.
his life
Within 100 miles east of Dawson there
And could there be a greater They were working men and women,
ment
She will see him on earth no more.
are believed to be more than fifty
May she meet him within the gates of gold square miles of auriferous
•\.<rk than that of making homes for toe.’ They seldom attended church,
gravel deWhen this shadowed life is o'er.
yet they had assembled every Sunday
the people?
posits from twenty-five to 125 feet
night for years to bear talks on ethica We have looked the last on the boyish fane, thick which will
an
yield
average of
Almost half of the entire United subjects.
hn the platform—the one
Pear face so still and fair.
more than 25 cents a yard.
Twenty
states i- comprised In the area covered from which Abraham Lincoln made his
And the rare sweet flowers that must withsquare miles in the Klondike basin are
er and die.
famous “Hooper Union Address”—
much richer. There is core I evidence
T
Ta.i-io),
by t ese great irrigation projects, rivThat are fadeless over there.
that one square mile on Hunker creek
tlling the gigantic works of Egypt and rabbi (a Catholic priest was on the proThe floral offerings were as follows: Creswill produce $50,000,000. Altogether it
Hritisi India. The following amounts gramme but was \inable to come), and cent of flowers, from father and mother; is
believed that the Klondike basin is
have been apportioned by the Secretary a former professor of literature, Mr. crescent of pinks and roses, Susie Uatehel- capable, with modern
processes and
Charles Sprague Smith, managing diStates
in
the
different
of
roses and pinks, brother
of the Interior
der;
machinery, of yielding more than $«00,rector of the Institute.
Occupying and pillow lilies,of
roses and pinks, Mrs. 000,000.
sisters; pillow
and territories:
every chair and overflowing to the
Eddie Haney; pinks and roses, Mrs. Clifford
Arizona.$3,(100,000 aisles, those sixteen hundred people,
FAIRS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
Arizona ami California, joint promany of them recruited from tene- Wilhand; twenty pinks numbering the years
jects. 3,000,000 ments and cheap lodging houses, formed of his life, Miss Annie Wellman and Irvin
[Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
oiov.nl. 2,500,000 the largest church of the people in the
McFarland; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. II. P. FarSearsmont.
Idaho. 2 projects. 2,000,000 world.
Fairs, both county and
row; lilies of the valley, Mrs. Mabel RichMontana. 1,900,000
The purposes of the Institute summed
State, in my judgment, should be encourMontana and North Iiakota, joint
ards; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackat the linal organization were:
aged, as they give farmers and their fami2,350,0(10 up
projects.
and roses, Fred Hatehelder and
To furnish the people continued and son; pinks
lies a chance to see and compare alljthat is
Nebraska and Wyoming, joint proMrs.
family;
Ada
cresflowers,
in
social
Howard;
education
science,
jects. 5,750,000 orderly
best in stock and farm productions and set
cent of flowers, Mrs. A. J. Donnell; flowers,
Nevada. 2,740,000 history, literature.
them models in their endeavors. And they
\..\V Mes eo.
280,000
To assist, so far as possible, in the Mr. and Mrs. Frank Woods; flowers, Mr.
or should give them,[a chance to see
llreg.11
projects.. 3,250,000 solution of present social problems.
and Mrs. Rodney Thomas; flowers, Mrs. give,
smith ivkota.. 2,100,000
compare all that is newest and best in farm
To respect all differences of opinions Henry
Mahoney; flowers, Mrs. Arad Mas'
.>u;,
the recommendation of the and creed and make no alliance with honey.
machinery, for so much is dependent on
n. n. m.
farm machines in this day of small margins
Urt.-blent be carried out by Congress any political, social or religious party.
Out of the school of practical social
that they often make the difference bethe repeal ol the timber and
rcgai". :
science which was established, with
THE FARMER’S HOME
tween success and failure. This is the edu.it.c
mil f ie enncfrnerit At' :i cnin.
lectures on timely subjects at Cooper
cational part, but the social part should
Shares in the Benefit? of Scientific Progress. neither be overlooked nor
the
which
uncounted. But
People’s Church,
prei.ti>:vi- forestry law, the irrigation Union,grew
Mrs. T>. O. Law Shows How the Burden of human natuie is such that all
had as its chief article of faith, The
foregoing infun'! v.io : 1 he greatly increased. The
ducements
often
fail to draw a paying audithe Farmer’s Wife 31ay he Lightened.
Brotherhood of Man. Mr. Smith early
therefore 1 believe that all manner
deuce,
at timber sales during the laid down these two rules:
govi-r: i;
The traveler through fields of corn and of amusements that will
draw crowds are
ast ?v... years under the timber and
“There shall be no proselyting.”
grain in such States as Kansas sees from justified, when not vicious, as many that
“There shall be no attack of creed
are
drawn
there
lor
stone act have been about three milamusement
the car windows numerous applications
only will,
creed.”
while there, gather some knowledge that
at :. uniform price of sii.ijO upon
lion. u'.•
of modern inventive skill to the production
may he of benefit to them.- Otis 1). \\ ilson.
of the fanner’s wealth, and in every
•ii, iu ;r. u.nch ot the land densely forBrooks—I think the fairs are a benefit to
CASTOniA.
county seat lie finds a large display of the farmers. Where it is possible the preested v it it the finest Washington spruce
The
Kind
^ou
Have
Bears the
Always
Bought
miums
on ail farm
_/)
should be inmachinery for cultivating and harvest- creased, and more products on
and dreg.-ii and California fir and redfarm stockespecially
He
cannot
so
ing crops.
readily learn to all together, and on the best display of farm
wood. worth according to oilicial reas
that will make a good show
what extent the farmer's home has shared products,
in >gi to s.'ii' an acre.
poits
in the general advance, hut lie knows how and attract attention. The more farmers
A. R.
G.
EXCURSION TO DENVER. essential to the farmer’s
t Roosevelt’s plan is to sell
1 'res. ii
happiness must he that will compete for premiums the better
everything that ministers 10 the strength the fair and the more people that come to
On February 2:5, 1905, Department Com- and cheerfulness of his
only ttumpage at the market price,
partner—the faith- the fair the more gate money. The most
mander
0.
llenry
allow :.g !1 ■- land to grow up to new
I’erry, appointed Past ful housewife. Thousands of farmers’ benefit of the fair to the farmer is in getCommander Jas. L. Merrick
Depaitment
wives, in the Great West particularly, will ting up a competition to see who will raise
forests ini future crops. Every honest of Waterville a committee to
arrange all read with interest the story of the struggle the best crop, and showing these products
with
details
for
the of one of their number to meet the constant to the people and telling them how they are
friend of both irrigation and forestry
railroads, hotels, etc.,
of Maine G. A. It., to attend
demand upon her strength until she found raised, that they may learn something from
will iiea:i ,y support this splendid idea Department
the 39th National Encampment to be held that she was
losing ground in the unequal each other.—Joseph Ellis.
vhivf seeks not only to prevent the in Denver September 4 to 9,1905, and he lias contest, and must cease to be a
Belfast.—I believe that the first thing
helpmate
as follows :
arrangements
completed
and
enter
the
class
of confirmed invalids, if in connection with our fairs is to keep them
wasteful forest destruction now going
Leave Portland, Maine, at 8:45 a. m. help did not come from some source
that clean. As for the premiums offered, they
an
the west, but to provide an in- August 30th via Maine Central Railroad, go- would renew her strength.
should be so arranged as to call out as tufl
ing over the White Mountains to Montreal:
Mrs. L. O. Law, of No. 324 North street, and complete an exhibit in every departcome from stumpage sales at least ten
thence over Canadian Pacific Railway to Horton,
“In 185)7, while we ment as possible. Ail exhibits should be
Kansas,
says:
time the amount now received by the Toronto and to Detroit; thence over the were
living on a farm in this neighborhood, judged by a competent judge, who should
Wabash R. R. to Chicago; thence over the I became
generally debilitated as the result be paid enough for his services so that he
government.
Rock Island if. K. System to Denver and of overwork.
I had serious indigestion, could and would remain on the grounds and
Had the timber lands which the gov- Colorado Springs.
lost my appetite, suffered from a sense of be ready to give a reason for his decisions.
A stop will be made at Toronto and suffocation
ernment has disposed of since the pasand from obstruction of the cir- 1 believe that no society should receive aid
side trip taken across Lake Ontario by
culation, so that artificial means had to he froni the State unless it gives as much
sage of the irrigation act—three years steamer to Niagara Falls and return to used to restore it.
After suffering for money for premiums on farm stock and
■been sold under President Roose- Toronto. A stop of about twelve hours will months without finding any relief, 1 tried a farm products as it pays in trotting purses.
also he made at Chicago.
If a fair cannot be run without “making
box
of
Dr.
Williams’
Pink Pills which I
velt's plan, they would have yielded upFrom Denver a trip will be made to had seen advertised in a
The up” races, it bad better not run at all.
wards of sl-h,o00,00n, which would have Silver Plume and return, over the famous first few boxes made me newspaper.
There
is nothing educational in a horse
lots better, and
Georgetown Loop, and from Colorado after using the third box f felt entirely trot, and fairs cannot be run as educational
.rrigateb r.ch»>,<ifif acres of desert and Springs
side trips will he made.
.nuvut
twu
run
factors III our agricultural life without makjeais aiwsiwaru
at tin -i
time assured reforestation
Passengers will be allowed the privilege down again and immediately resumed talc- ing each awl every other department more
of returning from Denver or Colorado
1
d
ing the pills. In two months 1 was fully interesting and attractive than the races
acres of our best timber
Springs over any direct route to Chicago, restored to
ami have held the gain —E. ('. Dow.
hi
ii -dead, no per cent ot this has butfioni Chicago to Portland, Maine, must ever since. vigor
I am now in excellent health
return over same route as going trip.
and am able not
go:
::
to take care of my
the pockets of speculators.
SIXTIETH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Tin.- railroad fare will be *38 75 from house but also to only
assist my husband in a
ii
v Eu.iorr Mm iiki.l.
milium in Denver aim return.
Due litre
store which lie lias lately taken.
Pink
Of Mr. iiiol Mrs. Daniel A. Smith.
from any point in Maine to Portland and
Pills have helped me every time I have
return.
Berth in tourist sleeping car So.To; taken them.
deserve to be recomMr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Smith observele
They
section (two beitlisi S1I lid; berth :n Pull- mended.
are so simple, so easily
the GOth anniversary of their weddind
Thfi Kind You Have Always Bought man etainhri! sleeping car SI 1.50, section taken and They
Bears the
so prompt in their action.
I Thursday evening, June 22d, at the 1..
(two berths) S2S.00, for tlie trip going.
have said this to many already and am of their son, Willis E.
smith, 183 IVau
Arrangements me made with the St. glad to say it to still more.”
street, East Somerville, Mass. The even
.James Hotel ill Denver at from S2.50 to
This remedy, being in the form of a pill, was of an informal sociable character
and
S3.50 eacli person, per day, with two or is
manifestly free from alcohol, against was attended by four generations.
more persons in each room.
which so much has been printed, and it is
The Issues of the War.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, up to a year ago,
Anaiigenients are being made with guaranteed to contain nothing that can lived in
Hampden, Me., where both were
hotels for meals on tlie going and returning
injure the most delicate constitution. The born and passed all their lives. Mr. Smith
oiidt-nsed into a
single phrase, trip.
can he obtained from all druggists and was born in
pills
1823, and Mrs. Smith, who,
'•Ripan for the .Japanese," “China for
Invitations are cordially extended to tlie at most general stores.
before her marriage was Rosanna M. Hopini'
i. urea ror the ( oreans,”
Woman’s Belief Corps, Woman’s State Beuiese,
was born in the same
kins,
Moth are
year.
embodies the issues which are being lief Corps, Ladies of tlie G. A. It. Circles,
of well-known families in that section of
Trial Trip of Peary’s Ship.
of Veterans
Sons
settled in the present war. Why should Sons of Veterans,
Maine.
Auxiliary and to the general public to join
not each of the great powers of
Mr. Smith up to the time he came to SomThe Peary ship Roosevelt vvas given a
Europe this excursion.
erville to live at the home of his son was
accept this principle for the nations of
All who intend to take this trip should working out trial by her builders at Portthe Ear East which each demands, and apply as soon as
actively
land
last
week and acquitted herself credengaged in the wood working
possible, stating what acFor many years he was a spar,
exacts, so scrupulously for itself. Once commodations are wanted in sleeping cars itably, making a maximum speed of business.
block
and
12 knots for a five-minute run and a
pump maker, and, in fact,handled
heartily recognized and carried into and at tlie hotel in Denver.
in
any
which the working of wood was
job
of
An itinerary of the excursion will soon speed
10J knots for a 15-minute run
consistent operation by a diplomacy of
whether his employment was In
printed and will be mailed, upon applica- under normal conditions. The ship went poncerned,
good sense and 'common morality, mis- be
bouse
over a 23-mile run to Seguiu and return.
building or making fine articles of
tion to
furniture.
understanding, contempt, and hatred,
The
trial was under the direction of the
Jas. L. Merbick,
He followed his trade at Hangor, Rocknow almost universal in the continental
officers of the concern that installed her enManager of Excursion,
and machinery, and they Bad a large land and at other points along the Penobportions of that vast area, will gradualgines
Maine.
Waterville,
scot
river. His father was engaged in the
number
of
representatives on board, among
ly disappear, China will repeat the
whom were Wilson Sprague and George same business before him.
marvelous development of Japan, and
Three Good and Just Reasons.
Mr.
and Mrs. Smith were married June
Reynolds.
the world will be better, richer, and far There are
!2, 1845, at Hampden by Rev. Horace Bradthree reasons why mothers preCommander
was perhaps the most
safer, for the change.—Chester Hol- fer One Minute Cough Cure: First. It is interested man Peary
Jury. They had three children, only one
on board and he was accornif whom is now living.
combe, in the July Atlantic.
It tastes
ibsoiutely Harmless; Second.
They have five
by Capt. Bartlett, his representative.
?ood—children love it; Third.
It cures
ther guests on the trip were E. Platte grandchildren and eight great grandchilIren.
and Whooping Cough when Stratton,
Coughs,
Croup
Amerifor
the
A SURPRISE PARTY.
engineer-surveyor
Both Mr. and Mrs. Smith are in the en>tber remedies fail. Sold by R. H. Moody can bureau
of shipping; Frank I). Almy of
A pleasant surprise party may be given
Mr. Smith
of Bucksport, loyment of excellent health.
Providence,
Capt.
Houghton
A Smooth Article.
tssists his son in the latter’s business on
to your stomach and liver, by taking a
Capt. E. R. Norton of Portland.
learl
medicine which will relieve their pain ami
and
Mrs.
When you find it necessary to use salve use
street,
Smith, who reads
Except for the five-minute run no attempt
discomfort, viz: Dr. King's New Life Pills.
)e\\ itt’s Witch Hazel Salve. It is the pur- was made to crowd the Roosevelt and as the without the aid of glasses, takes a keen inwest
in the domestic duties of the houseThey are a most wonderful remedy, afford- ist, and best for Sores, Burns, Boils, trip was made with a green crew no hold
ing sure relief and cure, for headache,
Eczema, Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Pro- load and nnder other unfavorable circum- iold.—Boston Globe.
dizziness and constipation. 25c. at Moody’s
r uding Piles.
Get the genuine DeWitt’s stances, the builders and Commander Peary
iVitoli Hazel Salve. Sold by R. II. Moody. are assured that she is a good 13-knot boat.
drag store.
Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
She will leave for New York about July Vlmost miraculous. Dr. Thomas' Eclectric
Not a cent wanted, unless you are cured.
10.
;
with
little
Beautify your complexion
cost,
lil. At any drug store.
If you are sick and ailing, take Hollister’s 1 f you wish a smooth, clear, cream-like
Mountain
Tea.
A
Iloeky
great blessing to
What’s the secret of happy, vigorous
lomplexion, rosy cheeks, laughing eyes,
the human family-. Makes you well—keeps I ake Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea, great- health?
Simply keeping the bowels, the
you well. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
ist beautifier known.
R. H.
35 cents.
R. II. stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and
Moody.
doody.
active. Burdock Blood Bitters does it.
Dlgeoto what you eat.
i.-.nn

enjoy

appearances.

the

and wrinkled face, all
result
disorders peculiar to
women, and the only way to effect their cure
is to strike at the source of the difficulty.
There is every reason why 6he should write
some great specialist, one who has made the
diseases of women a specialty for a third of
a century like I)r. R. V. Pierce, founder of
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
of Buffalo, N. Y.
All correspondence is
held sacredly confidential, and he gives his
advice free and without charge.
During a long period of practice, Doctor
Pierce found that a prescription made up
entirely of roots and herbs, without the
use of alcohol, cured ninety-eight per cent,
of euch cases
After using this remedy for
many years in his private practice he put
it up in a form that can be had at any store
where medicines are handled.
In many cases Dr R. V. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription will fit the needs and put the
body in healthy condition.
So sure of it is Dr. Pierce, he offers a
reward of S500 for women who cannot be
cured of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness,
Prolapsus, or Falling of Womb. All he
asks is a fair and reasonable trial of his

ill-temper,

j

wear

feelings, together
with constantly returning pains and

v

tlIB
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You do not wear ft
lor "the look-

have good health.
Now, if a woman
has dragging-down

y

c

Essential

is

diseases.
Further, to be happy and beautiftil
must
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Pompeian Massage
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WORK.

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
is the time to call,

Bridge Street,

as we

have

a

Kw."mL!

large stock of finished work.

Belfast, Maine.
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There is no third class on Argentine
railroads, and the secoud class is patronized by few except the very poor,
and the immigrants who are being disTHE DISTINCTIVE
OF
,AVAGANCE
patched to distant colonies by the imsS
b00m.” the mirror fad.
migration companies. As wind and
waves retard or speed a ship according
..nespondence of The Journal.]
as they are favorable or adverse, so
\ ykks, May 23,1905. Among
everything that blows, from a pampero
surprising things in this coun- to a summer zephyr, affects the rate'of
prises are the railroads, for
progress on some of these roads; and in
far-away republic possesses
going long distances across the plains
is system, with stations and
—say to Mendoza—it is not uncommon
which in beauty, extent and
for passengers to arrive at their destive are seldom
equaled and nation from twelve to
thirty-six hours
issed in Europe ortheUnibehind time.
Xo fewer than twenty-two
Last week we made a little trip to La
uw in actual working order
Plata—the city that exemplifies Argena, with a total extension of
tine extravagance more fully than any
miles, which represent an
other—which lies 25 miles south of the
upital of $300,000,000; while
on the Great Southern Railway.
uuisand miles more of roads capital
When Buenos Ayres was finally decided
some
ed and at
points parupon as the permanent seat of the readed.
publican government, as it had been
lluenos
is
the
importance
that of the colonial, the province of
crn, which starts from the
Buenos Ayres selected a site for a secConstitution in the heart of
ond auxiliary city at a convenient disw liose suburb station—with
which in the usual grandiloquent
utrance hall, monumental tance,
of the Spanish-American was
style
urease,
gorgeous waiting
of Silver.” Passing
dices of administration— named the “City
halls of the
fresh evidence of the ab- through the marble-paved
we got into a palatial
station
splendid
of
the
late
I extravagance
coach of tlie vestibule train, and saw
if so nearly ruined Argenevery one of our individual imperfecfor
the
arrival
piatforms
of passengers the depots
stations are commodious
accommodate the entire
; the republic at once and
e

by

d

a

ii-neate

single
workmanship—one
iron roof of

xteusive of its kind iti the
ng a certain

portion of the
••pots and the adjoining
n1 in the great wool marAyres, and then present
scene.
The rolling stock
mostly purchased in Eng-pouds with the magniftbeing of the most “imscription. It boasts of a
•.••ain whose English-made
itted with every luxury
.stidious traveler could dels common cars are on

the

plan and its sleepers

lean

opean, the latter in comntaining four beds. People
.stomed to

traveling

in the

..ti-s, and not the European
these little square sleeping

table in
and beautifully fitted with
,in, walls and roof of natEach hes

;eer.

a

xquisitely carved, polished
kel, globes and toilet serglass- everything in excelring a superabundance of
i■ ius
everywhere, above,
ery side, wherever a mir-sibly be put. The explalatter peculiarity, which
with in theatres, restaupublic places in Argen<

LHMia

self-made man, who
inker above every other
ct and enjoys
gazing at

m

iciuimcaaij

«. owjv

01

mirrors during the entire trip of 25
miles, for which privilege we paid a
sum which would have carried us exactly four times as far in the United

glided past the
shipping and straggling
suburbs of the capital, its market-gardens and dairy farms and outlying villas, before little towns began to dot the
landscape, each wonderfully ambitious
in architecture and railway station, apparently lacking nothing but a population, though iu places where there
excuse for
seems to be no earthly
towns being built. The way lies over
a limitless plain, tiat as a board door,
its cultivated tields and pasture lands
outlined by interminable rolls of latelygrown-up eucalyptus trees, which to
States.

Hardly

had we

warehouse and

my mind are about the most mournfuland misshapen specimens

looking, ugly

of the whole tree family, though they
seem to be so universally affective iu
all new countries. The city of La Plata
is too big a subject to tackle in this letter,

so we

must

perforce postpone

our

arrival there until another week.

Fannie B. AVakd.
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For Infants and Children.
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Bears the

Signature

fact that the modern

riic

of

IS AN

ICHTHYOSAURUS

is a

1 occasions.
went

nne we

traveling in

luxuriant cars

we were

it came time for

there

retiring

neither
utaius, nothing whatever
berths from public view,

that

were

looking-glasses,
on every side, to repro.tiply all tiie mysteries of
Dressing-room there was
help for it but to drape
a partial screen and let
.-••ore

of

■>

s" go till a more conven-

■

ifterward informed by a
..ate, to whom we expressse at this lack of a comamid so much gorgeous■

reason

■

why

curtains were

the otherwise

;.

perfect

apwas that the

the

sleepers,
aveling public appreciated
:ful things besides itself
to appropriate everything
lat pleased its taste; and
invariably returned from
without a curtain, pillow:
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other article not made
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THE WAYMOUTH CELEBRATION..

railways.

ARGENTINE

aid screw, it was

Three Hundredth

ing
ing

of Sir

Anniversary of

parties have searched in the vicinity
for buried treasures.
About a mile below the Richardson
farm is the Wawenock-Tarratine battlefield, the scene of a fierce conflict between the Indian tribes in 1615. The
St. Georges river was the dividing line
between the tribes until the Tarrantines, seized with the spirit of conquest,
descended upon the Wawenock village
Grim
and practically annihilated it.
reminders of this bloody battle have
been found in modern times in the
shape of skulls, Indian arrowheads,
pieces of flint and other evidences of
primeval warfare.
In its immediate neighborhood is located the graveyard and log meeting
house lot, marking the burial place of
the early settlers of St. George and
Cushing. The cemetery is thick with
underbrush and the stranger would
scarcely suspect its presence. The
meeting house, which was built in 1730,
was burned near the close of the 18th

the land-

George Waymouth. InterestEarly Maine History,

Facts in

Fondly cherished dreams of American
colonization which were indulged bv
the several nations of
Europe at the
beginning of the 17th century led Eng
land to send forth several expeditions
one iof which was in Sir
George Way’
mouth’s ship, the Archangel. He sailed
from Dartmouth Haven March 31,1605
accompanied by James Rosier, an English gentleman of scholarly tastes, who
made the voyage for the express purpose of recounting the explorer’s adventures and describing the
territory
that might be discovered.
“Rosier’s
Narratives” which were published and
widely circulated after the expedition
had returned to England crowned with
success, described graphically the voyage of exploration, and leaves no doubt
that the first cross of English occupation in the new world was planted on
what is now known as Allen’s island,
at the mouth of the St. Georges river.
The lirst island sighted by Waymouth
was Nantucket, as Rosier’s narrative
clearly indicates. Fate, in the form of
difficult shoals and an adverse wind,
prevented his landing there, and altering the direction of the ship he next
sighted Monhegan,

where

STRONG
Again
is what Mrs. Lucy
Stovall, of Tilton. Gm,
said after taking
Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure. Hundreds
of other weak

Sa>v J. E. Cliaiuller ltegarcUng Old Orchard
Sea .’Monster.

l he sea monster east ashore at Old
Orchard beach, according to the belief
of James E. Chandler of Old Orchard,
is an Ichthyosaurus, which is an extinct
carnivorous reptile of enormous size
found in the Lias formation nearly to
the close of the chalk period.
He sent
the following communication to the
Biddeford J ournal:
A find of rare interest to science is
that of Mr. F. A. Sidelinger, June 7th,
This place has for
at Old Orchard.
a century been noted in other ways, but
the drifting and discovery of a huge
pelagic animal right on the beach is a
notable event in zoology'.
The readers are no doubt already
aware of the announcement of the finding of a marine animal. If j‘. T. Barmini were alive and saw the skeleton
he might have announced to the world
a sea serpent, a paleozoic or mesozoic
saurian, a cetaceous sea monster, perhaps an amphibian of eocene time.
Mr. Sidelinger saw it as it had drifted
from the broad Atlantic. As an intelligent man, he took measures to obtain
it. He at once secured the services of
good horse and team. After the tide
had receded the animal was yet half
submerged. The strong team had hard
work to pull the lower jaw from the
body, which was partially decomposed
and the nether portion entirely gone.
What remained measured fz feet in
length. Very likely when alive it was
not less than 70 feet. The lower fauces
All remainmeasure over nine feet.

remains is a veritable demonstration of

attached, and so ar- tertiary pelagic life.
ine may promenade down
A Smithsonian institute
member
aisles from end to end of classes it Ichthyosaurus, the body pisThe whole country being an catory and cetaceous, and the encephaloid skull saurian. It is a fossil descendbain, railroad building in Ar- ant of eocene time and of course be'fnts none of the difficulties longs to the cenozoie era. The absence
constantly encountered on of limbs indicates it aipiatic rather
The immensity of
side of South America, or than amphibian.
mouth and jaw proves it in the water
azil and Venezuela. The to
correspond with the extinct dino:
terrupted stretch of one- there on land. Very likely for unknown
1
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in the world is
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today; and next week it
or, with less probability it
h'wn to $30, or even to $20. If
,l; no
especial hurry and money
fct to you—as it is to most of
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hard times which have afU|is boom-broken, revolutioncountry much more distressful[he rich and prosperous United
ll|e better way would be to
he market and purchase
your
"hen exchange is most favor-

Spring Styles
Also

a

and 12 men landed May 18, 1605. Two
days later the ship arrived in what the
explorer named Pentecost harbor, now
known as St. George harbor. The river
was explored by the use of a shallop,
and friendly overtures were made to
the Indians, five of whom were taken
back to excite the wonder and curiosity

the animal has been imbedded in
piolar ice and thus preserved like, the
mammoth of northern Siberia.
The
duration of its ice imprisonment is a
matter of speculation, but judging by
the fossil fauna of past time, it is very

live to great age, perhaps a thousand
Its craniology indicates comyears.
plete maturity and probably died of old
Were the great Cuvier alive lie
age.
could reproduce it from a single occipital bone. Some university like
Harvard or Chicago, or I.eland Stanford is likely to secure it for their museum of antiquity after science lias become awakened to ttie value of this
rare specimen in
paleontology, an ich-

Indirection Cured.
There is no case of Indigestion, Dyspepsia
or Stomach Trouble that will not
yield to
the digestive and strengthening intluence
of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
This remedy
takes the strain off the stomach by digesting
what you eat and allowing it to rest until it
grows strong again. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
affords quick and permanent relief from Indigestion and all stomach troubles, builds
up the system and so purifies that disease
cannot attack and gain a foothold as when
in a weakened condition. The constantly
increasing use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure by
physicians of hospital and general practice
of itself tells how this most wonderful modern discovery has proven to be the greatest
digestant for the alleviation of a suffering
humanity. Its many cures of both children
and adults grow larger day by day. Sold
by R. H. Moody.
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Dyspepsia Cure

tient that he discharged a guu to remind the lover of forgotten duty.
liivers had forgotten for the moment

Digests What You Eat

gunshot was a signal understood
Prepared
and preparations are complete for a all along the river to mean that the
oratory of B.O.OsWttt I
celebration which is to be international British were coming, and lie was little
J^o^hlca|o^VjijAj
in character—England and America prepared for the consequences of his
R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST
sharing honors.
hasty act. The alarm was taken up by
The affair is under the auspices of the sentries the entire length of the river
“Ask
for the 1905 Kodol Almanac,
Maine Historical Society, but it was until it was spread to Camden, 20 miles
conceived, and has been arranged with distant, and the militia turned out unand 200 Year Calendar.”
infinite labor, by Hon. Joseph E. Moore, der the impression that it would soon
face the enemy. The courtship of Dana prominent Thomaston attorney and
1 10 GREATER
scholar. England is to be officially rep- iel Payson thus gained notoriety which
DR.
sented by Vice Consul J. B. Keating of was undoubtedly embarrassing to the
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
Portland and Naval Attache De Chair couple.
On Bird point is an underground
of, Washington. The historical socie'han imagining it is economy to buy the chaapties of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick passage leading inland from the river
st Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
and Massachusetts will also be repre- to the high ground. It is several rods
rice seems low.
sented.
THE SHODDY
long, and when in use was large enough
for persons to pass from the river to
The celebration take., place today,
CHARACTER
the
end
of
the
OF CHEAP GOODS
Thursday, July 0. In the morning the the log house built at
This
house
was
the
home
of
U. S. revene cutter Woodbury will passage.
'akes away all apparent saving and always conmake an excursion down the river to Andrew Bird, an early settler, and the
Breaks no Hearts, Excuses < uces to dissatisfaction.!
Allen’s island, carrying the members grandfather of Francis W. Bird of
We make a special point on the character of
no Crimes.
c ur goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
of the historical societies, distinguish- Brookline, who was the Democratic
rorkmansliip and A 1 material.
candidate for governor of Massachued guests and committee members.
Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMLOWEST PRICES consistent with a
On the island a large granite cross setts about 30 years ago.
EDY is not a disguised enemy of the human j THE
igh standard of excellence always obtained at
The passage was discovered and exwill be erected on a headland, where it
c ur places
race; where it cannot help, it does not
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and
harm. It is composed of vegetable ingremay be seen miles distant. The sail on plored in 1880 by Rev. A. AV. Burr, now
47
1 rices.
dients and does not heat or inflame the
this picturesque river is a delightful president of the Beloit, AVis., college
We positively mean to do the best we can by
one and a tleet of excursion boats will
academy. It was hidden by a very blood but cools and purifies it. In all cases c ur patrons.
Very truly,
accompany the cutter.
Returning to thick growth of underbrush, and was of Kidney troubles, Liver complaints, Con125 Main St
Thomastoii in the early afternoon, a discovered purely by accident.
stipation of the Bowels, and the delicate * 7. E. STEVENS.
Henderson’s block house at Pleasant
derangements which afflict women, the acshallop will be lowered at the entrance
tion of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMof the harbor, and manned by a crew Point was built iu 1753 as a protection
arrayed in ancient costumes, will be against Indians and nations hostile to EDY is beyond praise. Thousands of
grateful people voluntarily testify to this,
rowed to the wharf. The impersonator England, and was commanded by Capt.
in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a
It disappeared
of Sir George Waymouth will be Dr. W. Iluubar Henderson.
warmth
and fullness of words wrhich mere
J. Jameson of Thomaston.
years ago, but near its site is the pleasbusiness certificates never possess.
It
The tablet in honor of Waymouth ant Point burying ground, where lie
makes
no
drunkards—excuses no crimes—
will be dedicated at Thomaston in the the remains of Jane Rutherford, daughbreaks
no
In
its
hearts.
there
is
afternoon. The inscription is a secret ter of Rev. Robert Rutherford, who
coming
with-chairman Moore, and will not be preached in Thomaston and Cushing hope, and in its wings there is healing.
We challenge a trial and are confident of
affixed to the boulder until the day of about 1750—the first Presbyterian pasthe result. Your druggist has it. ONE
tor in Maine.
the unveiling.
The first farm on the St. George’s DOLLAR a Bottle. Bear in mind the
The boulder itself weighs 12 tons, and
name and address: Dr. David KENNEDY,
the task of unearthing it and transport- river was cleared by John Brown at
ing it to the mall in the centre of the Pleasant Point in 1035. On the St. Rondout, New York.
town was performed by II. L. Linnell George side is the site of St. George’s
7AGAZINES, MUSIC & PAMPHLETS
and W. E. Vinal. Dedicatory speeches fort, built in 1S09, under the superinwill be made by Gov. William T. Cobb, tendence of Thomas Vose of ThomasBOUND. DAMAGED BOOKS,JETC.,
Ex-Gov. J. T. Chamberlain, Congress- ton. A portion of the earthworks reREPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSEmains.
man C. E. Tittletield, Vice Consul KeatPARTOUT WORK.
To the banks of this river, arrayed in
ing and possibly others. In the evening
there will be a historical address by the grandeur of their spring costume,
Rev. Dr. II. S. Burrage, chaplain of the and replete with historic reminders,
, iAGUERREOTYPE CASES R*;aire<!
soldiers’ home at Togus. The celebra- will come hundreds of visitors two days
after the glorious Fourth.
tion committee comprises J. E. Moore,
It needs only a
iTork beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
little watchfulness to
best binderies in Maine.
chairman; W. ,J. Jameson, secretary;
keep children in good health,
lend me a postal and I will call for work. 26
W. E. Vinal, George Prince, J. C. TevB Look for the symptoms of little
Honorary degrees were conferred at
Miller street. Side door.
to
them
ills
and
treat
promptly
B
^k
ensaler, J. H. II. Hewett, C. II. Wash- Bowdoin College June 22d as follows:
serious sickness.
B ward off
^k
burn, Richard Elliott, II. IT Tinned, J. Doctor of laws, Gov. William T. Cobb,
JOHN S. FERNALD,
A. Tevensaler, C. A. Creighton, J. E. ’77, of Rockland, Associate Justice
IT.
S.
David
Brewer
A.
Court
J.
C.
E.
S.
E.
Walker,
Supreme
Strout,
Stearns,
Belfast
Dillingham, Erastus Termoud, A. N. of Kansas, Evans S. Pillsbury, ’03, of
B
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ELIXIR
Tinscott and Capt. E. C. Cohey, active- San Francisco, Dr. Frederick H. GerM is the great remedy for childhood
Kfi
^
plaints. For stomach and bowel d.s- flB
ly assisted by F. B. Miller and E. A. rish, ’00, of Portland and Edwin H.
E;f ^
JOM
orders, indigestion, constipaimn, pButler of Rockland.
Hall, ’75, of Harvard university; doctor
it
is
and
worms
fevers
appetite,
Jwr
Nervousness, peevish- MB
The St. Georges river as it pursues its of divinity, Charles Herrick Cutler, ’81,
^^k equaled.
and
languid feeling all /ig
^^k ness
of Bangor, Thomas F. Jones, ’80, of
course from Thomaston to the group of
indicatetroubles that are traced JEmLthat
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quick
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H l»r. True's Elixir. UVer 50 years in use.
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Rockland; master of arts, Marshall P.

id islands which lie at its mouth, passes
number of points of historic interest,
which, through the instrumentality of Frank B. Miller, a local his-

Cram, ’04, of Brunswick, Henry D.
Evans, ’01, of Saco and F. II. Dole, '97,

a

ad of

of South AVindham.

torian, will be conspicuously inscribed
on the day of the celebration.
First of these is the site of fort St.
George, which is also the site of “Montpelier,” the palatial home of Gen. Henry
Knox, secretary of war under President
Washington. Fort and mansion were

this is so-so
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Comforts and Beautifies the Skin
Heals,
like Talcun Powders than
is like
Comfort Powder is
cream

skimmed milk. It
healthy for the skin and a hundred times
more healing for Itchmg, Chafing, Face Blotches, Eczema, Heat Rash.
Sunburn, Pimples Hives, Bed Sores, Accidental Burns, Truss Pad
Irritation, Offensive Body Odors, Tender, Aching Feet, After Shaving, etc. Soothing, cooling, and harmless to the most delicate skin.

Is the title of our illustrated catalogue, just
out, fully describing hundreds of moneymaking farms; many having stock, tools
Write today for
and crops included.
FREE copy.
If you want to get a quick sale send for
our free description blanks.

The most perfect Baby and Adult Skin Powder made
all Toilet and Drug Stores, 25c. The word Comfort is
exclusive trade
For sale
Ijook
at

name.

our

every box.

on

Comfort Powder

Co., Hartford, Ct»

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
150 Nassau

j

permitted to crumble away, but theii i
memory is preserved in the pages ol
Knox county history. The old fort was I
commanded during its days of useful
ness by Capt. John North, ancestor oi
j
the North family at Augusta.
I
Sailing down the river, the next ob
ject of interest is the Kilieran house |
the oldest building on the river. It was ;
erected in 1780, and is noted for bavin) :
been the hiding place of the fugitivi
slave Attieus, who escaped from Geor
gia on Capt. Killeran’s ship in 1837, an< t !
was given friendly shelter at the Killer
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Rufus N. Brown
IIJHEREAS,
ff
the
of Waldo and

1887, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 213, Page ISO,
conveyed to me,the undersigned, a certain parcel
of land situated in Swanville. in said County of
w aldo, and being the homestead farm of 'said
Rufus N. Brown, being the same premises conveyed to him by Mercy A. Couillard, by her warranty deed dated June 11, 1884. a ml recorded it
Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Book 206, Page 433
to which deed and recoid reference is hereb5
made for particular description; and w hereas tin
condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
Dated this twelfth day of June, A. D. 1905.
CHARLES f. havener.
D,
3w24

have a full

BELFAST, MAINE.

Notice of Foreclosure
D.

always
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ruary, A.

It now
seems
very certain that the Union
Shoe Manufacturing Company will resame business in its factory on School
street.
The shop was closed several
months ago, and has remained idle
ever since, much to the loss of Ellsworth people. Many employes have
fOc.
left the city for work in other factories,
Has been on the market 12 years. Big Seller
and the closing of the factory has been
sales
constantly increasing.
|
felt by all. Two well known Boston |
an homestead.
shoe manufacturers, J. A. Blake and
They have MERIT
?
WHY
A. L. Redman, are interested in the
His master tracked him North am
I
BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
his benefactors were forced to surren !, factory and seem willing to aid in startGEO. S. HARRIS & CO.
der the negro to his owner. The maste r ing it up again.
Distributors
Boston, Mass.
sought revenge upon Capt. Kilieran
whom he attempted to have extradite* 1
Bill
was
Bilious
agitated,
for the purpose of punishment in Geoi
And was much debilitated.
gia. The settlement of the case involv
People said he had consumption,
That was everyone’s presumption.
ed controversies that extended througl i
When he learned what was the matter,
three administrations andean be con
Bill made all the doctors scatter.
sidered almost an international episode
Now he i8 his own adviser,
CLOSING OUT SALE.
On Jacob Robinson’s farm is a cella c
Swears by LITTLE EARLY RISERS.
discovered in 1735, and still in fairl j The Famous Little Pills “EARLY RISSick
ERS”
cure Constipation,
Headache,
All kinds long lumber, spruce, hemgood condition. It is nine feet dee )
and 30 feet wide, being walled wit , Biliousness, etc., by their tonic effect on the
liver. They never gripe or sicken, but im- lock, pine, hard wood and clapboards.
hewn timbers and covered level wit
early rising energy. Good for children Also sawdust and prepared hard wood,
the surface of the-ground. The timber sB part
or adults. Sold by R. H. Moody.
stove length, sold at mill or delivered
were decayed when the cellar was dis
covered. An underground passage leac
or Searsport on
an hour’s any part of Belfast
to
sacrificed
A
be
little
life
may
ing to the creek, and large enoug
at residence,
Cholera infantum, dysentery, diar- short not! e
Telephone
delay.
l
originally to accommodate a small boa rhcea come suddenly. Only safe plan is to 25
Congress St., Belfast. Call 36-11.
and its occupants, leads to the belie f have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawi
H. C. PITCHER.
24tf
that it was a retreat for pirates. Man f berry always on hand.
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of bread.
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enables the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all of the wholesome food that may be eaten. It nourishes
the body, and rebuilds the weak organs,
a rosy-cheeked village maiden. Absorb- restoring health and strength. Kodol cures
ed in this romantic occupation Payson indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sour
stayed beyond the time appointed, and risings, belching, heartbffrn and all stomach
the tired substitute became so impa- rlienrrlore

of all London.
In the three centuries which have
ensued since these momentous events,
their importance have come to be more
fully appreciated by the people who reside in the vicinity'of St. Georges river,

for
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^

PRETTY NECKWEAR. HOSIERY. GLOVES. ETC.
It will take just ore look to convince you
line of Neckwear you ever saw.

—

About two miles south of Broad cove,
at McCobb’s narrows, are remains of a
guardhouse and stone garrison erected
in 1812 to protect Thomaston and the
river settlers from British attacks.
A true anneedote, handed down to
the present generation, concerns one
Thomas Rivers, who agreed to stand
guard for Daniel Payson while the latter told the story which is ever new to

m

a
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style,^comfort

that woman
The farm now occupied by John F.
It deprives the system of nourishhave.
stone
Burton, is the site of the Burton
garrison house, erected in 1753, for pro- ment and the delicate organs peculiar to
tection against Indians and other in- women suffer
weaken, and become
truders. It was torn down in 1816, hav- diseased.
ing degenerated in its last days to a

hog-pen.

1905

See that yeur hat bears the Lam son & Hubbard
trade mark and you will have the assurance of
and durability combined. You

ness

eons

know, for more than a
time, how much it is thyosaurus.
to make a given journey.

at a
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thought ing fleshy part was badly decomposed.
temptation and save the The cuticle was gone; the flesh hung in
eedless expense,
large shreds and was several feet in
which was taken away and
importance to the Great thickness,The
buried.
important portion of the
■lies the Buenos Ayres and
skeleton is now to be seen at Old Orch•, and in many respects the
It is a wonder to the naturalist.
ard.
The story of immense sea monsters is
:s pleasanter for the travelcommodious lavatories and no longer a myth. A glance at these
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Mr. Trnman Lathrop has gone to join a

Progress and its Future. What Ala; be

yacht for the

Done With Sears Island.
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TBS HSWS OF BROOKS.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
season.

TheLadies’ Aid Society will meet Thurs-

party numbering over SO, from day afternoon of this week, with Mrs. Frank
Bublislieri Every Thursday Morning by tlio
Xortliport and Belfast, made an excur- A. Patterson.
Mr. Charles Webster arrived last week
Republican Journal Publishing Co. sion to Stockton last Thursday after- and
is settled at his Fort Point cottage,
noon and inspected the wharf and other
Webster Hall, for the summer.
railroad operations at Cape Jeliison. |
Editor and
1
HALl.i
A
1ILSBIRV( jtusiuess Manager This is said to be the
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Cram arrived last
largest individual week
from Xew Fork and opened their
wharf
in
this
and
it
has
been
I
I
Point cottage for the hot weather.
country
Fort
Great is tlie newspaper enterprise! A
constructed fn the most substantial
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Smith are spendBoston daily gives a portrait of the
with oak piling, hard pine caps ing the present week at Mrs. Eli Stevens,
colored woman who did the President’s manner,
and planking, strongly bolted together. They arrived Saturday from Stonington
Me.
washing while he was in Cambridge.
The
A

u.rsui-nv

■

recently came to Maine,
State, in a special car. walkot the way to his present place

A man who
his native

ed most
of residence when as a younger man he
set forth to seek his fortune. lie found
it in the newspaper busiuess.

An open fire is first cousin to sunshine.
“Beauty on my hearthstone
blazing.” Lowell poetically calls it.—
Harper's Bazar.
The “First Cousin” has certainly
been overworked this June in Maine.—
Somerset
It was

Reporter.
only a week

or

two ago that

Castine landed her passengers on
the wharf, where the big five-masted
sch. Horace A. Stone was discharging
a cargo of steel rails from Baltimore,
the second cargo of this bind to be
landed here. The Stone was an object
of interest to the Belfast visitors as,
launched at Brewer late in the fall of
1303, she was towed here to be rigged
and have her top and houses finished.
Astern of her was a steam lighter. At
the shore end of the wharf a construction train was bringing earth over a

temporary

grading,

track for

and on

and around the wharf in every direction

esteemed contemporary called The
Journal down for complaining about men were at work—Italians, shoveling
the weather. Evidently it has been a dirt, train men and pile driver men,
little chilly over Skowhegan way of stevedores: and here and there a group
of surveyors with their instruments.
Above and below the wharf booms held
‘1 have frequently called him a puppy
large numbers of logs for use in the
Mrs.
Heinrich
declares
Schnecker,
log.”
construction work, and a big passenger
if her husband, the virtuoso harpist,
engine stood on the wharf headed for
■and or.ee I held him by the throat
La Grange and ready to start when the
fine
him
with
a
with
hand and thrashed

our

rails are laid.

I

CUTICURA

People will begin haying here July 10th.
The play “Our Jim” has been indefi-

nitely postponed.

\V. R. Boody and wife of Pittsfield spent
the 4th in Brooks.
Prince Bessey and little son Adrian are
here from Barre, Vt.
;
A. B. Stantial of Belfast was in Brooks
the other day on business
Janies F. Jewell has finished his job in
Dixmont and is to enlarge his own barn.
W. S. Reynolds has a very fine colt by
Marston C., out of May Dawn by Day Dawn.
Mrs. B. J. Hussey and son of Windsor,
1
Maine, are visiting friends here this week.
Charles Hnstis, who is on the Noah JohnMiss Emily S. Overlook is at home from son place, is rebuilding and improving the
her
summer
vacation
for
buildings.
Somerville, Mass.,
and will remain with her parents uutil the
Lizzie Edwards has been visiting her
opening of the millinery season in Boston. mother, Mrs. E. C. Boody, but has now returned to Massachusetts.
The closing exercises in all public schools
W. H. H. Roberts & Son are doing some
in town occurred last Friday. The terms
have been well conducted, and the old business in their toy shop which gives em-

teachers will in most districts return in the
fall.

meeting.

Mrs. R. F. Goodhue and her mother, Mrs.
Fope, arrived Saturday evening from Boston.
Mr. G. joined them Sunday and all
will spend July with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Goodhue. Welcome to each and
all.

Treatment for Every
Humour, from Pimples
to Scrofula.

Complete

The agonizing itching and burning
eczema ; the frightful
psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of the scalp, a9 in
scalled head ; the facial disfigurement,
a9 in
pimples and ringworm; the
awful suffering of infants and the
anxiety of worn-out parents, as in

of the skin,

Vi

Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cousins are movinto his mother’s. Mrs. Avalina Griffin’s.
house. Mrs. Griffin is at present visiting
her son, Harry W. Griffin and family in
Mattapoisett, Mass.

Capt. Elden Sliute arrived home Sunday.
Mrs. Shute had come sooner, on account of
I the bad sickness endured by their little
daughter while on passage from Brunswick,
Ga. The child is now improving steadily.

PRICE THE SET $1

several persons.
E. C. Boody came home from Frankfort
..«4;i
-*1.„
in.

has a job on the new railroad as carpenter.
Harvest Home grange, Brooks, requests
a full attendance next Monday night as the
question of suspending the grange through
the snmnier months is to be decided at that

Mr. J. W. Hamlin, our Grammar school
teacher, left Friday for ilangor. He has
leased office rooms in the Sprague block
and will establish the “Eastern Maine
Teachers' Agency” here.

the World’s Greatest
Skin Cures.

ployment to

0»i._-J_

Little Miss Panline Griffin is the guest of
her grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. F. A.
Patterson. Her mother, Mrs. H. W. Griffin,
of Mattapoisett, Mass., will join her during
her visit in town.
ing

Soap,Ointment and Pills

scaling,

W. H. Rolfe while splitting kindling
wood the other morning split opeu his
thumb. If he had been shrewd as most of
the men in Brooks the thing would never
have happened, for he would have let his
wife split it.
We were recently shown some mechanical
drafts by R. 0. Leach, the inventor, who is
now stopping with his family in Thorndike.
W ithout doubt he is one of the most ingenious men in New England and he ought
to wake up to find himself wealthy some

via Mack’s

began Satvarious ex-

The celebration of the 4th

fortunate

l’oint.

in

The writer

making

this

trip

was

last

Thursday in company with a gentleman
who is greatly interested in the work
patriotism and the scaring of and who has made weekly visits to tbe
Intermittent reports were scene of operations. It will be rememday Sunday and well into the bered that when this enterprise was

urday

with use

of the

plosives devised for the expression of
vouti
norsv.

heard

■light

and

but for

the rain it must

been a very noisy Sunday. Everywants young America to have

lave

rody

opportunity to observe Indeleudence Day, but keeping up the
racket for three or four days is rather
iverdoing it.
ibui dan:

Mr. Levi S. Griffin’s barber shop is nowin Masonic block, on the ground floor, in
the
room
formerly occupied by Ann
The
Thompson as a millinery store.
from
the second floor of the Sprague
change
building was made last Friday.

human virtues to successfully cope
with them. That Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such stands proven
beyond all doubt. No statement is
made regarding them that is r.ot justified by the strongest evidence. The
purity and sweetness, the power to
afford immediate relief, the certainty
of speedy and permanent cure, the absolute safety and great economy, have
made them the standard skin cures
and humour remedies of the civilized
world.
The grandest testimonial that can
be offered the Cuticura remedies is
their world;wide sale, due to the personal recommendations of those who
have used them. From a small beginning in the simplest form, against
prejudice and opposition, against
monied hosts, countless rivals, and

day.
We called upon our old friend, W. II. ,1.
Moulton of Unity, last Monday at 2 p. m.
and found him and his good wife taking
comfort in a swinging chair in the shade of
a big tree.
Mr. Moulton has been an active
business man in Unity for many years, but
is now inclined to take life more easily.

Mr. B. J. Cox has just brought his family
from Kingman to reside permanently in
our village.
They are now occupying the
first mooted many doubted that a rail- : chambers of the former Harris house on
Rents are scarce
! West Main street.
road was in view, and insisted either throughout this portion of the town.
that tiie New York Yacht Club was
This town seems an attractive field
to locate a station and build a clubhouse on '-ears
mer

Island,

or

that a

sum-

resort was to be established in this

just

real estate agents. They are endeavoring to control several places in the
village, although as yet the owners are
holding their own. Bids have been made
fur some of the Cape Jellison farms, that of
Mr. Charles Kneeland among them.
now

to

picturesque locality. One man,
who ought to have known better, deMr. Creamer promises us a new- and
in some of the State Legislatures it clared that there was not water enough “first class dry goods store,” in the E. F.
The three floors offer
in Stockton harbor to float a rowboat, Staples building.
was been proposed to give the newspafor the gent’s furnishing
and that it was all nonsense to talk of good opportunity
suits
and millinery departin
ladies’
the
goods,
per reporters engaged
reporting
a
railway terminal and ments, which said gentleman intends to
legislative proceedings a salary or a establishing
open in connection with his shelf goods.
specified sum for their services. shipping port there. There were others Mr. C. conies from Fenobscot and will bring
Whether any State lias done so. says who held this opinion, although a glance his family here as soon as a suitable tenement can be secured in the village.
the Gardiner Reporter-Journal, we do at a government chart would have
Miss Mary and Miss Harriet D. Ilichborn
Those who
not know, but there is no reason why shown them their error.
were present at the graduating exercises of
it should do so.

reporters,

The papers pay their

and there is no call for the

pay them. What the practice
is now we do not know, but in the ’GO’S
the Baltimore city council at the close
of the municipal year used to vote $200
eacli to the reporters, and the school
board half that sum. At that time reporters in Baltimore were paid only $12
to $if per week, wtien the compensation in other cities was considerably

.State

to

higher.

most

had inside information

to the projected railroad, and who knew its
promoters, felt assured that no mistake bad been made; and subsequently
it was learned that this location was
selected only after careful surveys and
that many other places on tbe coast had
been examined before a final decision
was arrived at.
The location is cerTake Mack’s
tainly an ideal one.
Point, where a round house with
nine stalls has been erected and a
wharf and coal

George II. Brownlee,
pastor of a church in Belfast, Me., lias
created a sensation among his parishoners and the people of Waldo county
"The

Rev.

pockets

as

are

of construction.

There are
of level ground here

in course
acres

upon

which
to run the necessary tracks; there is
water enough off the wharf for the
largest vessel that comes into our ports,
-June." This is the opening sentence of and unobstructed navigation to or from
an article in a western paper that was sea by way of the western bay.
The
sent to Collector Ilarrinran, and by frieght yard at Stockton is also locatuim brought to The .Journal office for ed on a broad plateau, and when therefutation. Of course everybody knows difficulties experienced elsewhere in obthat there is no such person here as taining yard room are considered, often
Rev. George II. Brownlee; but if there involving heavy expense for excavawere bis edict would be of little effect.
ting or filling, the natural advantages
There are other clergymen, and there here must be appreciated. Then Stockire j astices of the peace.
If June had ton harbor is so protected that no
not passed, with its usual quota of wind that blows can disturb the shipbrides, we should not now quote the ping that will be seen here later, and
surprising statement made by this sen- there is a fairway to the sea via the
sational divine “that the average age eastern bay that will take the average
of persons in the United States who freight steamer to the broad Atlantic
in a little over two hours’ time over a
are married during June is over two
years less than the average of ages in well-lighted course. Freight that now
the contracting parties who are mar- goes to St, John, X. B., over the Canaried in any other month of the year.” dian Pacific can be put on board a vesOne is led to wonder where the statis- sel here and escape the tides and fogs
acres

over

of the

Bay of Fundy and the dangerous
ment.
In conclusion the comment of ledges off Cape Sable, the southern end
the western paper upon the effect here of Xova Scotia. After passing Isle au
of the edict of the Rev. George II. Haut a course may be shaped for “the
other side’’ with only the dangers of
Brownlee will be read with interest.
tics came from to warrant this state-

The would-be brides of Belfast are
protesting wildly against his decree,
and declare that if he will not officiate
they will import ministers to perform
the services, and the grooms to be are
threatening acting against the minister within his own congregation because
of his peculiar stand on the subject of

the open

sea

to encounter.

In laying the tracks and constructing
the various spurs between Cape Jellison
and Mack’s Point there are many cuts
and fills; but these are child’s play to railroad men when compared with the construction of roads over and under mounTune weddings.
tains and across deep ravines. Earth is
handled and steam shovels perour
men
in
business
one of
talking easily
form the work of many men. While the
over the local situation the other day
rails may be laid to La Grange and
suggested that Belfast needed a board trains
running by the time snow dies, it
of trade for the discussion of matters
would seem to an outsider that another
of common interest and the promotion
year will be required to complete the
of new industries. That was attempted
terminal facilities and get the roadbed
some years ago, and resulted in utter
in shape for heavy traffic.
failure. After the original organizaWithout official information on the
tion bad died a natural death, or was
it seems to be certain that the
talked to death, it matters not which, subject
road will be extended to Searsport this
an attempt was made to recusitate it
year, and that encourages the belief
by the infusion of new blood. For a
that next year it will come to Belfast.
it
a
forum
for
afforded
short time
boy
There are a great many theories and
orators, and then died, presumably for
this enterprise,
If we are to have speculations concerning
want of breath.
of which have proved to be withmany
another board of trade let the men
out foundation. What is to be done
stand aside and give the women a
with Sears’ Island no one outside of the
The Improvement Society,
chance.
railroad officials seems
close-mouthed
organized by the ladies of Belfast, has
to know.
It does not appear to be
done more for the improvement of our
needed for business purposes, but with
city, and for the promotion of a proper a hotel on the site of the old Sears
public spirit, than any other society
The pavilion and mansion, and sites for many cottages,
within its history.
it would make a very desirable summer
bath houses on the shore, the band
resort for the people from up-country
stand, the clean streets, the noticeable
elsewhere.
and
in
and

improvement

private grounds,

many other commendable things, are
due to its efforts and teachings. Had
it done

nothing

more

than secure the

public park that those
wh o come after us will enjoy it would
Slave warranted its existence, while
socially it has accomplished much, and
its receptions were a notable feature of
shore lot for a

our

two Old Home Week celebrations.

According to

the Portland Press the

mission of the yacht Wanderer, owned
by Bev. F. W. Sandford of the Holy
Ghost and Us society of Durham, is to
catch fish to supply the inmates of the
Temple at Durham. It has been supposed she was intended to fish for souls
—not soles, or cod.

sion may find

a

broad field of action in this

locality—pocket peddling, and hidden-bottle sales being quite in evidence at times!
Let the spirit of self preservation, if nothing else, animate our citizens to search out
and legally punish such offenders—such
criminals, who rob men of their manhood,
reason and money, aside from destroying
health and home happiness.
The only son of Mr. and Mrs. Elden Pendleton, six-year-old Maurice, was seriouslyinjured Friday- afternoon by falling from
a dray belonging to the railroad workmen,

their tii
ami in fnrt of nil time.
for nowhere in the history of medicine
is to be found .-mother approaching
them in pnpu; n r nnd sale. In every
clime and
>.h.
r
people they have
met with 1 h. s.-.n,. reception.
The
confines of tin earth are the only
limits to tin ir growth. They have
conquered the world.

HAI.LDALE.

■

—

Sold thrmf!. >ut the w r\l. Cuticura B.
-.t. 50c.
..art- Cout.-d Bins.
fin form
p-r \i.\. 1
Ointnifiu. 5ik., S-up. .V. Inp -s London. -7 Clmrters
■'
hou-«- ;.. Baris. l!u •!• la 1‘aix; Boston, lAi- ColumPoti
bus vv«
Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.
G3“ocnd for *‘A Book about Cuticura."
v.

—

1

Belfast

—

Opera House,

*V. J. CLIFFORD

3

Nights,

.Mimager

Commencin»

July 6,
Successor to the Belfast National Bank.

Harding, Levenseller, Littlefield, Hussey
and Johnson send by train twice a week.
_The roads are now receiving the attention of men, boys and horses, and we notice
in this district the presence of a pair of oxen
was a great help on the road machine_
Fred Littlefield has bought the George Bartlett place, so-called, and moved there last

week.
His brother lloss remains in the
store—James Murphy and wife of Fitzwilliam, N. 11., are at J. Murphy’s for a
few weeks; also Mrs. Mary Bordeaux and
her sons_George Elwell is a great sufferer and remains about the same—Jacob
Cunningham has repaired his house_
George Marden & Co. of \\ interport are
sending barrel headings and staves to Onset
Junction, Mass.Ned Ellis of South
Brooks is sendiug spool stock to Pawtucket,
Ii. I.
_

Harry Fielding’s
Own Company
I

N

R K

Stock Liability, $<■
Capital and Surplus. $72,000.
Total Responsibility. $ 132,000.

Prompt Service,

Thursday, YOUNG AMERICA.
Friday, EAST LYNNE.

Treatmnt,

Liberal

(SOUVENIR NIGHT.)

Saturday,

Absolute

THE SOLDIER S SWEETHEART

Safety,

Pleasing: Specialties
Pet ween the Acts.

HONEY RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK

PRICES 15, 25 AND 35 CENTS.
Seats

oil

sale at Box

Office Wednesday, July 5.

NO SPECIAL AMOUNT necessary to open
ones welcomed.
A bank account systematizes one's affairs.
service to you in many ways.

an

account.

Open

an

Small accounts

as we

account with us and wf

Savings Department.

V>IM
In this department we pay 3 % interest, COMPOUNDED
issue interest bearing CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.
Our investments are only of the highest grade. Safety of principal and negot.i
first and foremost requisites of every security purchased.

SAFE

DEPOSIT VAULT.

Boxes $3.00

l:

per year.

security against fire and burglary our vault is one of the best in t!ic st.o
weighs tO tons, locks and unlocks automatically from the in-idc. v
closed is one solid box.
Special rooms for those renting boxes.
Business by mail will receive prompt attention
l'or

J. FRANKLIN HARRIS

Eye Sight Specialist,
(OVER POOR’S
errors

Robert F.

BELFAST, MAINE.

97 High Street,

All

DIRECTORS

DRUG

STORE)

Thomas W. Pitcher.

Wm. B. Swan.
Dnnton,

Asa A. Howes,

Clarence E. M<
Thomas E

>1;.

;

Clias. P

Winfield

IVt

|

Ha/.eltine,

s.

C. W. WESCOTT, C--w

WM. B. SWAN, President.

of vision treated in the most

WINTERPORT.
scientific manner.
Mrs. Clara Pinkham and her three chilSpecial low prices for all glasses fitted this
dren of Santa Barbara, Calif., are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Healey week.
All examinations FREE.
_II. A. Bolan was called to Castine last
week on account of the sudden death of his
Office hours 8 to 11.30 a. m.f 1 to 5.30 p. in.
cousin, Col. Bolan—Mrs. Annie Taiuter
Open Wednesday aud Saturday evenings.
and daughter, Miss Stella, have gone to
Castine for a few weeks—Mr. Charles
Levi and family of Heading, Mass., and
Mrs. Edith Kane of Boston are the guests
of P. E. Smith—Miss Elizabeth Fernald
and Miss Ada Littlefield arrived on Saturday’s boat to spend their vacation at home.
_Mrs. Wilbur Chase of Bucksport was
all
move
in
Railroad affairs
one direction
The “permit” from the guest of Mrs. C. M. Chase last week_
—straight ahead.
Government, “to bridge across tide water,” Miss Sophie B. Chase has gone to North
has been received by the X. M. S. R. R.
Conway for a visit of some weeks with her
authorities, and the piling for the bridge sister. Mrs. C. L. Banghart—Mrs. B. C.
Misses
mill pond will be driven very Taylor is in town for a few days
over the
CASKETS,
soon, begun, probably, the coming week. Lilia and Bertha Boyingtonlefton Monday’s
The culvert at shipyard hollow- is nearly boatforYork Beach. ..Charles Eaton was at
ROBES and
of
4th
Miss
July holiday
finished, and another over Griffiu’s brook home for the
was
recently begun. The work on all Minnie George and Mr. Wm. Kelley were
BURIAL GOODS.
other parts goes daily onward. The car- the guests of Airs. P. C. George over the
penters are building the depot at Sandy- fourth_A little daughter arrived at the
Prepared at all hours to do KMBAhMpoint, and will come from there to erect the home of Amos Wilson Sunday.Air.
All these con- Charles Curtis and Aliss Buford Holmes
station for the village.
ING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7
24th.
in
June
The
were
united
marriage
veniences without the outlay of a dollar by
Connected by telephone botli day and night.
town or individual I no we tuny appreciate
this marvelous piece of good fortune which bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jere Holmes,!
72 Main Street, Belfast.
Her location is Rev. Harry Hill officiating. The relatives
has come to Stockton?
proving her salvation; her grand harbor, of the bride and groom were present and it
was a
so easy of access from the broad Atlantic,
very pleasant affair. The young
being the “pearl of great price,” whose couple have many friends who extend to
them their best wishes.
value purchases these modern blessings.

cPipe Fittings

In order to save our customers both time and trouble, we
a complete line of Malleable and ,Cast
Sizes 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches
Iron Pipe Fittings and Valves.

have placed in stock

inclusive.

UHDEBTAKEBS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

—

DUPLEX ROLLER
!

BELFAST, MAINE

BUSHING
Telephone

CO..

54.

Agents for Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.'s Oak Tanned Leather Belting

—

Piles.

8EARSMONT.

Mr. and Mrs. 11. N. Woodcock of CamItching, Blind, Iileeding or Protruding den and Mrs. Woodcock’s father, Rev.
Tiles. Druggists refund money if PAZO Alva Byers of Portland, Oregon, were at
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no mat- Woodbine
last
cottage, Quantabacook,
ter of how long standing, in (i to 14 days.
week_Miss Ethel Luce has gone to Old
First application gives ease and rest. 50c. Town to visit her sister—Mrs. Lucinda
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in and Ernest Marden were in Searsport for a
stamps and it will be forwarded post paid visit last week_Mr. and Mrs. John
by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Manning of Dorchester, Mass., and Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Nelson of Palermo are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Hood....
The Summer Outing.
The annual school picnic was held at Lake
Men in Waldo county make plans every Quantabacook last Saturday—J. L. Bean
has
the Irvin Hills place and Mr.
year for spending at least a week at North- Hillsbought
will move into the Poor tenement—
port campineeting for the good of their The
office
changed hands last Saturpost
souls.
Here in Penobscot county we do
Miss Alice Poor is postmistress—
not feel as if we had performed our part day.
closed the summer
Tibbetts
Mr.
Merrick
manfully unless we have seen the Eastern term of sehool last Friday. He is a
veryMaine fair. But down in dear old Washsuccessful and popular teacher—Mr. and
ington county, the acme of rest and the Mrs. M. A. Fowler
friends
visi
ted
in
Searsbliss of life are concentrated in loitering
for days among the ripe and saccharine port last week.
blueberries that hang so closely on the
bushes that the entire landscape assumes a
cerulean tint, and those who rest in canvas
tents by murmuring brooks dream of a
Ileaven where blueberry pie is served three
times a day by beautiful angels wearing
blue wings.—Bangor News.
Cold In One

To Cure a
Day.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove’s signature
is on each box, 25c.

Senator Hitchell Convicted.

Portland, Oregon, July 3rd. A jury
tonight, found United States Senator John
H. Mitehell guilty of accepting money for
practicing before federal departments in
Washington.

NOTICE.

Court, Maine District.
Portland, .June 24,1905.
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court ol
the United States for the District of .Maine, no
tice is hereby given that John R. Dunton of Belfast, in said District, has applied for admission
as an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit
U. S. Circuit

Court.
3w26

JAMES

E. HEWEY, Clerfr.

Waldo Trust Company
FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Cajital $50009. SmdIiis $25,000. Dejosits o?ir $4;
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO (HICK

Transacts a Genaral Banking Business,

me know if they want photoOutdoor views, interiors or
Developing, printing and enlarging.

special

Kates on

r

ACTS AS EXECUT'D!!, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and
Kurglar Proof and Fireproof SAUK DEPOSIT VAULT'S

Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of

I.

securities of Treasurers. Ex,-

Haynes, C. O, Poor, 1\
Burleigh,*J.
DIRECTORS—Edwin
A. I. Brown. J. t
Dm In.
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson,
Peirce, Geo. E. Macomher, Chas. E/Knowlton, Win. A. Mason, R. P, Chase. Tilc-t
Manchester

C.

WANTED
to let

PEOPLE
graphs taken.
flashlights.

Postal cards made to order from your own negatives or mine. Out of town orders by mail or
telephone promptly attended to. Address
F. P. BLODGETT,
3W24
61 Cedar

Bargains

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Secretary and Treasurer.

Street, Belfast, Maine.

Telephone 49-14.

in Boats.

18-foot launch with U horse Tpover
Palmer engine (latest out).
One 20-foot sloop, nearly new, fast and
able.
One row boat, nearly new, at onk-half
price. For particulars inquire of
FORGE M. GRAY.
92 Union Street, any evening.
21 tf
One

LOST
Between Rich aids' store and Duplex Rollei
Bushing Co.’s office, a pay euvelope containing
$24, with owner’s name. The Under will be rewarded by leaving it at the store of W. H. Ricli
CLINTON RICHARDS.
ards.
1W27*

j

Elmer A. Sherman,

to

A Guaranteed Cure For

j

FEBTOI R E

MANAGEMENT OF HARRY FIELDING.

which he, in company with other
school boys, had climbed as it passed the
schoolhouses just at the close of the term
the wheel passing over his thigh and crushing it badly. Dr. Peirce, on examination of
the limb, recommended taking the sufferer
immediately to the Bangor hospital. Mr. P.
and his daughter, Miss Carrie, accompanied
the child to Bangor Friday night and the
latest reports are favorable, the X-ray showing the bone to be in less serious condition
than was feared at first. The sympathy of
the community is offered the parents in
their great anxiety.
on

v

Ll BKRTY.

Miss Lutie K. Hatch, a teacher in Somerville, Mass., is spending the summer with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hatch_
Harry A. Browu, who spent the past year
in New Hampshire as a district superintendent, is at home for a few weeks_
Oliver B. Marden of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Harden_.Miss Alary A. Brown lett Friday for Crieliaven, where she will spend
the remainder of the summer_Euoeh
of
the High school class
Searsport on Fri- Bagley and wife of Pittsfield are visiting at
invitation
of
Miss
Elizabeth
evening,
by
L. C. Morse’s. Mr. Bagley is an old-time
day
C." Nickels, one of “the sweet girl grad- Waldo County man, but for the past twentyuates.”
The Darts were well aiven. the five years has been living in New York. He
music was pleasing, and the decoration of returned to Maine about two years ago and
the hall in the class colors (red and yellow) established a home in Pittsfield, lie is a
very tastefully done—all these features ren- native of Troy and was one of the deputies
dering the occasion a most pleasant one to under Sheriff Fred S. Walls, and those n lio
visitors.
knew him then are glad to meet him now,
in the words of the old song, “He’s a
The Current Events Club at the meeting for
fellow'.”
last week with Miss Leora Partridge ad- jolly good
journed until the first Wednesday in Octo- WALDO STATION.
to
regular usage. The unber, according
The frequent rains are of great benefit to
propitious weather of last Friday necessitated a delay of the annual “Field Day” the grass, and all crops are looking well,
but
and
;the farmers need to be industrious to
outing of this body,
July 5th was decided upon, “should the weather bureau keep the weeds from getting ahead
conditions prove favorable; and if not, the The fixtures for the new telephone line
following Friday,” for a buckboard drive have come to the Station_The Brooks
number of
to Swan Lake and picnic dinner in a cottage creamery is patronized by a
farmers in this vicinity. Messrs. Chase,
there.
Our selectmen recently appointed two policemen, Fred llarriman and Simon Littlefield, Jr., for active service in our village,
the crowded evening streets rendering some
public watchmen a necessity. There is a
strong suspicion that the Sturgis commis-

trade indifference, Cuticura remedies
have become the greatest curatives of

COUNTY CORRESPONDNCF

The ordinance of baptism was administered to three ladies last Sunday afternoon by
Rev. Mr. Brown
Miss Ola T. Jones of
New York City is. visiting friends in this
vicinity... <Rev. Mr. Brown went to his
home in Brunswick last Monday, lie will
return and preach here again next Sunday.
Mrs. E. I. Hail and little son of Low ell,
Mass., are visiting at E. B. Hills_The
Sunday school children had a picnic last
Saturday in Mrs. Evans’ grove—People
will commence haying next' week
Field
straw berries are quite plentiful_Martin
Whitten and Mrs. Eliza 11. Evans were
married in Low ell, Mass., last week.C.
V. Stevenson is doing carpenter work in
Freedom for I). W. Dodge.

in

milk crust, tetter, and salt rlieuin, all
demand a remedy of almost super-

whip. Two or three times I have taken
This is an outline of what may be
iim by the collar and shaken him like
seen by those who make the trip to
have seen him crawling
u rat and I
The 4th was passed very quietly here, our
Cape Jellison by water. A better idea
citizens who wished to celebrate going to
ibout the hour with uplifted hands and
Dr. and Mrs. J." F. Ryder of Boston ar- Monroe and Belfast. The most of
of this enterprise, which means so
them,
Sunday at Capt. J. French Hichborn’s. however, remained quietly at home. The
begging me to forgive him.” And now much to Maine, and to Waldo county, rived
Mrs. Ryder' will spend the summer with church bell was
almost constantly
rung
.Mr. -v uecker is applying for a diher father, but the Dr. returned Wednes- from
may be bad by driving from Belfast to
midnight until morning and the night
day to the city. Later he will come to spend was made hideous with the howling of
vorce.
ding married life too strenu- the
Cape though Stockton village and liis vacation in town.
young America.

ous.

in

as

as

Mis. B. F. WELLS,
Shampooing,

IllAVK

Scalp Treatment,
Manicure and

Facial Massage,

AT I.AST FOUND A lh
liquid for the removal «.f supei
from the face. It not only removes t:
fectly clean in live minutes, hut wi
every third day remove the hair pern
depends on the strength of the hair
of time it will take to entirely destroy
tains no caustic, acid or poisonous
Will not leave a scar or cause injury
It is sold to me under a written jjuai.'i
eomnlish all that is claimed of it. D
parties with whom l am personally
and have perfect confidence in. F'or t
tieulars call upon or write to

,2(itf

15 MAIN STREET. BELFAST, MAINE.

I

|

MRS. B. F. WELLS
15 Main Street. Brif.'sl
(All correspondence confident!::

THE NEWS Of BELFAST.
after the fourth.

Fourth is over,
all afford to grin,

ius
it;

just

,e

many living
started in.

as

eu we

ade went off with a flourish,
,-ket ball went with a vim,
iust as many living
they started in.
too,

ere a

success,
any pin.
list as many living
we started in.

s.

-..-re

w

neat

as

c.orious Fourth is over,
I stand the noise and din,

just

e

as many
started in.

we

....

living

Hotel, Castine, opened June

i an

be a baud concert in the stand
this evening.

:

■use common

cement Society will meet with
!; gb\ next Monday at 2 o'clock

are held every nigh
Condon street at 7.30 p. m.
to all.

meetings

nt

■

i-

n

has moved |to the rooms on
of the Howes block formerly the Western Union Tele-

.n

•or

:

ai

luonuiis

meeting

ui

me

ihspital Aid will be held toafternoon at a o'clock
: iuay,
A Pilsbury, 4 Court street,
iay evening train was nearly
r,d time, due to delay caused
,y heavy travel on the main
■

The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet with Mr*. C. A. Hubbard,
Thursday, July 13th. There will be boat- So. 4 Park street, Monday afternoon, July
ing on the lake, swinging, playing ball, etc. 10th. The lesson will be a review of GerAll friends are invited.
Fare for round man Literature and a
|
study of the “Marble
trip, adults 85 cents: children under 12 Fawn by Hawthorne. Roll call,
quotations
45
cents.
from Hawthorne’s
years,
writings.
The law abolishing fees for State
Harry Fielding’s Own Company begins
and
an engagement of three nights at the Bel- and
county officers went into effect July
fast Opera House this, Thursday, evening 1st, and a law
relating to the compensation
with the play of “Young Ameriea.” Friday, of registers of deeds went into
effect on the
(souvenir night,) “East Lynn. Saturday same day. The register for Maldo
county
“The Soldiers Sweetheart.” Pleasing speci- is to receive SI,000, with S300
additional for
alties each night between the acts.
The clerk-hire, in full compensation for the
leading lady, Miss Pauline Fielding, is high- performance of all official duties and in
ly praised by the press, and she is supported lieu of all fees.
by an excellent company. Seats are now on
Mrs. Etta Weymouth gave a lawn party
sale at the box office.
at her home, Xo. 11 Union street, last SatThe steamer City of Rockland which ar- urday evening in honor of her
brother, Mr.
rived at this port last Sunday morning H. L. Kochersperger of Seabreeze, Florida.
from Boston, had the largest passenger list The beautiful lawn, surrounded by spruce
of the sea>on. It is estimated that 150 peo- trees, was decorated with
daintily spread
ple landed here, many of them bound for tables, hammocks, swing-chairs, rugs and
interior towns. As there were no trains or pillows. At 6 o'clock about 35 relatives and
stages the Belfast Livery Co. had a busy- friends sat down to a nice supper, which
day of it, sending teams into the country in they all enjoyed very much. All went
every direction with the vacationists. Had home happy aud with good wishes for their
it not been raining the livery company’s hostess. Following is the list of the
guests
teams would have all been out, and the present: Mr. H. X,.
Kochersperger Mrs.
would
have
been
a
Martha White, Mr. M. R, Knowlton and
transportaion problem
difficult one.
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Knowlton
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Edward U.
Bt iliiISG and Repairs. Elisha SherKnowlton aud family, Mr. and Mrs. C. Edman has thououghly repaired, painted and
ward White and son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
improved his house on High street. The
F. Russ, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Staples, Mr.
improvements include a new platform at
the front entrance_The Dickey Bros, are and Mrs. John X). Fraser, Mr. aud Mrs.
Andrew Faby, Mr. aud Mrs. Harvey Gray,
building a two story bouse on Bay-view
Mrs. Flora Dodge, Miss Millie Pierce, Miss
street on the site of the one they bought
Ethel Savery, Miss Geneva Hutchins, aud
Frank Lanlast year of 0. R. Webster
Miss Hazel Bradstreet.
caster has had his store on Main street repaireu, luciuumg

air

t

an

is indebted to Capt. .J, P,
copies of The Havana Post
merican daily paper published
1" of Cuba
It is well up in
-, but needs a few active local

As the suuset
mort- leisurely rowboats.
colors deepened, the rejection transformed
the grimy sail of the sloop into a crimson
and gold wonder, and the little boats, which
surrounded her closely, might, in the
now
twilight, have been mistaken for the siene
boau of Venice. The background of calm
blue water, dyed here and there by the
vivid sky, and the bluer haze in the backgroun 1, all lent their aid to the illusion and
helped to bring a “little Italy” into Belfast

■

A

Drake made a seizure of 10
skey at the E. S >. Co.’s
V.'interpcrt Wednesday. The
: ought
to Belfast and was
irsday in the Police Court by

1

i nmald died at the city hospital
had been working at Stockton
Ahern Seaport E. R.. Saturday
-d of being sick and walked to
Then he came to Hermon and
Bangor, getting shelter the first
police station, lie complained
and was sent to the hospital
day and died Friday.—Bangor

■

bay.
Excritsioxs. The excursion on the steamGolden Bud to Rockland on Sunday was
given up owing to the rain_Dickey’s excursion to Togns last week carried ovei forty
persons, and that to Stockton on Thursday
afternoon was largely attended... Future
excursions will be those to Good Will Farm
and Togus this month_The Belfast Band
excursion to Bangor on Saturday, July 8th,
will be one of the events of the season. The
steamer will leave Lewis wharf at six o'clock
promptly and reach Bangor in time to see
the street parade, returning at seven in the
evening. This trip costs but SI.23, including admission to the circus. It will be a
pleasant sail up the river and the band will
! furnish music both ways—The steamer
Castine will make her trip to Bangor some
I
I Sunday later and next Sunday will probably go to Crescent Beach with a sail through
Dark Harbor_Orrin J. Dickey, the local
excursion manager, has opened an office
next door to the American Express office in
the Harris block on Main street.
er

k Farm, Belfast, has entries in
sOS for the Central Maine Fair at
'•ept. 19, 20, 21 and 22, and for
The steamboat
A Goon Skxd Off.
Mute Fair at Lewiston Sept. 12,
W. S. Edminster, F’rankfort, 1 wharf was the scene of plenty of excite
:n the 2 24 and 2.28 classes, Cen- : ment ou Wednesday afteruoou, June 28th,
fair, and L. L. Gentner in the when the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
classes, same fair.
j E. Read gathered to see them off on their
'herds Drake and Bowen made
the Hillside House, F'rankfort,
veiling and seized Pi gallons of
arrested the proprietor, \Y. S.
who was taken before the BelCourt Monday morning, found
: given the usual sentence of $ioo
nd no lays in jail, from which he

their pursuers in one particular and succeeded in arriving at the wharf in an ordinary carriage, while the gaily decorated
hack carried down some of their friends.
The energetic young people fell upon a
trunk marked with initials that exactly corresponded to those they were looking ior,
and were more than a little surprised when
the strange young man who owned it
thanked them for their kindness in deco-

■

"'tantial, our successful market
id strawberry grower, picked
from his vines four quarts of

rating it, but informed them that he was
not.married ! Stickers fastened to the suit: pe strawberries.
These are a
cases and proclaiming to the world “We are
.ante of his main crop, which is
just married,” aud uncounted quantities of
finely and the market will soon rice, confetti and flowers did their work,
■d with these delicious berries of
i however, and if anyone on the boat failed
Boteler said: “Doubtless God
to realize that a bridal party was present,
made a better berry, but doubtit certainly wasn’t the fault of Mr. and Mrs.
j
: never did.”
Head’s friends.
dge Clothing Manufacturing Con:- i That Punch Bowl Story. The Jourorganized in Belfast June 10,1905, I ual of June 15th contained an article from
■trpuse of manufacturing, buying an exchange on what was said to have been
The |
ng all kinds of clothing.
a “four barrel punch bowl,” but now doing
of capital stock is $10,000, and $4,- I
duty as a watering trough in Pickering
I in.
The business is to be located
square, Bangor. George G. Wells, who was
■
>t, and the directors are Henry O
| the Belfast agent for the Sanford line of
1
alter li. Dodge and Hiram lloft'ses,
steamers at the time, says that the story as
Dodge is president, V\ alter li told is incorrect from beginning to end.
l
treasurer, and Hiram IlofTses is Tlie article in
was
■

j

—

The rumor, current
Steamer Notes,
for some time, that the Eastern Steamship
Company was to have a turbine steamer
built for the outside line from New York to
Boston, was confirmed last week by the
awarding of the contract for the new vessel to the W. & A. Fletcher Company, Hoboken. The contract for the hull and ship
carpenter work has been sublet to the Delaware River Iron shipbuilding and Engine
Works, Chester, Fa. C. M. Englis, Greenpoint, Brooklyn, will do the joiner work
and painting. The dimensions of the ship
are 300 feet long, 55 feet beam over guards,
and 204 feet depth, molded_The opening
of the steamer Tremout’s route between
; Bangor and Stockton Springs, announced
for Monday, July 3d, lias been postponed
until further notice.The excursion to
Rockland Sunday on the Golden Rod was
given up because of the rain... Steamer
1
Rockland was taken on Gilehrest’s marine
| railway Monday for repairs to her rudder,
When ready for business she will take the
| Tremont’s place on the Bangor and Brooksville line.. -1). W. Kerst took the engineer's
1 berth on the Golden Rod Monday-The
\ Penobscot arrived at Rockland last Saturday morning with a full freight and aftei
j discharging returned to Boston. One of the
officers of the boat stated that after the l’euobscot and Bangor got their freight aboard
there was a full cargo left on the Bostor
dock. Monday the Penobscot went on the
•St. John route_The officers of the Penobscot Bay and River Steamboat Co. were
incorrectly given last week. I). W. Kersl
is president, Fred G. White, clerk, and W
D. Bennett, treeisurer and general manager

!

j

j

j

j

|

SUPPORT

j

designed origiquestion
nally for a watering trough aud was bought
lies and seizures were made at tin by George U. White for shipment to a horsehi attempting to
House and Windsor hotel Iasi i man in Massachusetts,
veiling. Deputy Sheriff Ellis ant I put it aboard the steamer here it broke
Ac-horn visited the Phoenix and through the gang plank but did not go overCarlton and Deputy Cuddy th<
board. Mr. White then abandoned it and
and in both place sliquors wen
Mr. Wells bought it for Capt. C. B. San•id seized. The barkeeper at the ford and it was taken up river on the steamFrank Nash, and the proprietor ol
er Cambridge, addressed to ('. B. Sanford.
Some one marked “punch bowl” on it, and
:sor, L. L. Gentner, were arrested
C-taken before the Police Court this may have suggested its use in that cam. today.
pacity. But the “quarry at Bangor,” the
"d fair and sale of fancy articles at presentation ceremonies, and the story of
’li Church parlors last Wednesdaj raising the bowl from the bottom of the

SCOTT'S EMULSION

I

|

allies

lie msvery succession
was very tempting and tin

dainty fancy articles found t
:e, as did the home-made candy
Uily decorated table presided ovei
•lunior Endeavor was one of tin
tractive features of the afternooi
'he icecream served at small table:
hall was appreciated by many.
.1

1’endleton of Stockton arrived a
t on steamer Golden,Rod last Fri
••ning to take the evening train t<
He was taking his little son of sii
to the Eastern Maine General llos
The boy while playing on some o
nip cars of the N. M. S, R. R., slippet
fell to the ground just as a train wai
og. One of the wheels passed over hii
nr the hip, breaking it very badly
itle fellow bore the journey with grea
t nude.
■

party of fourteen girls enjoyed a picnii
*: at the
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Free >
own, as the guests of Miss Editl
After thi
n. last 'Thursday evening.
i, eaten out of doors, dancing was ii 1
and later the party adjourned to th<
where to the music of the guitar col
■

1

“mgs and other old favorites were ren
and the musical people all performei [
“stunts.” It was the first gather inf
the schools and colleges closed, am i
i!, added to the beauty of the evening am 1
hostess’ hospitality, made everybody re
'taut to start sGood night Ladies.”

u

•

to

Seed for free

-■

was

s«rve>

carry the weakened and
atarved system along until it can find
firm support in ordinary food.

bridge

■

■

A remarkable occurrence is a GOLDEN JL
LEE SALE. In our good old State of Haine there are but a
business establishments that can look back on half a centur
existence, and of these, there are still fewer that have remai
under the direction of a single family and under the same

throughout their history. Concessions that have been made
occasion by wholesalers and importers we now make to you.
item with

care

aioue 101 me

a

ate

railroad bridge over the
stream, now in course of couii be finished in about ten
midge is 421 feet long, and t»
high water, and is the longest
•he route between Prospect and

many oargams it otters, out tiy
its very attractive typography. When you
read the advertisement you can rest assured
that the firm has the goods and that the
prices are as given. Obviously they will
not have the goods long and an early visit to
their store is advisable—James H. Howes,
Odd Fellows’ block, will have a special sale
of ginghams, beginning today and continuing Friday and Saturday. All the 10, 124
and 15 cent ginghams will be sold at one
price—See Maine Central advt. of rates to
Waterville July loth, “circus day’’ by regular trains, returning by special train_The
Waquoit, Northport, offers a very attractive tabie-de-hote menu at 75 cents.A
Bridgeport organ for sale at 153 Main street,
cheap for cash... A pair of gold bowed eyeglasses in a case !o>t. Reward offered_
Miss Bertha A. Partridge, Stockton Springs,
lias a 4 by 5 folding camera for sale, with
two plate holders and instruction hook_
For sale cheap, a custom-made State prison
snrry, with brake attached. Inquire of the
A child’s liat lost.
Misses Ellis
Please
leave at this office—Pay envelope, containing S24, with owner’s name, lost. Reward off red— Fred A. Johnson, Masonic
Temple, is selling his stock of dry goods,
fancy goods and notions at a big sacrifice
and the public are invited to call and examine the goods and prices.

GOLDEN * JUBILEE 2 SALE
READER!

Xkw Advertisements.
This week
marks the beginning of the golden jubilee
sale of A. D. Chase ,v Sou (1856-1905) and
their advertisement with its graceful border
of pine cones wili command attention, not

rur. r-aucasiei

A panorama w hich was transformed into
Venetian picture was noticed in the bay
A fishing boat, a
one evening last week.
black sloop, was lazily rioating in with the
tide, while around her at various distances
were moving energetic little launches or

Thev marched through
streets to iuspiring music
welcomed ail along their

Gaiiaiid, GeorgeGetuer. Ernest
s, Steven IL Horseman, Mr. E.
Harry Murray, James Whit-

sins.

shop.

—a-'ui.

•tters in the Belfast post ofweek ending July 1. Lillian
-s f
T. Clow, Miss Marion Key-

new

is the oldest business man in this city, and
is at his store daily_The Duplex Roller
Bushing Co. has fitted up what was the D.
Lane office building for storage and a paint

i. Mark Crockett leader,
Thursday evening for its first

-t

|

—

Harbor express had 12 ears
and four minutes late.

ir

!

The Belfast Baptist Sunday school will
make an excursion to Lake Maranacook,

!•?
b‘

YACHTS AND BOATS.

I
*

!

The schooner yacht Speranza, F. W. II il
of Bangor owner, was taken out on tin
marine railway Friday to have her botton
scraped and painted. Capt. Scott, her sail
ing master, has put her in fine condition.

The Blaisdell launch was put overboari
last Thursday from I. M. Cottrell's boa
purely imaginary.
j shop. She has 1 new deck, new mahogan;
Shipping Items. Two Belfast men who
house, and a new and more powerful gaso
take an interest in shipping were talking line engine. 'She was a speedy boat before
and o light to be still speedier this season.
over maritime affairs the other day, when
■..ontlnn
...iwIa z.f thn lto.11.,,,
x.-lw. i
The old yac’it Puritan, which defeatei
the Genesta if. the first international raci
bring over a cargo of salt to Gloucester, 1 of big
sloops, was sold at auction in Bostoi
Portland or Vinalbaven and load box
June 27th for 84,025. which is less than tin
■
shooks at liangor for the return voyage, cost or her lead, she is schooner riggei
and
found and fitted. Her purchase
usually taking a year for the round trip. is a fully
junk dealer, but it is said she will no
A few years ago three of these barks, load- be broken
up.
ed and bound home, laid in the harbor at
Farm Conditions in Maine.
Rockland for many weeks and when they
sailed one was lost in sight of port. June
In the June bulletin of the Department o
29th the Italian bark Leopoldo arrived at
several of the correspondents
Portland from Trapani, Scicily after a pas- Agriculture
in noting farm conditions in their section
of
109
The
Portland
Advertiser,
sage
days.
of the winter killing of apple trees
in reporting her arrival, said: “The bark speak
S. W. Taber of Aroostook reports the losi
has been in the water so long that her botof a number of trees set three years ago,
tom is covered with sea grass over a foot
and others starting slowly. Similar reports
long, which covers her hull below the water
come from
Washington, Penobscot and
line and which must have retarded her sailThe general average ol
York counties.
ing qualities greatly. She will probably go conditions for the State is as follows:
on the railway before sailing.”
The LeoCondition of grass fields, as compared
poldo will probably spend a couple of months
Condition of
at Portland discharging and repairing and with average, 99 per cent.
In general thf
by the time she is loaded at Bangor six fruit trees, 91 per cent.
months will have elapsed, leaving six early varieties of apples have blossomed
months for the return voyage with the most fully. There was a slight increase ol
usual lay overs—The seh. Geo V. Jordan loss in apple trees last season. Acreage ol
of the Pendleton Bros’, fleet has under- potatoes, as compared with last year, 101
gone a general overhauling, refastening, per cent. Acreage of corn, as compared
painting, etc., at the Pendleton dock... -Sch. with average, 100 per cent. The dairy herds
Almeda Willey at this port has been sold to will not be materially increased. Reports
Boston parties and Captain Bodge of Isles- from several counties indicate that the
boro, a part owner, has retired from the farmers are enlarging their operations to
some extent.
command.
river where it had laid for several years are

«r«o

j

Read

e

and deliberation.

“HERE’S AN OPPORTUNITY THAT YOU SHOULD TAK
One Case of D. & J. Anderson's
Imported Scotch Ginghams
and Novelties,
Cut in 3 1-2 yard
markable

pieces,

suitable for waists and suits.

1,000 Straw Matting Samples
Known as DRUMMERS’ SAMPLES.
from 25c. to 50c. per yard.

36x36
18x36

A re-

bargain.

The person who is always hunting for a bargain and never finds one is especially invited to call.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE, 3 1-2 YARDS,

W

One Case Grenada Prints y
Do net confound tftoso
cause the

riySSL

3*

I

price is low.

goods with
READER,

the

I

Prints be-

ordinary cheap

you never beheld or
such a bargain in this or any other store.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,
A

gazed

on

per

m4c.”

*

2 Bales

Bigelow Brussels

rS Carpet Remnants

m

ift

bargain that should receive your immediate attention.
Sold at the same price of Tapestry Carpet remnants. The finest,
acknowledged by

and

in the United States.

all carpet dealers the BEST Brussels made
An opportunity that never was offered the

trade of Waldo County before.

long.

Remnants 1-2,

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

J|

A Few Silk Shirtwaist Suits Left
One $25 00 Suit
One Lot of $18,00 Suits
One Lot of $15.00 Suits

$20.00
13.50
9.75

now
now
now

One lot of Suits, all wool, left from the season before.
LOOK—the prices originally were from $12.00 to $25.00.

NOW

^5 QQ

One Lot of Shirt Waists,

^

Positively they are EXCEPTIONAL valuos. Regular prices ot
these waists were 97c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

^

3-4,1,11-2 yards
per

DOC.|,,rd

m

500

8c.

“_5c.

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

Here Is a

These goods in the rol. sell

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICES,

inches,

-|

yards Oil Cloth Carpeting.
this sale we shall place a price on these

goods

»For

every yard now in stock.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

per

I Sr C yard

,€olian Dress Patterns,

Ends of Lines, Remnants,
And REMAINDERS OF SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE, the prices
of which are marked down to a point simply irresistabie.

that must sell

I a

-a

i«a

t

Small Pieces of Linoleum
Suitable to place in front of wash stands, sinks, stoves, etc.,
1- 2 to 3-4 yard wide, and from 1 yard tc 3 yards long.
Heavy
durable goods. GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,
A
square

^rUC

«a

beautiful silk Colians. You will readily
recognize the low price for these truly beautiful goods.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

yard

Ask to look at these

$1.00 r/d
Bigelow Wilton Rugs.
Size 36x63.

Rugs

by the mill. As
perfectly useless to

that have been dropped

sample rugs to sell carpet sizes by, they are
This is the rug that is rapidly taking the place of the old
Smyrna. GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,
us.

sample.

SCOTT li BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. anti £1.00; all druggists.

to us for

regularly at 62c. per yard. Not
in this store to-night. A glorious bargain.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

from 20c. to 50c. per yard.
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

Elegant goods
■

I 3C

for

pcr
■

yard

Mercerized Dress Patterns
IN FANCY AND PLAIN
25c. to 38c. per yard.

COLORS, regular price all this season,
GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

Genuine Oriental

One Lot of Foulard Silks.
sold

Regular price

the hot season.

Each

_$5,50
Always

300 YARDS MUSLINS,

a

gard should be left
per

FROM

3EDR0S

KAZAGJIAN,

Rugs

IMPORTER,

NEW YORK. WE
ARE RETIRING FROM THE ORIENTAL RUG BUSINESS, AND ALL
RUGS ON HAND WILL BE SOLD AT EXACTLY COST PRICE. A
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.

IMPROVE IT.

The value of promptitude in
making you r purchases at our GOLDEN JUBILEE .SALE
cannot be overestimated.
The person who p rocrastinates we can hear
saying, I wish 1 had
been there sooner. The proof of the
pudding is in the eating. The assertions of an advertisement is early investigation.
READER, ii 1 all of your existence the goods and prices as
named above are much lower than were ever
quoted to you before by any firm on earth

J

8bal! these two factions, the
rich and the poor, continue to repel
each other till it shall become impossible for them to remain together longer?
This question must be answered. It
must be answered by the educated man
of the twentieth century. Education
must tear down the barrier which
exists between labor and capital.
We have reached another crisis.
Whether the Spanish war shall be
known in history as a war for the liberty of the Cuban people or as a war of
conquest, whether the principles of self

things?

America and Her Needs.
The

Ivy Day Oration at Bates College

June

2cth

by

Leander

Jackson of

Moi-

rill.

those in command there is no
guide than the records of the
past. If statesmen are to intelligently
understand present conditions of society and wisely interpret the significance
To

better

of the times they must carefully study
the history of the mighty empires that
have existed. Then let us for a few
moments unroll the panorama of the
old world. Let us for instance look to
the great Athenian power which holds
its own conspicuous place in the world’s
history. We of today are still influenced
by the thoughts and actions of the great
Greek leaders. Greek architecture is
yet studied and admired. We are still
inspired by the patriotism as manifested by 'those ancient people. Yet
there was a dark side to Greek life.
Beautiful was Greek art, culture and
refinement, but these good things were
planted like exquisite, exotic flowers in
the black, rank soil of slavery. The

an

Mrs.

j!

The seeds of evil have been
our soil.
Shall these seeds grow? This
is the question. They have been planted in the soil of a country in which the
social, political and religious institutions are corrupt. The greatest social
factor in American civilization is the
home. Without the lireside there is no
the
without
human
advancement;
family relation there is no life worth
living. A good government is made up
of good families. And whenever there
is anything that tends to break up the
family it is wrong—it is infamous. Is

feeling of shame that
our marriage and divorce
we regard
laws? The diversity of the laws in relation to the one the most holy and the
laxity in relation to the other the most
unholy institution is breaking down
it not then with a

the mam stay ot America—the home.

Besides social institutions our politics
infested. It it no longer the most
worthy men who occupy the positions
of trust in our government, hut men of
wealth. Never before in the history of
our country has a seat in Congress been
determined so much by the wealth of
are

at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., many of which are from time to
time published by permission, give absolute evidence of the value of Lydia
E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound and
Mrs. Pinkham's advice.
Fourth.—Every ailing woman in the
United States is asked to accept the
following invitation. It is free, will
bring you health and may save your
life.

Mrs. Pinkham’a Standing Invitation
to Women.—Women suffering from any

form of female weakness are invited to
promptly communicate with Mrs Pinkham, at'Lynn, Mass. All letters are
received, opened, read and answered
b v women only. From symptoms given.
your

Have we
have inherited much.
been lieir to their weaknesses?
Are we in time to succumb and go
down to total demolition because of a
If as it is
diseased government?
claimed history repeats itself the ques-

the past; we are proud of the
present; with a trustful eye and a hopeful heart we look to tiie future.
Looking back through the three centuries that have passed we witness the
coming of that little baud of men and
women, pioneers of America, their very
souls, as it were, dominated by an undying spirit of liberty and clasping close
to tlieir hearts a firm belief in free
reverence

religious thought.
\\but sought they thus afar?
Bright jewels of the mine?
1 be wealth of seas, the spoils of war?
They sought a faith’s pure shrine!
Ay, call it holy ground,
’J lie soil where first they trod!
They have left unstained what there

they

found,—
Freedom to worship God!
The hardships they endured need no
enumeration. They sowed the seeds of
the great republic which we are so glad

to call our own. They were the primitive architects of our grand institutions.
Yes, tiie seed of liberty, patriotism
and devotion planted on the rockbound
shores of Massachusetts was prolific,
ft grew. It inspired men and it inspired women. An inspiration so deep,
so firm, so strong, that in 1775 when the
call to arms resounded through the
American colonies, those men were
ready to fight and if need be lay down
their lives tor the cause of independWas ever moie loyalty shown to
ence.
perpetuate a living principle than by
tiiose whole-souled, pure hearted, simpie-minded patriots who under tiie
leadership of the great Washington

uc

iwowu

and surest way of recovery
advised. Out of the vast volume of exMrs.
perience in treating1 female illsknowlPinkham probably has the very
edge that will help your case. Surely,
foolish
any woman, rich or poor, is very
if she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.

quickest

the

greatest of all.

We are
tion is already answered.
doomed and must reconcile ourselves
to a similar fate. But no, it can not be;
it seems to us that we as a nation shall
always live. We can not but feel proud
We
that we are American citizens.

may

UUUUiC

aspirant as today. Legislatures no
longer legislate for the poor man, but
Is this state of
corruption, not for morality, but for for corporations.
Consequently they fell. affairs to continue? Along with these
immorality.
These are the great powers from which evils comes another and perhaps the
we

Cures—

of
Unequalled
Pinkfyam's Advice Is Confidential, Free, and always Helpful

Has

Record

First.—That almost every operation
remain a free government or become an
upon women
empire—these questions must be an- in our hospitals performed
of
swered by the American people—when becomes necessary through neglect
as backache, irregular
such
symptoms
will
our
not
until
then
and
they speak
Avarice paints and painful menstruation, leucorrhoea,
destiny be revealed.
of the uterus, pain in
destiny with a dollar mark before it. displacements
in the stomMilitarism equips it with a sword. the side, burning sensation
pains, nervousness,
Destiny is not a matter of chance; it is ach, bearing-down
dizziness and sleeplessness.
a matter of choice; it is not a thing to
Second.—The medicine that holds
be waited for; it is a thing to be achieved. We have been commanded to scat- the record for the largest number of
ter the seeds of civilization in the absolute cures of female ills is Lydia
world—to preach the gospel to all the E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
cures
people. But in that Book of Books is It regulates, strengthens and
as
there any mention of the necessity of diseases of the female organism
gatling guns to enforce our Christian nothing else can.
For thirty years it has been helping
precepts? Eet not the spirit of the
founders of the republic be forgotten. ■women to be strong, curing backache,
Eet us not forget that the sovereign nervousness, kidney troubles, all uterine and ovarian inflammation, weakpower of our government is with its
people. The ballot is the citizen’s ness and displacements, regulating
weapon—the most powerful weapon menstruation perfectly and overcomever devised.
Let this implement of ing its pains. It has also proved itself
warfare be wielded intelligently; let it invaluable in preparing for childbirth
be put into the hands of educated men
and the change of life.
and good sound government will be the
Third.—The great volume of unsoresult.
licited and grateful testimonials on file
sown in

has been.
Then again the influence of the Goman Empire on the people of the world
The great
can not lie fully estimated.
and noble deeds of the best Romans
still live. The remains of Roman law
and institutions can be traced down
the centuries of time to our

the Christian Germanic races and not
the pagan Iluns should inherit the dominion of the expiring Roman Empire
and control the destinies of Europe.
Anil w11v flip downfall of one of the
mightiest powers that ever existed?
Because Borne, maddened by power
and urged on by her lust for empire,
neglected those things which demanded
attention. While the Roman legions
were battling for foreigu lands the
government was attacked by the greatest foe a nation can have—corruption.
Borne had committed suicide.
These great governments have had
their time. They were built not upon
rocks but upon the sand. They flourished for a time, noted not for justice,
but for injustice, not for purity, but for

_

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

government shall be strengthened or
abandoned, whether this nation shall

brilliant civilization of the Greeks was
its product and never could have existed without it. Believing the citizen
of drudgery, the system created a class
characterized by elegant leisure, refinement and culture, but the great fundamental principle of the equality of
man was ignored, and the mighty power
of Atl ens ceased to be. Such is the
history of one of the great powers that

through
We
present American civilization.
glory in her achievements; we mourn
for her downfall. The great victory at
Challonsis placed among the significant
events of liistory; for it decided that

Four Facts For
Sick Women
To Consider

The corner stone of

the American government was founded on Christian principles. When these
principles become infested our nation
must suffer.
Whenever the upholders
of Christianity seeking for ideality forget their relation to the world there is
danger. I believe there has never been
a
time in our
history when the
principle of self-advancement unmindful of others was so strong as it is today, and 1 believe it is applicable to the
religious world. But do all these evils
foretell our future? No, this is an hour
of temptation.
Temptations do not
destroy; they test the strength of individuals and nations; they may lead to
infamy or fame according to the use
made of them.
There is a call for
volunteers.
It is a call for the support
of no less a cause than the preservation
of our country. She called for help in
’lit and in ’OS; again in her hour of distress she calls.
Men are wanted in
social reform, in politics and in remen
with back bone
ligious work,
enough to think and act accordingly.
It matters not what profession they
may have they must be characterized
by individual thought and action. The
mind that dimly notes a new ideal
must not be satisfied; it must clear
away the intervening haze before the
world may be benefited by the discovery. The college doors swing back;
and out into this busy world step the
college men and women, presumably
prepared to meet and decide these great
Let us, then, make this
problems.

fWOllGHTS
AND

A

TEMPERANCE
ONE

A

LECTURE

IM

JUG.

laid in the police court of
a few days ago, demonstrated that the lighting qualities in a
jug of Scoth whisky are in no wise imscene

Bath, X. Y.,

paired, though

the aforesaid jug may
rest on the bottom of a mill pond for a
half century before its pugilistic pro-

clivities

11
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chre of progress and found therein two
angels clad in shining garments—na-

tionality and liberty.

We are at peace with the world.
Since that dark period of civil war no
country has made such progress as ours.
But along with this progress come the
evils which always attend success. Industrial development with its infinite
division of labor has given rise to the
great social conflict whicli is raging
among our people today. Monopolies
and trusts are sapping the very life

working people—the strength
of our nation. Shall we go on neglecting our duty with relation to these
from our

shields sweet, and relieves itching from any
cause.
It should be in every nursery. He
sure you get Comfort Powder, it is so far
superior to ordinary talcum powders. All
druggists in Belfast recommend it.

Why Not?
Some of the people are asking whether
we are to have another European steamship
line to Maine with docks at Stockton
Springs., Maine apple raisers are especially
interested, since the steamships coming to
Portland have freight contracts which prevent them handling much Maine fruit except that raised in the country reached by
the Grand Trunk
Railway.—Waterville
Sentinel.

Alexander,

remembering

the

point Charge!’

where their father stood when he consigned the jug to its long resting place,
continued to dig about in the mud. His
perseverance was suddenly rewarded by
bringing the jug to light, but so incrusted with sediment as hardly to be recognizable. The receptacle was taken to
the pump, where it was washed off, and
its screw top unfastened. Greatly to
the astonishment of the brothers, an
odor rivaling that of a moonshiner's
still issued from the mouth of the jug.
Further investigation proved the contents to be well preserved, but so aged
had the whisky become that it was
almost like oil.
The appetite of the two Scotchmen
for such good stuff had in no wise
diminished, despite the father’s lecture
and the intervening years. They drank
deep and heartily, and then, alas, the
fighting qualities of the old Scotch
liquor began to reassert themselves.
Robert waxed boastful of his army record, and contemptuous of the motives
that had impelled Alexander to stay at
home. In short, the old quarrel was resumed exactly where it had been broken
off, and in the course of a few moments
the family and the guests in the house
were startled by fierce cries coming

“With a whoop and a cheer they
dashed forward, flags flying, drums
heating, fifes playing, and charged down
the hill with a rush that would surely
have carried the day and utterly demoralized the ‘Britishers’ had they
been there.
“1 looked at my friend, and though
there was a smile on iiis face, there

and rushed out to find two angry men
pounding eacti other hammer and tongs.
When the brothers were separated,
Alexander swearing vengence, saddled
a horse and rode post-haste to Bath,
where he swore out a warrant for Robert’s arrest, and the case was set for the
following day. An officer went out to
the farm after Robert while Alexander
remained in town over night.
A night’s sleep, however, dissipated
the fumes of the ancient liquor and
brought kindlier feelings to both brothers. When they faced each other in the
police court next morning, they looked

Sick Wives and Daughters.
You have often seen them with pale faces,
poor appetite, head anil back ache, symptoms common to the sex.
Fathers and
mothers, lose, no time in securing I>r. David
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, it will cost
only one dollar and is much cheaper than
sickness. Write to Dr. David Kennedy’s
Sons, Rondout, X. Y., for a free sample bottle.

rvf

from

tlto

harnvarH

at each other sheepishly, then burst
into hearty laughter. With their mirth
vanished all resentment. The case was
quickly adjusted to the satisfaction of
the court, and the brothers rode back
to the old homestead together the best
of friends, but with deeper respect for
the memory of their father’s temperance homily than they had ever had

have it honored. Robert stated that a
few months after locating in the South,
he had written two letters to liis brother
at the old home, but they were returned
from the dead-letter office. This was
while Alexander and his father were in
,the West. The first apprisal Robert
had that Alexander was still on the old
homestead was from Hiram Van Wie
of Howard, N. Y., who spent the past
winter in Florida, and with whom Robert sought acquaintance when he learned Van Wie was also from old Steuben

county.
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For soon we could hear the shout of
voices, of fife and drum and marching
feet, and as we stood and looked in the
direction from which the sounds proceeded the waving folds of an American
ilag appeared above the edge of the

‘You
know half you fellers have got to be
Britishers.’
“Well, I won’t be a Britisher, you
bet!’ yelled a little freckle-faced youngster in a red sweater. ‘If I can’t be a
’Merican I won’t play.’
“Neither will I! I ain’t goin’ to be no
Johnny Bull, you bet! If I can’t be a
be nothin’!”
won’t
minute-man I
chorused the rest of the army, while
the ranks broke up and the soldiers
gathered around the commander with

ordinary conversational

THE DJAMOXU

CURF.

The latest news from Paris, is, that they
have discovered a diamond cure for consumption. If jou fear consumption or
pneumonia, it will, however, he best for
you to take that great remedy mentioned by
W. T. McGee, of Vanleer, Term. “1 bad a
cough, for fourteen years. Nothing helped
me, until I took Dr. Khig’s New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
gave instant relief, and effected a permanent cure.”
Unequalled quick cure, for
Throat and Lung Troubles.
At
K. II.
o

uuif;

guaranteed.
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Work at Hall

Quarry.

Rolkli.M), Maine, June 2S. C. E.
Goulding and crew go to Hall quarry,

Somes’ Sound, this week, where he lias
the contract to build a tramway and
machine shop and to make extended
repairs, the whole job to occupy probably more than three months. The
tramway will be 400 feet long, 50 feet
wide and 10 feet high. The machine
shop will be 35x00 feet.
Barrels for Maine

Apples.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
Juno, -V. D. 19f>5.
LYSES S. PERRY, son of Isaac B. Perry, late
of Burnham, in said County oi Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that
he may be appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
iroer to L»e published thiee weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said
County, on the 11th day of Jul). A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
il any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.

U

A

true

GEO. E.
copy. Attest:

_Chas.

JOHNSON, Judge.

P.Hazkltink, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
June, A. D. 1905.

Belfast, within ami
on the 13th day of

by causing
copy
persons
onier to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a» Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
an> they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
June, A. D. 1905.
Vf ARY E. BEVERLY, adopted child of Mary I.

At

and are now busily turnfor the fall trade in ap-

Trawling

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of June,
A. D. 1905.

JOHN MURCH, widower of
cl of Unity in said County

Ellen A. Murcli, late
of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. L>. 1905,
of the clock before noon, and show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petitionshould not be granted.
GEO.E. JOHNSON. Jut!}.©
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Reghter.

at ten

At a Probate Court held at
tor the County of Waldo,
June, A. 1>. 1905.
A.

similar to ti e fleet engaged in the fishing industry in the North sea. The
keel of the first trawler lias been laid,
and she will probably be ready for sea
in October.

widow of William

L. Howe,
HOWE,
late of Lineolnville, in said County of Waldo,
RUBY
deceased,
for

having presented a petiiion piay ing
allowance out of the personal estate of said

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be li.-ld at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. D. 1905,
at ten of the cluck before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be gianted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Ha/.eltine, Register.
Probate Court held at
for the County Waldo,
June, A. I). 1905.

At a

Necessary as Tea
for the Family

Dear Sirs:—
1 have used your very valuable Bitters for about thirty years, and should
I live as much longer I should still use
them, for they' are as necessary to have
in the house as tea is for the table.
I
should not know how to get along
without them.
I am very

May

merit.
ence

truly

yours,
MRS. F. C..TRUE,

Readtield. Me.

a5, 1003.

A

remedy of established
You may profit by the experiothers. Always keep "L. F.”

family

of

Belfast, within and
the 13tli day ot

on

deceased.

Fleet.

Boston, June 27. A beginning has
been made for the establishing of a
steam trawling lleet from this port

As

Atwood’s Bitters in the house.

F.

Belfast, within and
on the ljth day of
widow of Charles F.
in said County of

COBBETT,
CAROLINE
Cobbett, late of Belfast,

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal es-

of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to he belli at Belfast, within and for said County
on the 11th day of
July, A. D. 1905. at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazelti>e, Register.
tate

SS.—In

Court of Probate, held
of June, 1905.

at BelJohn
of George
H. Rankin, late of Lineolnville, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

the 13th day
fast,
WALDO
R. Dunton, administrator
on

on

the

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

HUMPHREYS’
cure

by acting directly

Rebecca

tko

on

GASOLINE

a&d

<W

EdgeXi

de<**J’-

oo„V(.'

■>

Kegfc.,

88*—In Court of Probate, held
fast, on the 13th day of June,
Kendellj guardian of Alwilda LampU
ton Spiings, 'n said County, having re-.
final account of guardianship of -aid
allowance.

v

[MOTORS,"
old reliable
Mlanu*
Motors
The

outsold all other

makes

In Malno

for 1903-1904 and

noisv

are

now

than
on

bettor
Used

ever.

farms

as

well

water.

Both phonos.
mianus

motor;works,

Thorndlko, Man’s Portland Branoh
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Ordered, That notice thereof be gjv..,,
weeks successively, in The Repub.n
a newspaper published in Belfast, in S;«
that all persons interested may attei
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on tl,
of July uext, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should m,t
geo. e. Johnson
Atruecopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf. i;.

J
j

88.—In Court of Probate.
the 18th day of June, ;
Moody, widower of Evelina r. M
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, ue
ing presented a petition praying f..r .tl
out of the personal estate of said

j
^

WALDO
last,

on

H.

\
!

Ordered, that notice thereof be
weeks successively, in The Hepuhli ..
newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attei
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on t h
of July next, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should m-t
GEO. L. JOHN >i i.\
A true Copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazeltinf

I

j
!

EXECUTRICES NOTICE. The sui-

by give notice that they have 1
pointed executrices of the last v
of

ment

CHARLOTTE W. EDMUNDS, lam
in the County of W ahlo, deceased,
having demands against the esram
ceased are desired t present the >
ment, ami all indebted thereto am
make payment immediately.
EVELYN'
LIZZIE J. Ha
June
1905.
13,
Unity,

!

I

IEXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that
of the
NOTICE.

pointed

The subhe has bee
last will and m

executor

EUNICE

WARD, late

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 11th day
uf July next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P- Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
bert

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 13th day of June, 1905.
Deladministrator on the estate of Yirum

on

Paul,

having presented his first
tion of said

estate

account

of administra-

for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 13th day of June, 1905.
Lis.-a
M. Robinson, executrix of the last will of Hannah
J. West, late ot Belfast, in said County, deceased,
having presented her first and final account ot
administration of said estate for allowance.

WALDO
fast,

on

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of July next, and show cause, ii any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
a

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 13th day of June, 1905. Janus
Wight, guardian of James F. Smalley of Belfast, in said County, having presented his first
and final account of guardianship of said estate
for allowance, together with iiis resignation of

WALDO
fast,

Tr

of

\

me unuuy oi
wamo, uecease-i.
bonds as the law directs. All personmands against the estate of said u.
desired to present the same for sett;all indebted thereto are requested :

in

ment

immediately.

>

WILLIAM

Dixmont, June 13. 1905.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

Th-

hereby gives notice that he lias
appointed administrator of the estat*
LAURA A. PULLEN, late of l oin the County of Waldo, deceased.

bonds as the law directs. All person.mands against the estate of said -it
desired to present the same for sett
all indebted thereto are requested foment immediately.
WILLIAM A .N
Belfast, June 13, 11105.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

j

The

hereby gives notice that ho has
appointed administrator of the estate
CHARLES R. PARKS, late of Pain
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All pers.
demands against the estate of said n<
desired to present the same for set';
all indebted thereto are requested t
ment

immediately.

al-

.n

o

FRED E

June 13. 1905.

T!
DM 1 N ISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he
administrator
of
the
estate
appointed
A

A

ANNIE R. CROCKETT, late of Stock-in the County of Waldo, deceased
bonds as the law directs. All personmauds against the estate of said dec* a
sired to present the same for settlem.
indebted thereto are requested to mak-

immediatel).
Stockton

KINGSBURY H. CRc
19o5.

Springs, June 13,

I.
DMINTSTRATOR’S NOTICE.
notice that lie has 1
>>;
administrator
of
the
estate
pointed
AUSTIN WOODBURY, late- t K
A

A hereby gives

•.

in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons
mands against the estate of said dece;
sired to present the same for settlemindebted thereto are requested to mak-

immediately.

<

)s«;o< >i> w< >ti

Northport, June 13, 1905.

iEXECUTOR’S

NOTICE.

The

3Ut>sen

by gives notice that he has hen
pointed executor of the la.-r will anof

in the

AMOS ST1CKNEY, late t Bn
A
County of Waldo, deceased.

having demands against the estate
ceased are desired !■- present the sain,
ment. and all indebted thereto are n
make payment- immediately.
EZRA A. CARE!
Brooks, June 13, 1905.
NOTICE. The subsen!
gives notice that he has been (l ied Executor of the last will and testanu

I-EXECUTOR’S

PURTHENA GRANT, late of White;
County of Waldo, deceased. Al
having demands against the estate of
ceased are desired to present the saintlemeut, ana all indebted thereto are
to make payment Immediatelv.
in the

FRANK

ci

Winterport, June 13, 1905.
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The stibscntgives notice that 1«- has been duly
of the last will and testament

I

..

executor

CONNER, late of BellaA
in the County of Waldo deceased.
having demands against the estate of
ceased are desired to present the same t
ment, and all indebted thereto are req
make payment immediatelv.
EUGENE R. CO
Belfast, June 13, 1905.
LUCY A.

Th.
DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
her hereby gives notice that she
tin
administratrix
with
duly appointed
nexed, of the estate of
A

A

t-

LYDIA L. HARLOW, late of Winter!
in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All persons t
111(111*13

agctlUal

lIHr CMil'C OI

!S«1U mTtlil.M1'

sired to present the same for settlement
indebted thereto are requested to make

immediately.
Winterport, May 9,

;

GRACE D. WEB
1905.—24

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The

sir

hereby gives notice that he has been
pointed administrator of the estate ot

u

ASHLEY WARD, late of Burnham
in the County of Waldo, deceased, am!
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha\
mauds against the estate of said decea
desire*! to present the same for settle-mall indebted thereto are requested to mai
WILLIAM W
ment immediately.
Fairfield, June 13, 1905.
D.MIMSTKATRIX’S NOTICE.

4

The

-m

A hereby gives notice that she has !■•
appointed administratrix of the estate *»1
AUBREY G. SPENCER, late of Beltain the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
>

bonds as the law directs. All persons Ki\
mauds against the estate ot said dec*
desired to present the same tor sett h im
all indebted thereto are requested to mai
ment immediately.
SARAH A. SPEN*
Belfast, June 13, 1905.

P.

MARINE

l

WALDO

estate

ance.

Specifics

'll?

n. edgecomb, admins
* rix
the estate of Herbert W.
'1
at« ■»!
Belfast, in said County of Waldo
v
ing presented a petition praying for a u
sell at public or private sale and
‘o
real estate described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
all persons interested by causing a
order to be published three weeks sin '.
The Republican Journal, a
newspaper
!
at Belfast, that they may
n
appear at
;;
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami
County, on the 11th day of July, \
at ten of the clock before
and
noon,
si,
if any thev have, why the prayer of
ers should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
uu8«
Atruecopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf.

a

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. I). 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

an

A Steam

At a Probate Couri, held at Belfast w.^T'
"
for the County of Waldo, on the
e Mth
June, A. D. 1906.

er

N. E.
Buckfield, Me., June 28.
Morrill and A. F. Cloutier of this village, have fitted up a sawmill and barrel factory in the Black mountain re-

gion, Sumner,
ing out staves
ple barrels.

i

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of June, A. D. 1906.
certain instrument purporting to be the last
will aud testament of Michael E. Clark, late
of Knox, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
in The Repub- ;
published three weeks successively
Iican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
a
to
be held at
at
Probate
Court,
may appear
Belfast, within and for said County,on the sec-'
ond Tuesday of July next at ten of the clock !
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved and !
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

do, deceased, having presented a petition praying
for an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.

aim

Trial bottle free.

one:

arguments.
“Well, how do you s’pose we’re going
to have a fight if'we’re all on the same
side? Some of us have got to be Britishers. You, Ben, come on ; you be a redcoat. You can be Captain.”
‘No, sir-ree!’ said Ben, shaking his
head energetically. ‘You bet 1 won’t!
Catch me bein’ a Britisher! I’m an
American* I am, and if I can’t fight for
the Colonies I’m not going to play.’
‘Well, then you, Jimmy, you can be

===

BETH

sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
No. 2
Worms.
No. 3
Teething.
hill.
Diarrhea.
No. 4
“We removed our hats and stood in
No. 7
Coughs.
silence, expecting—I hardly know what.
No. 8
Neuralgia.
But if a Colonial army with Prescott
Headaches.
No. 9
at their head had come marching over
No. 10
the brow of that hill I don’t know that
Dyspepsia.
I should have been surprised.
No. 11
Suppressed Periods.
into
and
“As the troops came
sight
No. 12
Whites.
of
the
to
the right
monument,
deployed
No. 13
Croup.
we broke into a hearty laugh, and the
The Skin.
No. 14
dream was broken, for the army conNo. 15
Rheumatism.
sisted of about twenty boys with sticks
No. 16
Malaria,
and swords and wooden guns, with a
No. 19
Catarrh.
soldierly looking little chap of ten or a
dozen years in command.
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
“Halt!” he cried, and the little army
No. 27
The Kidneys.
came to presentable attention.
‘Now,
No. 30
The Bladder.
men,’ said the little rascal, with an exNo. 77
La Grippe.
of
the dignified
cellent
imitation
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
manners of a general, ‘we have stern
At
Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
work before us. The fate of the Colo- pocket.
®ft~ Medical Guide mailed free.
nies depends on your courage. Our inHumphreys’ Med. Co., Cor. William & John Street*
dependence must be preserved. We New York.
must hold Bunker Hill against the
assaults of the enemy’ (great cheering
from the troops) ‘if every man falls.’
“Then, dropping the exalted tone for
an

~imwr

‘The soldiers aren’t all gone yet,
ASIA WENTWORTH, widow of Daniel
John,’ he said. ‘You and I shall soon beof
Wentworth, late of Knox, in said
laid away, but I guess we can trust the Waloo, deceased, having presented aCounty
petition
youngsters to take care of the old flag.’ praying for an allowance out of the personal es“And 1 guess we can.”—Mary K. tate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Maule, in X. Y. Tribune.
a
interested
of this
all

Alexander hastened to reply to the General Howe.’
‘General nothin’! I guess I won’t 6. P.
to Robert the heart!-

lettter, extending

tears in his eyes.

were

before.

again tested.
Forty-four years ago, when the cloud
OASTORIA.
of civil war was darkening the national
horizon, Robert and Alexander Mc- Bean the
_/f ^6 Kind You Have Always Bought
Gregor, brothers, were at work in a
hayfleld on their father’s farm, the late
Donald McGregor, on Campbell Creek,
a few miles south of this village.
The
father, a native Scot, by thrift and inTHE SPIRIT OF BUNKER HILL.
dustry had won for himself one of the
handsomest and most extensive proper“Speaking of the spirit of ’70,” said
ties in the community. 'While otliciatthe man from Boston, Hicking the ashes
ing as an elder in the Presbyterian from the end of his after-dinner
cigar,
Church at Bath the elder McGregor
“I believe there is as much of it in the
was nevertheless a “canny Scot,” and
of
as
there
was
today
had brought with him to the home of rising generation
in the Revolutionary forefathers. We
his adoption not alone the dialect, but
are inclined to think that patriotism is
also most of the customs of his bonnie
on the wane in this country, just beScotland. So, as was his wont in harcause in our ordinary every-day life
vest time, there reposed in a spring on
there is nothing to call it into action,
the Held a gallon jug of Scotch whisky
or to show how deeply it lies in every
upon which, to accelerate their efforts 1 American
heart; but let something
and maintain their spirits, the harvest
arise to call it forth, and from the most
hands made draughts after every second load bad been safely housed in the I unexpected quarters would come new
! Washingtons, new Patrick Ifenrys and
large barns.
Paul Reveres.
On the afternoon in question, Robert,
“I saw a pretty sight the other day
the youngest of the two brothers, who,
set me to thinking. I was enterwith other farm hands, had been dis- which
taining one of our Western senators,
cussing the paramount question of the an
old soldier like myself, and somehow
war, accused Alexander of lack of sufficient courage to enlist in support of after rather an aimless ramble we
the Bunker Hill
the Union cause. Both brothers, having found ourselves at
imbibed freely of the jug, were ripe for Monument.
“The place seemed to fit into our
a discussion, which soon came to blows.
The father separated the belligerants, reminiscent mood, and as we sat down
on a bench at the foot of the monuand, divining that the contents of the ment our conversation
naturally driftjug were largely responsible for the ed into talk of war. After
fighting over
foolish quarrel, after a brief but forcible argument in favor of temperance, the battles of the civil war we fell into
hurled the receptacle into a mill pond talk of Revolutionary days and battles.
around the grounds we
which bordered the field. In his settle- Tramping
the redoubts and trenches,
ment of the argument the elder Mc- located
where the British troops made
Gregor was unusually severe in his lingering
and were deep in the
their first
reprimand to Robert,'whom he held discussion assault,
of the
position of
responsible for beginning the quarrel. our men when the strategic
notes of a bugle fell
This rebuke angered the younger brothon our ears. We looked at one another,
er, who, after the load had been drawn
to the barn, was suddenly missed. This each wondering if old war-time memothe well-remembered
was the last time for forty-four years ries had sounded
are

special privilege which we shall have
enjoyed count in the world. It is a
privilege for which we are indebted to
parents, friends and the college. Let
us hope that we shall have learned what
this training should teach—a more appreciative sense of this world, and inspiration to nobler deeds, an incitation
to independent thought and action, and,
more than all else, a stronger conception of brotherly love.
;
Today, as a manifestation of our love
!
and loyalty for this old institution
;
halls we are so soon to leave, we
\ whose the
plant
ivy. As it becomes firmly
established our national life.
rooted
in the soil, may our lives beTiie cloud of war swept by. Conceivcome
firmly grounded in the principles
ed in the struggle for independence,
of good living and good government, and
l\rmi nf Hit* cnirif
nf
riorli frpnnsiiPCQ
DlipiJUlt
cradled in liberty, nursed by the god-1
our aspirations
dess of peace, guarded by the grandest heaven so may we direct
instrument ever penned by mail—there and energies that America shall ever
be the source of inspiration to the
was our infant nation. Men were need-!
lie was ever seen oy ins ramify.
When
ed to guard and protect this child of world.
the morning came and Robert bad not
forbid
that
God
we
returned home, fears were entertained
possibilities. May
BENT HER DOUBLE.
j
ever lose sight of or forget the legacy \
“I knew no one, for four weeks, when I that he had committed suicide. A fruitleft to us by our Washington, our was sick with
less
search was made of all places in the
typhoid and kidney trouble,”
Their writes Mrs. Annie Hunter of Pittsburg, vicinity where his body was likely to be
Hamilton and our Jefferson.
names are written on the indestructible I Pa., “and when I got better, although I had
found. Days passed into weeks, and
tablets of time. They were men suited j one of the best doctors I could get, I was weeks into months, then
finally a letter
hands
on
had
to
rest
bent
and
in
which
double,
my
to the time
came from the missing lad.
they lived. JefHe had
walked.
From this
ferson’s expression, “The guarantee of my knees when I
enlisted and was then at the front, a
terrible affliction 1 was rescued by Electric
and
the
of
life, liberty
pursuit
happiwhich restored my health and corporal in the Fourteenth New York.
The question is, ! Hitters,
ness to all” will live.
strength, and now I can walk as straight as After the battle of Gettysburg Robert’s
do we today fully realize what that ex- ever.
simply wonderful.” name was reported among the killed.
They are
In the fall of 1804, the McGregors
Guaranteed to cure stomach, liver and
pression means?
Our national life, with the noble prin- kidney disorders; at R. H. Moody’s drug rented their farm and moved to Minciples that govern it, has many times store; price 50c.
nesota, near the village of Kasson,
been threatened but the darkest blot
where each took up a homestead. They
Maritine
Cities.
Great
remained there five years, and then reupon the pages of American history is
It is with a feelthe record of slavery.
turned to their old homestead on Campwere asked to tell which
Suppose
you
with
that
of
of
horror
bell Creek. Alexander married and asing
pride mingled
that we look back through the mists of is the greatest maritime city of the sumed the management of the farm,
whole world, judging by the vessel ton- the
to
that
a
few
terrible
father having aged rapidly. Among
years
con-;
only
You would in all the children
diet of brother against brother. It was nage movement?
born to Alexander was a
probability say Liverpool, London, boy who was named Robert, after his
a struggle to maintain a false ideal.
York
or
Hamburg. uncle. The elder McGregor soon after
An ideal which has brought degrada- ; Antwerp,'New
tion and shame to the mighty empires! Wrong. To be right you would have to died.
the
to
Hong
according
report
Koug,
that have been. Our country was on say
A few' weeks ago Alexander McGregtrial for its life.
Whether the nation of the bureau of statistics of the de- or received a letter postmarked Dayshould remain as a unit or that each partment of commerce and labor. The tona, Fla. Greatly to his surprise he
.state should retain its own sovereign ; general supposition is that Hong Kong found it was from his brother Robert,
is a city. Wrong again. It is an island, so
power was the question. It was a test !
long mourned as dead. The letter
Men were '■ a British crown colony and naval sta- explained that Robert had not been
of our nation’s stability.
as
its
with
But
Victoria
capital.
killed at Gettysburg, as reported, but
again needed to light our battles. Not 1 tion,
only a Lincoln, a Grantjand a Sheridan, Victoria is nearly submerged in com- had been taken prisoner and confined
mon
called
usage, being
by nearly on Belle Island. When his release
but men to till up the ranks were need- j
ed. Hid we need them in vain? No, everybody, Hong Kong. After Hong came, eighteen months later, he began
come,in
order,
London,
Kong
Antwerp, a tour of the South, wandering from
with
which
the
for
willingness
they,
responded to the call is unparalelled in New York, Hambuig, Liverpool, Rot- point to point, until he settled in the
history. They finished what the sol- terdam, Cardiff, Shanghai and Singa- Indian River territory in Florida. Here
diers of the Revolution commenced. pore, in vessel tonnage.
his natural aptitude for fruit-growing
They made it possible for judges to be
gave him an advantage of which he
In Every Nursery.
honest and statesmen human.
was not slow to avail himself. GradualThey
D.
of
Dr.
A.
Wren
Sutton,
Ark.,
says:
kept our country on the map of the “Comfort Powder is all that is claimed for ly his business grew until today he owns
world and our tlag unfurled to heaven. it. There is nothing better for
chafing or extensive orange groves and can write
Ttiey rolled the stone from the sepul- eczema.” Cures tender feet, keeps dress his check up to the six mark figure, and
HO

est of welcomes to come and visit him. be General Howe! What
d’ye take me
The invitation was accepted, and some£°n
i"10* I'm goin’ ag’in my own
the
Not on your life! I’ll be General
long-absent
thing over a week ago
soldier, now a bronzed veteran nearly Washington if you want me to.’
The argument raged
60 years old, came back to his natal vil
long and hot,
lage and the old homestead, wearing but not a boy in the company would
the slouch hat and button of the Grand consent for a moment to be a ‘BritishArmy of the Republic. His home-com- er,’ and it appeared for a time as if a
ing was made the occasion of unwonted civil war might break out and disrupt
mirth and good will, the old homestead the army.
was alight from cellar to garret, while
“But the Captain was a genius. ‘I
many of Robert’s companions in his tell you what!’ lie suddenly cried, his
with
their
face clearing. ‘We’ll all he Americans,
youthful days were present
families to join in the welcome to the and let’s play the red-coats are trying
to take this side of the hill. Course, you
wanderer.
After the first exuberance of the know, we couldn't seen ’em from here,
brothers’ joy at their reunion had so let’s pretend they have just lauded
passed, it happened the subject of their from the Charles river, and are trying
quarrel in the hayfield, four decades to assault Bunker Hill and let’s charge
ago, was brought up. Robert wondered ’em!'
if the jug were still in the bottom of
‘All right, sir. Come on, we’ll give
the pond, and the more the matter was ’em tits! Hurrah for the minute men!
discussed the greater became his desire We'll show ’tm how to fight!’ yelled the
to drain the pond and search for the re- army, picking up their swords and guns
ceptacle. The next day, therefore, the and making ready for battle.
slash-boards at the end of the pond were
‘Fall in!’ ordered the Captain.
raised, and without much trouble the Remember, men, you are fighting for
bottom of the pond soon lay exposed. your homes and your flag! Right dress!
Nothing of the jug could be seen, but Present arms! Order arms! Forward!

said trust.

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed and resignation accepted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE-—Tlu* subset ibn

I

by gives notice that she has been dr
pointed executrix of the last will ami t*

of

MANLY

ELLIS, late of Monroe,

iu the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
bonds as the law directs. All persons 1.
demands against the estate of said drare desired to present the same for settland all indebted thereto are requested to <■

paviuent immediately.

M ITT IE M. REYNOI

Brooks*,Jane 131905.-26
Se

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 13th day of June, 1905. Seth
Morgan, guardian of Isaac A. Rich of Winterport, in said County, haviDg presented his first
and final account or guardianship of said estate
for allowance.

WALDO
fast,
H.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

I

n*i- h
of ev«M

co

goods

on

scription. 1
tine, beddurn.
pets, stoves,
Antique fnri

a specialty. H
have anythin
sell drop m
postal card ami you will receive a prompt
WALTER H. COOMBS
ly6
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Bella'

IAI A

Men

or

women,

VwMIeI I EV
representatives :»
Large Commissions, NVa>l’
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East 8tf

high class magazine.

logton Square, New York, N. Y.
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“This man has a serious business problem
that needs his best thoughts.
“A glass of Moxie first is what will enable
him to do justice to it and help him to overall difficulties.

come

Moxie, besides being refreshing, invigorone as
nothing else will, and this is
because it is a genuine nerve food.’
“The fact that it contains no alcohol, narcotics, chemical preservatives or poisonous
drugs insures its consumers against feeling
ates

P E X O B SC O T

BAY

FROM

WILSON
As Cold Water

and now for many years has spent most
of his time in hunting and trapping cools the parched tongue, so Comfort Powder cools, refreshes and heals baby’s chafamong these mountains and along the ed, burning and smarting skin.
E. A.
IN CLIMBING AND FISHING creeks, his main
the
industry being
Xichols, trained nurse, St. Augustine, Kla.,
TROUT AND GAME PLEN- trapping of beaver. Every spring he says: “I use Comfort Powder constantly
FLOWERS, FRESHET AND sends a tine assortment of skins East for babies.” He sure you get Comfort Powto be made into coats, these skins being der as nothing equals it. All druggists in
amine
valued at from $■< to $12 each. It is a Helfast sell it,
■iiietice of The Journal.]
curious sight to watch him deftly pack
m in..
Arizona, .Tune 10, his live burros with the camp outiit, set
and their
up camp, cook his meals— and it is line
,t: account of some of our
meals the old man knows how to preYANKEE DOODLE.
: nps in Arizona may be of
pare. too—with but one hand, having
The origin of this air is enveloped m
readers of The Journal, lost the right arm at the elbow in the
as great obscurity as that which
spring day we made up a Civil Aar; and when we stop and think almost
: surmounts the authorship of “God Save
ut thirty of the adventur- that it is considered no small feat of
to bring down deer, | the King.” Though the song is about
the fort, and determined marksmanship
bear and mountain lions with the use of j 150 years old, the number of different
aves of the ancient cliff
two good hands, one must marvel at I accounts of its origin is bewildering.
dounted on sturdy indian the dexterity he displays with but one, Each person who lias written about it
seems to have found out a first
legend
a generous lunch stowed and also in the ditlicult task of skinning
and dressing animals and curing the concerning it. One story takes it back
escort wagon accompaning
to
the
of
days
Cromwell, who had
skins for market.
other nicknames that of Macacovered the seven miles
There was much rain here in the among
and
a
roni,
rhyme had it in this form:
at the base ot an almost
early spring; something unknown in
“Yankee Hoodie came to town
,ir cliff some hundreds of Arizona for many years, as the rainy
Hiding on n pony ;
t
In the face of this cliff season is usually restricted almost enHe stuck a feather in bis cap
to the months of July and Autirely
And called it Macaroni.”
peiiings which we reached gust. These spring rains have made
This was in derision of course of the
and perilous climb. Sever- Arizona arid zone belie its name, for
pretenses of Cromwell in his leaderi-ntlemeu made the ascent this season, at least, as everywhere it is
and in many places where ship.
green,
and
the
ladders
Another story lias it that the tune is
ding
ropes
buffalo grass was apparently killed out
ice. some dragging us from
based on an old English air of “Kitty
now
its
close
is pushing from
Fisher’s Jig," associated with the nurbelow, we long since, excellent curly carpet
grazing for the
:ltd the ledge in front of furnishes
of sheep, cattle and ponies sery rhyme:
thousands
iin openings, but in rather
“Lucy Locket lost her pocket,
which ofttimes get but scanty subsistKitty EUlier found it;
ence in this region.
The wild Mowers
Not a
:mr momentarily that one
penny was there in it,
I could
are a gorgeous sight indeed.
Miuld dash us on the jagged
Only binding round it."
have believed previously that these
not
leet betow. After a short
In 17s” a song
called “Yankee
barren
and mountain srdes could
Doodle" was published in England in
spell, numerous candles were be madeplains
to blossom forth so luxuriantall ot stout cord was affixed
Aird’s selection of Scotch, English and
ly, with a variety of Mowers that is Irish Airs.”
ear the entrance, and we
Nearly all the Mowers
Its first appearance in America, it is
lian-lile, each carrying a astonishing.
cultivated in eastern gardens are here
holding to the garment of
said, was during the French and Inin
their
wild
state—verIn a few mo- represented
dig person.
dian war in 1755. The trivial words of
atered a small chamber, bena, snapdragon, pinks, roses, phlox ! the original song, in derision of the illnumerous others.
and
we climbed to an opening
assorted provincial troops, are said to
As one rides along, there are stretches !
have been written by Dr. Shuckburg, a
p. and dropping on hands
I
Melds
of
of
again
pink,
purple,
royal
ontinued in that manner
surgeon in the English command' of
or blue, and in the distance, as
white
stance. Passages led off in
General Amherst. The ragged militia
far as the eye can reach, there are l
: on, showing the necessity
| adopted the song, to the intense arnuseof twine leading to the di- brilliant gleams of color. Sometimes I ment of the regular troops, but years
many acres are covered by one variety;
me might wander for many
later, when an English army heard the
immense strerenes or yeuow snowing
mg it. In fact, one man ena
of
butterfield
resembling
yellow
I
the laugh was on the other side.
years ago, who never came up,
in the East, but on examination ton,
.s body was only discovered cups
Then and there, iu the words of a Britof
to
be
a
species
snap- ! ish
earcti. At times tliese pas- they prove
officer, the army of Geo III. was
white
-i wed so that it was
with dif- dragon; while blue, pink and
“made to dance to the music,” and they
run wild over all the 1
glories
morning
did not relish the performance. Many
managed to wriggle through
There is a large variety of
machs. One man who tips rocks.
different versions of words have been
in this country, many of which
ot two hundred pounds caus- cactus
hut none possess merit.
liued written,
merriment by his manifold are now covered with brilliant
John Dickinson of Delaware wrote
The immense stalks of the
onts and ejeculations at such liowers.
one of the earliest patriotic songs of
and others
the colonies. The title of it was “The
ling fortli heart rending pleas Spanish bayonet, mesquite,
One flower stalk of
are very showy.
once in dragging his portly
Liberty
Song,” and the date 176S. The
and
it
we
dned
last
years production
"Ugh tliese places. Occasion- stands
opening stanza read:
the
corner of our sitting room,
in
's tered chambers
varying in
the fourteen foot ceiling, and Come join hand in hand, brave Americans
were the homes of families reaching
was
husband
obliged to cut off j And all,
distant age. In these cham- my
ronse your bold hearts at Liberty’s
to
enable
four
feet
us to get it
about
broken jars, fragments of
call;
and
it
so you
house
in
the
there,
No
place
acts shall suppress your just
tyrannous
ory and cooking utensils,
claim,
plain where it was
t hones, and parts of human can imagine the
Or
stain
with
dishonor
America’s name.
dint
rock and broken ar- gathered dotted with those huge stalks I
of milky white bells being a beautiful In freedom we're
and in freedom will
-nine

RI/IIN4 CLIFF DWELLINGS.

Familiar Songs

■

Authors.

■

|

j
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■

I

■

quite pretty crystals

1 to the sides and roofs of
For about two hours we
I.rough the rooms and dusty
.oping to make some valuin', though tiiat was hardly
no doubt these caves were
:ghly explored some years
Smithsonian people when
g for buried treasures in the

villages.
handful of people more
see daylight, 1 think, than
Mierged in the dim light ot
amber, and from thence to
mouth, where we drew in

tec

is .i

of the pure air to rid our
:be clouds of dust we had in11is

sight indeed.
Our quarters and fences—as indeed
are all the stall' quarters along the lineare a bower of roses, Virginia creeper and
clematis. The roses just now arc at the
height of their glory. The heavy rains,

we

were a

with the heat of the close passmeared with dust, grease and
in the many candles, and our
torn and draggled. My friends

esented

a

very

picturesque

apwitli cap over one ear and my
hair was hanging down my
•iile the white waists we had
\ itli were not to be distinguishllie darker ones.
After lower'd \es down the face of the cliff
1 for the brook and repaired
extent our bedraggled appeard then we much enjoyed the
■
past spread under the trees,
in lowing hours of leisure and
.tering home in the evening,
iik I was more than satislied,
such trip into the old cliff
iit'S of Arizona will suffice
1 have no lingering de"me.
1 repeat that portion of my

fur purses

readysteady, friends, steady
are

Not as slaves, tut as freemen, our money
we’ll give.
When the stamp act was kindling the
tires of revolution, a stanza from a popular song just before Bunker Hill
heralded the coming eonrlagration in
: these words:
; Then freedom’s the word, both at home and

1

adventures
escapes
brought into the post from different
the
and
cow
ranchers,
boys
parts by

freighters having an especialendeavoring to fulfill
their contract of delivering freight.
Indeed Fort Apache and the Agencies
barely escaped a serious famine, as foi
two months little or no freight could bt
got through, and the provision supplies
became so low they were necessarily
restricted entirely to the use of soldiers
and families, amt the poor Indians who
depended entirely on these places were
turned away. During this time of priMormon

ly hard

time in

vation and "suffering among them, a
trait so unselfish and noble as to
deserve mention became evident and
admiration and praise
excited the
of all.
Through lack of food several of the older ones ended their
sufferings by suicide, and whenever
one came into possession of food, no
matter how scanty, they divided it
equally as far as it would go. Their
chief care seemed for the little ones,

If the meter was rough, the sentiment was ail right. Not many battles
had been fought when the victorious
colonists began to ask in exultant song:
Great heavens! is this the natior whose
thundering arms were hurled
Through Kurope, Africa, India? whose
navy ruled the world ?
The luster of whose former deeds, whose
ages of renown.
Lost in a moment are transferred to us arid
Washi ngton.
“The American Soldiers’ Hymn” was
the title of one of the religious songs
of the revolution. The Puritan spirit
breathes out in every line of it:
’Tis God that girds our armor on
And all our just designs fulfills;
Through Him our feet can swiftly run
And nimbly climb the steepest hill.
'Tis God that still supports our right,
His just revenge our foes pursues;
’Tis lie that with resistless might
Fierce nations to his power subdues.
At about the close of all, the old Continentals sang among others this rol-

licking

verse:

Cornwallis led a country dance,
•I
our mountain climbing exThe like was never seen, sir;
arc proved
quite exciting,
Much retrograde and much advance.
duims
uk I prefer being on top of the aim sen was Kuj;muTi.
And all with Gen. Greene, sir.
|
rather than under them, prising to even the “old tuners” here, as
The war of 1S12 brought forth an irnk we make a trip to some new no one seemed to think an Apache capof
martial
One
of
the
mouse
song.
crop
Tlieii
j
ti, the surrounding country able of any such noble feelings.
end with the rains, earliest songs of that period lias this j
pretty well scoured by us: the troubles came to an arrived
at
the
post spirited verse:
e
Canyon, Diamond Creek, when commissaries
The days of Seventy-six, my boys,
rings, I Hack Hirer, Kelly's and agencies, and the hordes of squaws
We ever must revere;
1 others. Now we are wisli- and papooses, who had daily gathered
Our fathers took their muskets then
around our doors begging for the scraps
i'W fields to conquer: planning
To
tight for freedom dear.
were considerably diminishnog trips of several days' du- of “bun,”
Upon the plains of Lexington
That was a time when money was
ed.
the
headtowards
nning up
They made the foe look queer
f the White Hirer, where the of little value, when it would not buy
0, ’tis great delight to march and tight,
who
worked
All those
As a Yankee Volunteer.
mountain brook trout abound them food.
tlieii
of soldiers, who were out but would go from place to place with
“Columbia’s Bold Yeomar.ry” was
foi
dollars
of
silver
hands
full
begging
one of the stirring songs during the
iys, brought into the post about
My second war with England. The closing
mired beautiful specimens last the food we could not spare to all.times
me
within
was
sick
heart
many
Within hve minutes' walk ol
verse read:
'. along this same river, one can at having to refuse the pleading, bun
Though the powers of Europe in arms
as thank1
was
and
1
believe
faces,
gry
mess for dinner at any time,
should assail
ful as they when relief came. Any
r are not as large or lirm as
The land of our fathers, their- millions
of this nature has not been known
ol
tiling
headwaters
the
in
night
icy
the “rainy sea
iiitains.
My brother left yes here for many years, as
fame.
with an old trapper to spend a son” usually consists of but occasional
The war cry of victory, \\ ashington s
■I weeks with hint in suinmei light showers which do not materially
name,
im
trails
the
moiit thirty miles up on Uonitf swell the creeks, making
To repel every foe from our shore would
invoke,
they will go into the snow passable.
The weather is simply glorious now,
I there are quantities of gatnt
Columbia’s bold yeomanry, firm as her oak.
a
count
on
one
can
and
perfect
always
locality, so 1 am hoping for f
“Union and Liberty” was sung all
km for my door on their return day for a picnic. You will think il
over the country:
I
hot
when
the
must
be
extremely
say
this
■light in from former trips
Let England exult in her castles of wood,
two line deer skins, which b. thermometer runs from 80 to 00 de
And shake every port in the East with her
d for rugs.
grees every day, but we never see her<
thunder;
old trapper MacDonald is prob in the mountains what we call in tin
Let her quench her ambition with oceans
east a hot day, never being without tin
of blood,
)' one of the best known in this
breezes from the old
Her huge lion may roar
■'•tury, and is certainly a genuine strong cooling
With his mane bathed in gore,
h ra' character.
A man aboul snow-capped “Baldies,” which glister
Still America’s eagle triumphant shall
er
"iity years old, be is well educated in the brilliant sun like huge frostec
soar.
■‘cut conversationalist, and one ol cakes; and the nights are always coo
of all the war songs our fathers
But
i
and
a
W,
for
covers
perfec'
heavy
most interesting narrators of trav enough
sang, “The Star-Spangled Banner” has
'hid experiences, having wanderec night's rest. “Praises be to a fine cli
11 over the world in his
Vesta Davis Higgins.
probably taken the deepest and strongmate!

Whilst

■■

younger days

any bad after-effects from its

The
est hold on the national affection.
older the nation grows the more poputhat
so
lar this song becomes,
today it is
undoubtedly in more favor than either
“Yankee Doodle” or “America.” Many
competent experts on national hymns
and music have declared that “The
Star-spangled Banner” is, par excellence, the American national song. It
is all American. There is not a line in
it which is borrowed from any other
nation. It is as purely American as the
“Marseillaise” is French, or as “Buie
The tune of
Britannia” is English.
“The Star-Spangled Banner” was adopted from Robert Treat Paine’s famous
soug of “Adams and Liberty,” written
in 1798.
Paine’s lyric contained the

“

seen

for

And

[To

slaves
While the earth bears
rolls its waves.

a

plant,

or

j

To a picnic we wuz goin’
Down to Mixer’s I’ond, they sed;
With ther zephyrs gently blowiu'
An’ ther skies so blue o'erhead.
There at Sheehan’s we alited
At ther endin’ of ther road,
Where sum chickens wuz a yippiu’
We unloaded seeli a load.
There wuz milk to
An’ sum frosted
Soon spred on the
Neath ther trees

make ther chowder,
cakes and pies
ample table
an’ azure skies.

An’ we had our pictures taken :
Them wuz took by Wesley K-,
Az we sot engrossiti" chowder
An’ sum cakes, ez you would say.

a

lookin' after chickins
Yippin’ round their feet so thick.
But when John saw the sheriff cornin’
Now he droped ’em awful quick.

Sum

wuz

No, there wa'nt

no funeral faces.
Picnics ain’t no place to cry,
Somehow smiles seem more appropriate
When absorbin’ cakes an’ pie.

Now them patrons injoy livin’
Life to them’s no “vale of tears,"
An' I spoz them picnics likely
Sotter multiply their years.
But 1 guess we'd best be movin’
(Strange my belt liez got so tight)
Peers them skeeters gitten’ social
Sense the sun’s most out of sight.

York

glass

Above the roar of commerce
In factory and mart
I hear a cry ascend the sky
That thrills me to the heart.
The sweetest call to action
Since first the world began
Is this new word that now is heard.
The Brotherhood of Man.

Oh, long our souls have waited
Through w eary years gone by
Until this sign of love divine
Was symboled on the sky!
Look up! The day is on us;

In letters all may scan
Is written bright in living light:
“The Brotherhood of Man.”

That is the magic watchword,
The slogan of the free,
Then let it first in rapture burst,
My native land, o’er thee.
’Twill ope the earthly kingdom
In God's unfolding plan ;
It is the key to liberty,
The Brotherhood of Man.
—J. A. Edgerton in American Federationist.
FOttCKD TO STAKVM.
B. F. Leek, of Concord, Ky., says: “For
20 years 1 suffered agonies, with a sore on
my upper lip, so painful, sometimes, that I
could not eat. After vainly trying everything else, 1 cured it with Buoklen’s
Arnica Salve.” It’s great for burns, cuts
and wounds.
At K. H. Moody’s drug
store; only 23c.

A

signature, ^

Headache, foulWhere are you sick?
tongue, no appetite, lack energy, pain in
Hollister's
your stomach, constipation.
Rocky Mountain Tea will make you well
and keep you well. 33 cents. R. H. Moody.
Hives are a terrible torment to the little
folks, and to some older ones. Easily cured.
Doan’s Ointment never fails. Instant relief, permanent cure. At any drug store,
50 cents.

I
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Ou and after June 3. 1903, trams connecting
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Notice of Foreclosure.
1FHKKKAS. Horace V Mont
ville. in the Cotmtv

M

Wald"
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I.a.

.>:
Il.d

St,

■••.aof

Maine, by his mortgage deed tinted the eleventh
Widday of May. A. I> 1 >*.»•», and peonicd
th* Ke.utstrx of I»e-.K Boo
i. eouI’aa.*
xexed to Klltson F. Id *xxnof I.inc-'itix
m -aul
Comity of \V;Odo -o>d *s‘"fe a Mam.* two certain lots of land, with
tlie* huihlmus thereon,
v

•«
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Neither Corned Beei

nor

Roast Beef

but much more delicious than either

"

I
I

O,This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
m
of fresh meat. C. It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and
^outing parties. Cu Eat cold or make into
™

^
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; situated in said l.tneoinvilh
aid fullx d •-eribed
bx Kolvrt \V. Hardy an.I others
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to Mai x F. hunt"ii. date.I I',
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..
Marx K.
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•*,.•. by reason
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of t hti brea *b of the eon.i.: ion t h e"t I claim a
! foreclosure o; -;ti«I niortiraire.
hated this txventietl: dav of I in
A. l>. 1005.
|
3W.T.
I* MM A A !l h’OWN.
Atlministratrix ot the estate
Ivli-.-n F. brown,
defeased.
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HOLLISTER 3

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A

Brings

Bnsv Medicino for Busy People.
Golden H.-alth and Renewed Vigor.

A specifics for Const ipu. *n. Indigestion. Live*
aiul Ki ln- v Trouble-. Pimples, Eezemn, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain rea iu tablet form, 85 cents a box.
(lcimiue made by
Holt.ister Drcu Company, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

FRED ATWOOD, w,!KORT’ Insurance and Real Estate

K.H. MOODY

REPRESENTING OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

FOR SALE

Educated Chickens.
1 raise eggs. I got about eight or nine
hundred of those college educated chiokens
from Orono that lay twice a day all the
year round and answer to their first names
when they are spoken to, and I sell more
eggs than all the rest of Meddybemps pnt
together.—S. A. D. Smith.

all fountains-

at

at

The hands of all God's children
Reach up to seize the crown.
Before the mass the reign of class
Forever must go dow n.
The self life must acknowledge
The universal plan,
The larger view within the new,
The Brotherhood of Man.
Too long the race has followed
The blind who lead the blind.
The higher light will guide aright
The Christ within mankind.
Too long the meek have suffered
’Neath Mammon’s cruel ban,
Now comes to birth their reign on earth,
The Brotherhood of Man.

per

the street.”

Day

Tablets. JZ m

these

agricultural

T

But you, viewin’ ther “procession,”
Now you wouldn’t ben so blue
If instead of settin’ cryin'
You'd brace up an’ toiler, too.
Myka W. Emerson.

Brotherhood of Man.

Moxie
I have

the soda fountains

bottle; 5 cents

chinin’ with their beau.

Swains an' damsels went a sailin’,
Hut you wouldn’t see more’n two,
Probly lookin’ after lilies
Where them posies never grew.

a:

on

of

national illustrated

Laws, how quick ther daylight faded
Chattin’ with ther folks, yer know,
Settin’ 'neath ther tree's wide branches,
Gals

frequently stop

Both

oughly practical,
helpful, useful,
entertaining,

Rising Sun Grange, East Knox, enjoyed a
picnic recently on the shore of Mixer Potuh
ami the event was chronicled in verse, as
Sum tho't it wuz a funeral
Ther Drocessiou wuz so long.
J ho ther jokes with dust wuz ttyin
Mixed with snatches of a song.

Quinine
This

as

always keeps
at his home, and

drink of it when he is

Cold in One

a

well

as

use.

boss'

is the most thor-

THE GRANGE PICNIC.

follows:

him

a

case; 25 cents per

$2.50 per

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

the sea

“The Star-Spangled Banner” originally appeared under the title of “The Defense of Fort McHenry.”

Cure

Laxative Bromo

Take

shall the sons of Columbia be

never

^

w

4

I notice the

in the office,

two immortal lines:

though a great henelit for the future of
the country, did considerable damage
For Over Sixty Years
at the immediate time. There are few
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
bridges, as the rivers and creeks are
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
usually shallow enough to ford with
millions of
l used for over sixty years by
abroad,
horses',, that being the regular mode of
mothers for their children w hile teething,
!
transit in the west. Those creeks for And every scabbard that hides a good with perfect success. It soothes the child,
sword I
nearly two months were swollen into 1 (fur forefathers gave us this freedom in softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
rushing mountain torrents, in which at
hand.
different times many horses and mules And we'll die in defense of the rights of the Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
were drowned in attempting to cross.
land,
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Our daily mail, brought in on horse- lferry down, down, hey derry down.

dilapicertainly
occasionally washed down
■king lot. and shouts of laugh- back. was carrier
barely escaping with
stream, the
as we surveyed each other in
ut sunlight.
Our faces were his life, and reports of quit** exciting
were
and narrow
■l

born,

live;
<

)“

HILL.

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

50 h. p. engine, SO h. p. boiler, feed pump-. Berryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new and worn!
hand woodworking ami iron-working maehinery.
We art- also headquarters for ship's pump-, capstans. chocks, cleats and all kind- of heavy eastings tor vessels, both iron and and bra--. "Let us

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought aud sold.

figure

FOR SAL E AT A BARGAIN
1 5-year old stallion by Jamaique, weighs about
14-hundred, works single or double, sound and
kind. 1 bay road horse, 11 years old, weight between 1000 and llfO, works single or double, absolutely sound, kind, good loader ai d perfect all
round land ly horse. Groteiy. deltveiy and open
wagons, ton buggies and harnesses, single and
double. All must be sold by October 1st as 1 go
West for th e winter. Cash or negotiable notes.
B. I.. rnt II m. Belfast. Maine
tf25
(Seal Utilise}’sMills )

vour

AUCTION SALE.
goods and furniture of ever
description belonging to the estate of Kudin
C. Mood) late of Belfast, decease*I, will he s,.|( l
at public auction on SmIiimIhy. ,lulv 8. iso.'
The sale will be held at Mrs. &ioody*V late res j
j
•
denee, 4T» Toiigiess street. Belfast, and will b*
i
promptly at to o’clock a. in.
•W86
<*.
C.
FERtH'SON.
Admr. of the estate of Evelina i Moody
All Hu* household

j

An

requirement*.

ALItKKT ItrSsKI.I. \ SONS CO.,
Newlmry port, Mhr*.

tvr3

WANTED

energetic. pei-*\einig high -••bool boy

or

girl, yoiie w ho ha* id* a o! going to «*«•! I« g.- pi tei
led), to represent a reliable eotuviu. an biiikl
«.
for thrin-*'i«*
solid business
m feed
weekly salary, l ight work out **t el .*.*; hour*
Addle**.
$1.00ti* .on‘week
i

4w43*

l«‘4

vt

fame*

>*•,w

Exchange st.. Port and. >te.

County

FREEDOM.

f

Kev. II. N. Pringle, Seo’yof the Christian '
*
Civic League of Maine, will speak at the
Cong’I church Sunday, July 9th. Mr. *
man with a message to every
25 years, dealing Pringle is a
honest citizen and the opportunity to hear

Correspondence.

Ayers

from Swans Island, reports at 6s.ni, 23th,
four miles west of Gulf Island, Long Island
Sound, was run into by barge Beattie, in
tow of unknown tug, and had flying jibboom
and all headgear carried away.
Boston, June 25. Sch. Mentor, which arrived here from Bangor yesterday, anchor
ed on South Boston flats and grounded on a
mud bank. At low water last night she
listed over and filled. She was towed to
McPhee’s wharf, Jeffries Point, this morning by tug Charlie, where she now lies, full
of water.
Sen. L. Snow, Jk., Sunk by a TrampSteamer. While the big British tramp
steamer Dorset was going up the river
Wednesday forenoon, June 21st, some one
on her bridge blundered, she veered from
her course, ran down and sunk a little lumber schooner and brought up on the beach
just above the Sargent dock at South Brewer.
At low water she was nearly high and
dry, but in a very favorable position and at
5.30 with some help from the tug Delta she
backed off and steamed up to High Head.
It is thought that she sustained no damage.
The schooner was the L. Snow, Jr., owned
by Capt. Frank Herrick of North port,
which was anchored off the Sargent dock
loading from a lumber raft which was between her and the schooner Julia Maker
tied up at the wharf. The Dorset caught
the raft first, then slieed off the stern of the
little coaster,keeping right on until grounded
Oil thfi heaoh. inst. frruyimr t.hp .Till ill Baker.
The men at work on the raft dropped everything and scampered for shore. William
Patterson, the cook of the Snow, was warned just in time to climb out of the cabin
and take to the rigging. The Snow filled at
once and sank to her rail, her cargo of lumber keeping her afloat. The Snow is 43 tons
and was built at Essex, Mass., in 1851.

FRED

*

A.

*

JOHNSON’S

Iowa,where he resided over
successfully in wild lands. Subsequently him should not be neglected— Mr. H. G.
he returned to Maine to pass his declining
Clement of Jonesport has been elected
lis
at
Coleord
Sunday
Lincoln
spent
days in his native village. Mr. True, foripal of Freedom Aeademy... Dr. A. M.
home.
tunately, or unfortunately, as he expressed
was away the lirst of the week....
He
never
married.
retained
bis
was
What are your friends saying
it,
vu
Mr. Harry Lord of Bangor was in to
The Ladies’ Circle meets with Mrs. D. R.
mental faculties to the last and was clearly
week.
last
one day
Thursday afternooe, July 6th..
about you? That your gray
conscious of the approaching end. He con- McGray
Mr. Fred Murch and family have moved to
Mr. Walter Ciapp of Boston visi cd fronted the grim Messenger with composure Rockland.
hair makes you look old ?
and resignation, and with implicit faith in a
friends in tow n, June JSth.
And yet, you are not forty!
better life beyond. Mr. True by his will
MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Edward Pike and Miss Louise Pi ;e dispensed a considerable part of his estate SOUTH
in
were
CamAdams
in
C.
S.
Postpone this looking old.
fiiends
Mrs.
with
Mr.
and
Bangor.
in charities. The fuueral was held at his
spent Sunday
his sister, Mrs. 0. P.
home on Sunday afternoon, Rev. T. P. Wil- ■deu last week visiting
Mr. James MacDaugall of Auburn, N. V.
of
term
successful
school,
liams and Rev. C. W. Wallace conducting Fuller_A verv
arrived last Thursday for the summer.
closed last
the services. The interment was in the vil- taught by Miss Ethel Howes,
4th
was celebrated in a very
a e
.The
Boston
of
Harris
Friday...
Fred
Mrs.
and
Mr.
lage cemetery.
Sacrifice Thousands and thousands
sold at a
quiet manner in this section... The indicaguests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Adams.
The gradu- tions look favorable for a heavy hay crop.
Graduation Exercises.
is
Mrs. Annie Scott of Richmond, Va.,
merchandise
desirable
sold WAY BELOW kf /
ating exercises of the Searsport 11 igh school, ....Mrs. David Prescott of Howard, R. I.,
of
Hair
new,
Use
Vigor and
Ayer’s
the guest of her sister, Mrs. II. K. Nicke s. class of 1905, were held in Union Hall last is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. FreeBelhall
of
hair
The
was
Eva
to
all
restore
must
evening.
Wight
gray
be
cleaned
out and tur;
Friday
prettily
man
Linnikeu....Miss
PRICES.
your
LAR
Everything
Miss Jessie Nickerson arrived by bolt decorated in the class colors of crimson and
fast is spending her vacation with her
the deep, dark, rich color of
Friday and will spend tlie summer in town.
the stage was hung in white with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Wight, who
Wc are
to make a c!
as
cash as
raperies of crimson, and the color scheme live on the Cooper place.
Mr. Fred Sawyer is spending a short vaearly life. Then be satisfied.
are
the
most magn.i; n
and
the
business
our
public
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mis. t. was carried out by a border across the stage
restored
the natural
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
of lemon lilies and peonies, while the motto CENTRE LINCOLNVILLE.
color to nty gray lialr, and I am greatly
Sawyer.
“Maintien le Droit” hung in a conspicuous
It is all you claim for it.”
in
the
of
If you 1
Belfast.
pleased.
values
goods
Mrs. Kate Griffin left Friday for a week’s
MRS. E. J. Vam>rcaR, Mechanicsville, N. Y.
Clifford N. Carver of Brooklyn, N. V., is place. The program was as follows:
visit in Boston.Mrs. Orlando Stevens,
Music.
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. II. k.
J. C. AYER CO..
save
Dr. T. H. H J?1 oo a bottle.
put it off.
Nickels.
Rev. T, P. Williams. who has been visiting her son,
Prayer,
Stevens, in Tenants Harbor, has returned
Music.
Dr. P. P. Nichols of Northampton, Mass
home.Fremont Young of Brockton,
Mrs. Salutatory, “The Best Education,”
spent the Fourth with his mother,
is visiting his brother, Cyrus Young, :
Gladys Butman. Mass.,
Lillias Nichols.
for a few weeks—Percy Duke and wife
Recitation, “Gualberto’s Victory,”
who have been visiting his parMay Nichols. of Boston,
Miss Martha Ross returned from New
ents, returned Saturday.Several from
York by boat July -d and will spend her Declamation,
the celebration in Camden
here
attended
“How He Saved St. Michaels,”
vacation in town.
Nellie Harmon and son MON'KOE.
it means a tremendous
of this great
Eugene Carter. July 4ih_Mrs.
are guests at Benson
Katherine
of
Boston
Horace
Miss J'ennette Rice and Miss
Mr. Upton T. Smith and wife of Castle
Music.
BELFAST PRICK CURRENT.
and
at
Hall’s_Misses
are
Walter
BartGeorgia
visiting
Kneeland are at home from Boston for their : neciiauuu,
Rock, Colorado,
umia uanmmu.
BernieejMiller
household article in our entire line. We’ve got the guuue,
for lett’s.
Mrs. Smith was formerly known
summer Vacation.
Charles Havener. and Miss Lena McKinney left Saturday
! Class History,
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Old Orchard, where they are employed as i here as Lizzie S. Grout. Mr. Smith served
Niche
the
“One
turn them into cash at once. Ask some of your
Highest,”
must
Declamation,
Producer.
Produce
Paid
Boston
Market.
Prices
Miss Jennie Turner arrived from
Green 1 3
Edmund Ames, table girls_Mr. and Mrs. S. Albert
years and 3 months in the civil war, a
I0.oo513.00
40 Hay p ton,
by boat Sunday and will "isit friends in
of Lynn, Mass., are at their cottage, “Gr een member of the 6th Maine Infantry, and has Apples p
Music.
how far a dollar will go here
now.
7
j Hides p lb,
dried, p tb.
town for a tew weeks.
Acres,” for the summer.
many times held positions of trust. For Beans, »ea.
14
Declamation, “A Son of Abdallah,”
2.00 Lamb p lb,
the past 7 years he has been the treasurer
2.50 Lamb Skins,
Mrs. Raymond, Mrs. Eller Hall of Boston
Rupert Colcord. CENTRE MONTVILLE.
£0
Vel'eyes,
of Douglass County, Colorado.
They were Butter P lb,
t>a9
185.20 .Mutton p tb.
and some friends are occupying the George Recitation, “The Legend of liregenz,”
40
tiaS Oats p bu., 32 ft',
The Knox and Montville telephone line is married in the autumn of 1872 and moved to Beef, sides, p lb,
Elizabeth Nickels.
Porter house for the season.
1 their new home on a ranch in the
30
Beef
fore
5
Mr.
Potatoes
Mr.
and
P
bu.,
order.
Stewart
quarters,
in
Brown.
Ethel
west,
working
Class Prophecy,
.-tl.
KatTA
L. .tV\
aiH(krto nail
lira
0
00 Bound Hog,
Miss Desire Nickels returned to Boston
where they have had a prosperous and hap- Barley p bu.,
Music.
Cheese P tb,
10.00
you want the biggest bargains you’ve ever hail in
13 Straw p toil,
last Thursday after a short’visit with her Recitation,
Prudie Margaret Putnam. patrons with a graphone concert—Mr. py life. They have a daughter and three Chicken p tb,
25528
40 Turkey p lb,
is at sons... On account of the rain H. It. Daw- Calf
of
Essex.
Bartlett
Wales
R.
Mass.,
mother, Mrs. Albert Nickels.
Valedictory,
Skins,per lb. 11^13 Tallow p IK,
24a3
your life, come direct to this store^you will find them
home for the summer—Mrs. Benjamin son did not speak at the village last Sunday Duck p tb,
8
“Blind in the Midst of Beauty,”
14515 Veai P tb,
Mrs. Mattie Nichols, Miss Maude Nichols
33
Bowen. Stephenson and family of Portland are although a small congregation had gather- Eggs p doz.,
unwashed.
Ethel
is.
Wool,
over
were
Nichols
Grace
guests
and Miss
Rev. E. S. Fowl p tb,
Ilulda
4.00,i>.4.5(
Mrs.
Ramsay—Mrs. ed there in spite of the rain
visiting
15| Wood, hard,
Conferring of Diplomas
the Fourth of Mrs. E. D. Coleord.
ltd Wood, soft.
3.00
Rev. C. W. Wallace. Jonathan Bartlett of Montville visited Mrs. Philbrook of Belfast will preach at Monroe Geese p lb,
Benediction,
aud
Oth
Miss
Ellis
week
Alvin
Centre Sunday, July
Linda
James O. Bartlett last
Mrs. B. M. Plummer of Philadelphia
Music.
IT COSTS NOTHING TO LOOK AROUND
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
Lewis
of
Chiua
were Chase returned from Augusta, where she
and
Jacob
Belfast
of
Mrs. Kittie McGilvera and daughter of
The salutatory, history, prophecy and
in
town last week canvassing for the New had been teaching this spring, and after Beef, corned, p tb. 8510 Lime p bbl.,
Richmond speut the Fourth with Mrs. li.
90.Si.oo
and
well
written
valedictory were all very
4
Kittie Stephen- stopping at home four days went to Butter Salt, 14 tb, i8a:o Oat Meal p tb,
K. Nickels.
well delivered, while the recitations given England Homestead—Mrs.
71 Onions p tb.
5
She is doing Corn p bu..
Seal Harbor for the season
son of Portland and her two children are
Miss Blanche Boss was in town last Sun- by the other members of the class were
Cracked
71
Corn, p bu,
Oil, Kerosene, gal.,1451 >
One of table work at the Seaside Inn. Miss Lizzie
visiting her relatives in town
Corn Meal, p bu..
711
Pollock >* T>,
5
day to attend the funeral of her uncle, Mr. thoroughly enjoyed. The music by Keyes
is
Centre
also
horses
has
Webber
from
Monroe
at
of
Seal
gray
was more than good George Edmunds span
10
Cheese, p tb,
l5@l6jPork p lb.
Cyrus True. She returned to Boston by orchestra of Belfast
and it was feared it would die, Harbor.Miss Lizzie Stearns has re- Cotton Seed,
1.13
p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
and in every way the class has reason t< been very sick
boat Monday.
Mrs. Ella turned from Watertown, Mass., where she Codfish dry, p tb, 5a8:Rye Meal p lb,
3
improving now
feel satisfied with the event. The audience but it is
INCLUDES
1.20
On account of the storm last Sunday, and was a large one, the hall being filled to the Thompson has been quite sick the past spent the winter—The village school, Cranberries, p qt., 8^10 Shorts p cwt.,
Clover
7
last
16
closed
Belfast
Seed,
Maude
last
went
to
A.
Ricker,
Sugar
taught
week_E.
^Hv,
by
the
Sprowl
Congregational doors.
the few present at
40
T.
!
Dress Goods, Silks, Trimmings, Wash Goods, Ribbons, Whit. Goody
p bbl., 6.25a7.25(Salt,
I., p bu...
Fridav_The recent rains have delayed week. The teacher treated her pupils to Flour,
church, the special and other contribution
H. G. Seed p bn.,
5
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
hoeing_Mrs. Nathan Sawyer was taken ice cream the last day and they had a pic- Lard, p tb,10
envelopes will be taken next Sunday.
3a4 I
Wheat Meal.
Dress Linens, Silkolene, Cretons, Outing iu;
Table Damask,
ill at 1 a. m. June 29th, and expired of nic lunch. Some visitors were present_
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
heartfailure eight hours later. The funeral Mr. and Mrs. Pushaw and children from
Eighty-one people landed here from the
J. W. Smart has a new span of horses.
Wool
Boston 'boat last Sunday. A few went to
her
at
10
a.
m.
Crashes,
Pittsfield
are
Mrs.
the
house
nels,
were
from
Flannels,
visiting
sister,
services
Ginghams, Bed Spreads, Cotton- vn.
Stockton Springs and Saudypoint but the
Rev. T. R. Pentecost was the Frank Nye_The W. C. T. U. met with
Mrs. E. 0. Bailey, who has been danger- Sunday.
in
Searsport.
majority decided to remain
thing in domestics), Prints. Lonsdale, Wrappers, Muslin Curtuin p>■>
speaker and W. A. Poland had charge of Mrs John Moore last week. Although she
ously ill, is improving quite fast.
arrangements....Mrs. Eftie Bean and Miss is past 80 she is one of our earnest workers
Mr 0. W. Trask of Portland, a recent
Sheets and Pillow Cases, Blankets, Comforters, Yarn- ■ urtdi;
a successful
Mrs. F. and does more than many younger ones to
Mathews
closed
visited
their
ticoats,
Winifred
Kane
11.
Della
sister,
graduate of U. of M., was in town assisting tern: of school at Mt. Ephraim last Friday. M. Sherer, in Rockland last week. Mr advance the cause_Miss Flora Tasker of
the
conhas
his father, Mr. W. Trask, who
Muslins, Babies’ Bonnets, Corsets, hosiery. Underwear, Toilet v i,
and Mrs. Sherer returned with them and North Monroe has completed her course in WHAT MORE CAN BELFAST PEOPLE
tract for putting in the artision wells at
\\ m. R. Thompson and wife have returnmade a brief visit here—Oramel Murray type writing and shorthand at Miss Beals’
ASK.
Mack's Point.
ed from a visit with her parents in Isles- of Pittsfield was in town
recently to attend school in Bangor.
Hamburgs, Laces, Veilings, Handkerchiefs, Notions of every dr- Minn.
boro.
The soap-club
the funeral of M rs. Sawyer
Mr. Andrew II. Fowler of Boston, Mr.
When old-time residents and well-known peoHundreds and Hundreds of Articles not mentioned here. No i ,, j.
Ilenrv T. Fowler, Mr. Walter Williams
Miss Laura Harriman of Searsport village met with Mrs. John W. Tibbetts June 29th...
and Mr Roy L. Brower, all of Brooklyn, visited her sister, Mrs. Irvin George, last For some time it has begun to rain Monday
ple of Belfast make such statements as the folthe
do
to
week.
to
the
in the entire stock--everything new. Those having claims againand
are
at
and
continued
through
arrived by boat Sunday
week.
lowing, it must carry conviction to every reader:
This week rain began to fall Sunday, for
Searsport House tor a tew days.
J. W. Wilkins of 7 Bay View street, Belfast,
the
celebrated
of
our
townspeople
Many
which we were grateful, as it served to
please present them-those owing me please make settlement aTOUT UK BELFAST.
Posters are out around town announcing Fourth in Belfast while others went to break the
Me., says: “Any one who has never had kidney
monotony.
an excursion to Bangor next Saturday on
ARRIVED.
Monroe.
does not know what suffering it causes,
complaint
the steamer Verona, leaving Searsport at
PROSPECT FERRY.
June 30. Schs. Willie L. Swift, Boston, Two years ago I bad an attack of inflammation
Mrs. Lou Holland and daughter, Miss
(>.30 a. in., which promises to be a delightful
Miss Lulu Avery arrived home from leatherboard stock to Sherman & Co.; Har- of the bladder and was laid up for some rime.
trip. The excursion is under the auspices Florence, are visiting relatives in South
riet
and
Rogers, Patterson, Swans Island, sand Added to this trouble there was backache, so
Mrs.
G.
last
Friday—Mr.
Winthrop
of the Belfast Band, which furnishes music West Harbor.
B. Brown went to Lamoine last Thursday to Cooper & Co.
that I could not stoop over and get up again
both ways, and the steamer reaches Bangor
is
A.
Scribner
of
Ellsworth
Mrs. Fred
July 2. Schs. Helen C. King, New York,
to attend the wedding of Alfred Frye and
in time to see the big Ringling Brothers
Mr. Scribner’s parents,Mr. and Mrs. Miss Delia McFarland. Mr. Frye is a resi- coal to the Belfast Gas & Electric Co.; An- j without suffering torturing twinges across my
circus parade. The lare will be 75 cents for visiting
11. T. Scribner.
dent of this place and has a host of friends nie May, Pattershall, Rock port; Mary J. back. The kidney secretions were in a very disthe round trip.
ordered condition and entirely too frequent in
here who wish him much joy in his married Elliott, Rich, Boston.
Grass is looking fine in this locality and life. Mr.
The following guests registered at the
AMERICAS PORTS.
action. A friend advised me to use Doan’s KidFrye graduated from Colby this
if
a
will
be
bountiful
there
haying
hay crop
year amt he will go to Massachusetts in the
Searsport House the past week: F. B. lluse | is not begun too soon.
New York, June 28. Ar, schs. Nat Ayer, ney Pills and 1 procured the remedy at the City
THE ADVERTISER OF FACTS,
fall to teach _Miss Vinnie ilarriman arand wife, Bangor, F. R. lluse, Bangor, T. j
Bangor; Willis and Guy, do; John J. Han- i Drug Store. I have not suffered from any trouble
11. Johnson, Bangor, Charles A. Miller, !
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Houston of I’ly- rived home from Boston June 28th and will son, do ; Mollie Rhodes, Vinalhaven ; Ameri- 1 of the kind for two
until
I
had
anlately
years,
Boston, II. C. Libby, Cherrylield, \Y. 11. : mouth were in town last week visiting her spend the summer with her parents, Mr. can Team, Frankfort; Margaret M. Fold,
other slight attack. Knowing that Doan’s Kidney
and Mrs. W. D. Ilarriman.Mrs. Medora Stoningtou; John S.
Elies, Boston, George Holley, Boston, I. L. ! parents, Rev. and Mrs. Horace W. Welch.
Beacham, Frankfort: Pills could be relied
is
her
of
W.
M.
I.
A.
Pierce
upon I used them again and
Mass.,
visiting
Mi
Peabody,
Belyea, Portland,
Clapp, Boston,
The Ladies’ Benefit Society is making im- aunt, Mrs. VV. D. Ilarriman.. .Mr. and Mrs. Ella M. Storer, Swans Island; sid, schs.’ they entirely cured the backache and relieved
s Peterson, Toronto,!. 11. Russell, Bangor, i
S. G. Haskell,
1
Wellfleet,
Jacksonville;
and
on
the
grounds
cemetery
J J. Mason, Boston, F. C. Vickery, Bangor, provements
George Gruby and servant, Mrs. Bessie Har- Brunswick ; 29, ar, sch. Andrew Nebinger, the urinary trouble and improved my general
•J. E. Lane, Augusta, John A. McNiel, having a new platform laid at the entrance vey of Boston, and Mrs. S. J. Glidden, Mrs.
Bangor; 30, ar, schs. Hannah F. Carleton, | health. I am now able to sleep well nights and
of the church.
YV interport.
Elia Ilarriman and Oscar Thomas of Lynn, South
Amboy for Castine; Annie P. Chase, j my appetite is much improved. They have done
Mis. 11. E. Robbins went to Bangor Iasi Mass., arrived at Mr. G’s summer home Bangor; Kit Carson, do; Emma R. Harvey, : me so much
News was received last week of the death
FOR THE....
good that I cannot help but advise
visited
in
X.
.1.
28th....Mrs.
June
lleagau
in Thorndike oi Miss Mi.died
Monroe, week for treatment in a hospital, Mrs. Jef- Bangor several days last week... Miss Ruth do; Sarah L. Davis, do; Sallie I!., do; Alma, j sufferers from kidney complaint to use Doan’s
of
North
Stockton
acBangor; Menawa, do; Sarali A. Blaisdell,
niece "1 Mrs. Charles Monroe of Searsport. ferson Clark
Springs
;
rills.”
Perry of Bangor is visiting Mr. and Mrs. do; Irene E. Meservey, do; T. W. Dunn,
She graduated Lorn tin* high school last year, companied her.
do; Kidney
Thomas Reagan.Miss Ellen Reagan is Sadie
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosterand
cJ i'-mates, liebecca Ross, Florence
Willcutt, Stonington; Charlotte W.
We were shown by James W. Smart a visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Smith in Stocki
John
1.
ISlilburn
Co -oni,
Swans Island;
Cdna Black, Thomas Williams,
Miller, do;
Snow, Dn,„ln„t,
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
L’l,..,
young duckling hatched last Sunday, which ton_Capt. A. A. Ginn was in Belfast last tlilnni' 1 I 1
Jessie Morrison, Margaret Butnam and had
United States.
....AT....
four perfect feet and legs, two forward
on business.Mrs. Charles Banks
Friday
euce A„ Bangor for Roslyn, L. I.; Maine,
Ethel Havener, and the principal of the
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
and two hind legs. The duckling was per- and Miss Faustina Harding called on friends
Lloyds Neck, L. I., for Philadelphia.; July other.
school, Mr. li ving Burton, attended the fu- tect in every other way.
Miss
in
last
Faustina
Stockton
Saturday
WATERVILLE, MONDAY, JULY 10.
I, ar, schs. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Brunswick
neral, which was held at her home last Sat- i
Hardiug closed a successful term of school, for New Haven ; Wm. E. Downes, Hillsboro,
Dodge’s Corner. The Ladies’ Benefit in
urday. The services were conducted by
BOHN.
last Friday.. .The many friends X.
Stockton
Belfast and way stations passengers will
From
Wm.
P.
Rev. T.
Williams of Searsport and Miss Society will meet at the Grange hall on the
B.; Seguiu, Bangor;
Slater, do; Metake regular trains as follows:
here of Mr. and Mrs. Eiden Pendleton of
Janie Curtis was one of the singers.
of July 12th. A picnic supper
tinic, Stonington; 2, ar, schs. Mary L. CrosRates
j afternoon
Stockton wish to sympathize with them in I
lin.
In
Rockland.
to
Mr.
Buck
June
and
15,
i will be served, and a cordial invitation is their trouble. Their little son was serious- by, St. Simons; Flora Rogers, Charleston; Mrs. George A. Bucklin. a daughter—Ruth MadeIneluding
The Fourth was a very quiet day. The ! extended to all.Winifred Matthews
steamer Roosevelt, Portland; 3, ar. schs.
Admission.
a.m. r. m. p. m.
Leave
line.
last
hurt
on
the
railroad
Friday.Mrs, Charlie & Willie, Bangor; Mol lie S. Look, I Ckowlky. In Ash Point, South Thomaston, Belfast. 7 00 1.30 3.35
bells were rung about four in the morning, spent last Saturday in Bangor—Harry 1’. ly
#1.50
and of course the usual amount of lire Carnli,im made a short visit in Boston last Orilla McMann, who has been living with' I Jacksonville; sld, schs. Maine, Philadel- June 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Crowley, a
1.50
City Point.17.05 '135 13.31
crackers were enjoyed. Some of the store week_Mrs. Lucinda Maiden of Sears- her granddaughter, Mrs. M. B. Grant in | phia; Mark Pendleton, Port Royal, S. C.; daughter—Eva.
1.50
point the past nine months, visited cld, sch. M. V. B. Chase, Feruandina; 4, ar, I Davis. In North Appleton, June 1(3, to Mr. Waldo .+7.15 +1.45 3.48
keepers were obliged to clear away carri- mont, accompanied by her nephew, Ernest Sandy
4 11
1.50
1.56
her daughter, Mrs. W. D. Ilarriman, sever- sch. Willie &
Brooks. 7.36
South Amboy for Ban- and Mrs. El bridge Davis, a son.
ages, barrels, etc., in front of their places
Maiden of i’ittsfield, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Guy,
Gribbin. in Rockland, June 24, to Dr. and Knox.....+7.38 "3.08 11.35
al days last week.Mrs. M. B. Grant and
1.35
of business, but this has grown to be accept- •J. E. Marden last week.
gor sld, schs. Carrie E. Look, Bangor; Su- Mrs. H. E. Gribbin, a
daughter—Dorcthy.
little son Harold of Sandypoint visited Mr. san ; X.
1.35
ed as part of the game so no one bothers
Pickering, Rockland; Charles A. ! Kelley. In Castine, June 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike. 7.45 3.15 4 45
Ilarriman
several
and
Mrs.
W.
I).
last
days
it.
The
races
about
at Belfast claimed most
1.15
Campbell, Xorfolk ; F\ C. Pendleton, Ston- James Kelley, a son.
Unity. 7 53 3.33 5.35
week_Otis Ginn and Miss Carrie Kirk of
of the men in the afternoon, and the ice SWA N VI LIE CENTRE.
Me.
In
Seal
Lampher.
June
to
Mr.
and
15.
ington,
Cove,
Waterville, ar. 8 50 3.30 6 30
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
cream saloons were the meeea of the reJune 28. Cld, sch. Helen G. Mose- Mrs. Marcellos Lampher, a son.
Mrs. Herbert Scribner of Searsport and Bangor
Boston,
Ginn
Lint. In Long Island, June 18, to Mr. and
tStops on signal.
maining portion, for the day proved to be Mrs. Fred Scribner of Ellsworth were Ilarriman and Mr. and Mrs. W. H.his
ley, Feruandina; 29, ar, schs. Jacob M. HasArthur Swan of Boston is visiting
grand- kell, Philadelphia; Edward H. Cole, do; Mrs. Charles K. Lunt, a daughter.
more than warm.
FOR RETURN A
In
Plaistkd.
Mr.
and
Maud
Searsmont,
July
l,to
Mrs.
Nettie
Brown.Miss
guests of Mrs. II. P. White Thursday_ mother,
Charlotte T. Sibley, Xew York; July 1, ar, Mrs. Herbert W. Plaisted. a daughter.
The drama of Rip Van Winkle will be Mr. Gross and Mrs. Briggs of Searsport Shute has gone to the hospital in Bangor to schs. Laura M. Lunt, Brunswick; Frank
In Little Deer Isle, June 15, to
Shepherd.
train for a nurse—Mrs. Y. W. Silver visitTRAIN.
this, Thursday, evening in Union were tlie
Thomas H. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Shepherd, a son.
presented
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clem- ed friends in Bangor several days last week. Barnet, do; sld, schs.
Hall under the management of Mr. Richard
Spinney. In Little Deer Isle, June 21. to Mr.
Stonington, Me., and Xew York; Young
Will leave Waterville at 10.45 I*. 51.
ents Sunday—In last week’s locals Aliss
and
Mrs.
John
F.
a
M.
Mr.
James
II.
daughter—Ethel
Spinney,
and
Mr. i Louise
Smith,
Bradbury
Brothers, Rockport, Me., and Washington,
Piliey should have been Miss Louise MORRILL.
Stinson. In South Deer Isle. June 22, to Mr.
-SiALL RATES INCLUDE ADMISSION.
YVestrop Saunders. Among other members
D. C.; 2, sld, sch. Edward T. Stotesbury,
Allred Maddocks has made a new
and Mrs. Lyman E. Stinson, a daughter.
The schools in town closed last Friday. coal port; 3, ar, schs Van Allens
of the cast will be Mrs. Prudence Putnam, Rilley
GEO. E. EVANS.
Boughton,
Tapley. in Rock land, June 21, to Mr. and
for his hammock-School closed No. 3 held a
in the afternoon in N. R. Carter,
Miss Alma Bradbury, Mr. Rupert Coleord, pavilion
picnic
Vice Pres, and Gen’l .Manager.
Baltimore; Gov. Powers, Newport Mrs. Walter M. Tapley, a son.
! Friday in district No. 1 and 2. The teach- Cross’
grove. In the evening the Upper News.
F. E. BOOTH BY.
Ray Bradbury and Antoinette Webber. | er,
Miss Charlotte Staples, the pupils and
Gen’l Passenger and Ticket Agent.
Much time and work has been expended
grade and Primary at the village gave a
Philadelphia, June 28. Cld, sch. Daylight,
MARRIED.
parents, had a picnic on Brown’s hill Fri- lift; cauiiniiit'ii in me vjiu.ii{jt; lulli iudii <iuupon this production and there can be no
30, cld, sch. Sallie I’On, Port
Providence;
which was much enjoyed. (lienee that
afternoon,
day
doubt of its success. Besides carrying on
completely tilled the hall. The Royal.
The refreshments consisted of cake, lemonBenner-McKay. In Providence, R. I., June
the rehearsals Messrs. Bradbury, Smith and
following program was carried out:
Baltimore, June 28. Passed down, schs.
ade and peanuts—Joshua Littlefield and
Leroy A. Benner, formerly ol Rockland, and
Saunders have been busy making some
Jennie G. Pillsbury for Hallowed; Henry 24,
Lulu May McKay of Providence.
wife of Waldo visited their son, Ephraim Greeting song, by the school.
The New England Telephone and Telegraph
F. Kreger for Boston; 30, ar, schs. Marcus
changes in the stage and painting new Littlefield, Sunday—The nine from East Recitation, Damaris Brown,
Blaisdeli.-Webb. In Monroe, June 28, Alrespectfully petitions the Mayor and
scenery, for which there was a crying need. Belfast
Clarice Place. L. Cram, Sargentville; George W. Wells, mon H. Blaisdeli of Norridgewoek and Miss Har- Company
Board
of Aldermen of the city of Belfast, Maine,
the
Swauvilles
played
Saturday.
Mr. James H. Bradbury last year was a
riet Webb of Monroe.
for a location of its poles ana w ires thereon, and
The score was in favor of Swanville_ Visitors from Story Land, The first, Little Boston ; cld, sch. Alice Holbrook, Boston.
Graves-Staples. In Bar Harbor. June 20, the
member of the company that gave George Emilia
Red Riding Hood; second, Little Silnecessary supporting ami strengthening tix
Portland, June 30. Ar, sch. J. Manchesis visiting in Belfast.
!
Cunningham
Leigh R. Graves of Franklin and Miss Jennie tures and wires, in the following named streets
Adt’s famous comedy, “The County ChairVT,i
Ihittoi-um on.)
\t
verhair; third, Jack the Giant Killer; ter Haynes, Philadelphia; July 4, ar, sch. Ethel Staples of Bar Harbor.
Groceries, Drugs and Me
and
man.*’ Mr. “Dick” Smith, who hails from son
highways of said city..
Luther
T.
River.
Garretson, Raritan
fourth, Cinderella; fifth, Ko Peep.
wlio have been at work in
anil
Gkindle-Cartkr. In Dennysville, June 28,
Said company agrees to reserve space for one
4tf
Searsport, has been with Richard Golden in | Stocktonfamily,
30.
June
sch.
A
Girl’s
Little
Bucksport,
Me.,
Ar,
Janies
Griudle
of
Orland
and
Miss
Cora
of
Troubles,
MyroCarter
Goldie,Patterson,
cross arm at the top of fc 11 the above poles for teleSprings, have returned to their
“Common Sense Brackett,” and Mr. WestBessie Pearsou.
nus, Perth Amboy.
Ellsworth.
phone, tire alarm and police signal wires, owned
| homes—Mrs. Evans of Searsport is the
Herrerts-Cross.
In
Rev.
rop Saunders has spent seven years with guest of her
Belfast,
June
29.
sch.
Celia
1,
July by
Bangor,
Ar,
municipal purposes.
F., Brunsby the city and used for
cousin, Mrs. Beal_Mrs. Cum- Tableau, Listeners hear no good of them- wick
lltlili‘P tilt* •iMllPf'Vi'iintl nf
David Belasco, and during the past season
selves.
; 30, ar, schs. Stony Brook, Boston; E. S. Philbrook, George A. Herberts and Miss Coir) rwtli.c
and Mrs. Jennys are both ill with
Tlierza E. Cross, both of Belfast.
has been playing with Miss Blanche Bates mings
such officers as said city may designate.
bad colds_Mrs. Will Snow and son of Recitation, Grandma’s Beau, Bessie Pear- sld, schs. Gov. Ames, Norfolk; Thomas Hix,
In West Lynn, Mass..
Holden-Haskkll.
Following are the streets and highways above
AUC
UUMO.
iUI.
Diauson.
Beverly; July 1, ar, schs. Winfield S. Schus- June 21, Levi F. Holden of Billerica, Mass., amt
Belfast were the guests of Mrs. Webb last
to:
bury and Mr. Smith are quite familiar with
ter, Norfolk ; R. L. Tay, Jersey City; Flora Miss M. Elizabeth Haskell, formerly of Rockland. referred
Dialogue, Tom’s Practical Joke.
Belmont road, from Congress street to Belmont
Mr. Joseph Jefferson's interpretation of the Saturday.
Hutchinson-Bray. In Everett. Mass., June town line.
Condon, Port Johnson ; sld, sens. James W.
Tableau, Flower Girl.
character of “Hip”; in fact, at the time of
Edward Hutchinson ot Little Deer Isle
Cross roads, leading from Belmont road to the
Recitation, A Modern Belle, Edna Daggett. Paul, Jr., Xorfolk ; Polly, Ryan, Boston; 2, 17, Cant.
the famous actor’s death they were with his SWAXVILLE.
The Seasons, Five little girls.
farms of Horace Chenery and V. L. Hall, and
ar, schs. Mary Ann McCann, Perth Amboy; and Miss Lillian Kray of Everett, Mass.
Mero-Carleton.
In Thomaston. June 24,
Mr.
Thomas
Jefferson.
from
Belmont road to residence of M. S. Wood.
son,
E. H. Nickerson aud family of Portland Recitation, What She Said, Effie Richards. PuritaD, Boston; 3, ar, sch. July Fourth,
Hand Colored Platinums have hee
E. Mero and Elizabeth Mabe> Carleton,
Waldo avenue, from residence of A. E. Turner
Boston; sld, sch. Arthur V. S. Woodruff, George
both of Thomaston.
have arrived at Maple Terrace Farm for Tableau, The Tempted.
to
residence
of J. N. Burgess.
to our views of local intere
New York.
A Slight Misunderstanding.
Dialogue,
In
Schmkrhorn-Payson.
June
Rockland.
27,
News of the Kaii.roai). Mack’s Point the summer. Master Clintou has a
Poor’s Mills road, from Waldo avenue to the
Xew London, Conn., June 28. Ar, sch. Andrew B. Schmerhorn of Schenectady, N. Y.f Morrill
pony. Recitation, A Dollie’s Wedding, Ida MerriSouvenir Postals, 6 for 25c.
town line.
is about the busiest place in town since it
Lizzie Lane, Bangor.
and Edith L. Pay son of Union.
am.
Cross road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
became the headquarters of the Northern Mr. Staples is in the employ of Mr. N_
P.ITV nRI!(.
Tapley-Bloikjktt.
In West Brooksville, of II. H. Wentworth.
Innocence.
Gulfport, Miss., June 27. Ar, sch. R. W.
Maine Seaport Hallway. The first and most Lost between Mr. E. C. Marden’s cottage Tableau,
Olden Douglass Tapley and Miss Annie
June
25,
Cross
Barbados.
Leo Jackson.
and the back road to Searsport village a
road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
Hopkins,
Reading
by
that
is
of
We$t
seen
after
both
Brooksville.
one
Blodgett,
conspicuous object
of W. A. Banks.
Georgetown, S. C., June 28. Ar, sch. Eliza May
Tolman-Hii.t. In Rockland, June 28, Fred
has turned down from the main road is the straw food hamper with the initials “U. B. A Rainy Day, five little girls.
Cross road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
Dollie’s Speech, Sadie Achorn. J. Pendleton, New York.
Pearl Tolman and Martha M. Hilt, both of Union.
round house. It is on the left of the road G.” on the handle. Finder will please leave Recitation,
Cassius Hamilton.
June
29.
bark
HerBrunswick, Gg.,
Ar,
Torrey-Cain. In Rock port, June 21, Ernest
and about a quarter of a mile from the with Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson.Mrs. Tableau, Family Troubles.
By FRANCIS A. HOUSTON,
A Stitch Dropped, Stella Berry bert Fuller, New York: brig Jennie Hul- M. Torrey of Deer Isle and Miss Emma L. Cain
General Manager.
shore. The carpenters have finished their Marion Lufkin returned to Cambridge, Recitation,
sells. Lizzie If. Willey, Boston; of ltockpoi t.
Ilow
She
Cured
bert,
Him.
c. n. A.
Boss
do;
a
South Shore. Northport Camp I
Dialogue,
Mass.,
Saturday—A.
Nickerson,
share of the work on it ami except tor the
Worthing-Heal. In Camden, June 18, Enla
City of Belfast, Maine,)
Little Flo’s Letter, Gladys Henry B. Fiske, do.
student at Dartmouth College, is visiting Recitation,
to
be
Arthwell
under
each
stall
the
of
and
Lura
pits
dug
Worthing
Wareham, Mass.,
building his
In Board of Aldermen,
Port
June
2(1.
sch.
Ella
[
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Arthur,
Tex.,
W.
Nickerson.
Sheldon.
Ar,
parents,
Belle Heal of Lincolnville.
is complete,
it is about 240 feet long with
)
Date July 3,1005.
M. Willey, Cardenas.
Miss Edith V. Miller of Chelsea, Mass., Tableau, Goddess of Liberty.
Wright-Bi rgksh. In Appleton, June 29,
TAIILK'II HOTK 7» C l >
a frontage of 48 feet and contains stalls for
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that
Perth Amboy, June 30. Sld, sch. Luther Rev. George A. Chapman, Irving G. Wright by
Our Flag,
Three boys.
of notice thereof be
a copy of
nine engines. A gang of men is at work on is at W. S. Nickerson’s for a few weeks....
by
publishing
given
m i: n
T. Garretson, Portland.
and >Jiss Mary L. Burgess of Searsmont.
Rock
of
Hope
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Frank
returned
to
Tableau,
Ages.
in
The
ReOsgood
said
this
order
thereon
the turn table which is as yet uncompleted.
petition and
Lobster Chowder,
F'ernandina, Fla., June 30. Ar, sch. HerMrs. S. D. Greeley and Valedictory,
Sara Thomas.
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in the city
Steamed or Fried Clams,
The wharf is growing fast under tile able Bangor Monday
of Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof he
ald, Xew York (5 days 28 hours).
son
Kenneth of Hampden are visiting The audience was
Broiled Phil. Squab,
DIED.
very much pleased with
management of contractor \V. II. Ellis and
given at the Aldermen’s room, on the 4th day of
Camden, Me., July 1. Ar, sch. J. Arthur
Vegetable S..!
when finished it will be one of the best in relatives in town....Miss Celia Nickerson the entertainment and all agreed that the
at 7 o’clock r. m., at which time and
August,
->ew
i oik.
Gorgonzola Cheese.
the State. The piles—a cargo of which was is at home from Belfast.Miss Julia children acquitted themselves finely. The Loru,
of
Berry. In Rockland, June 30, Fred II. Berry, place and residents and owners
property upon
Coffee.
Clarks
June
24.
sell.
from
Chase
arrived
Island,
Iasi
Me.,
Ar,
Everett, Mass.,
teachers, Miss Annabel Johnson, Mrs.
the highways to be atfected by tin* granting of
received from Hncksport Saturday—are of
aged CO years, 8 months.
LOBSTERS AND CLAM*
night and will spend the summer Gertrude Paul and Miss Sadie Murphy, Melissa A. Willey, Rockland (for Norfolk).
Bishop. Ill Ash Point, South Thomaston, June the permit applied for, and all other persons inoak, with caps <;1 bard pine and planking of Saturday
l’ort
»
Tampa, Fla., June 30. Sld, sell. Mar- 2U, Annie, wife of Edward Bishop, aged about 45 terested, shall have full opportunity to show
3D124
SERVED IN
were present and received a high complithe same. Its length will be about 600 feet, I with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M,
She was accompanied by hei ment before the
cause why such permit should not be granted,
Thomas, Hopkins, Norfolk.
years.
width 40, hut as yet only about 250 feet is i Chase.
public from the superinten- garet
2.
Boynton. In Liberty, June 8. Joseph Boyn- the last publication of said notice to be at least
Passed
and
Reedy
Del.,
Gertrude
NickerIsland,
July
down,
Buth,
nieces,
llejpn
dent
of
schools
for
their
faithful
and sucdone. Among the plans to be carried out |
fourteen (14) days before said hearing.
son—Mr. Alonzo Damm went to Enfield cessful work in the school room_Miss schooner Sallie I’On, Philadelphia for Port ton, aged 85 years, 11 months, 29 days.
on tile Point is one for a water tower about
A true copy of petition and notice thereon.
Clark. In Belfast. June 20, Mrs. Prudentia A.
to spend the Fourth with his wife
Grace Simmons, who teaches in Scituate, Royal.
75 feet in height, the foundations of which | Saturday
75 years. Interment at Stockton.
Attest: A. P. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.
Clark,
aged
3. Cld, sch. W. II. Clifford,
Norfolk,
and
who
are visiting her mother,
July
!
children,
is
Isaac
her
vacation
Julie
with
her
Ill
17,
Colk.
Mass.,
Cole, aged
have been laid. The work on all the branchBurnham,
spending
Mrs. Preble—All the schools in towr
56 years, 3 months. 9 days.
Josie Markle left for her Bangor; sld, sch. Paul Palmer, Bangor.
es is to he rushed. Contractor J. \V. Trites
New Haven, July 3. Ar, sch. Gen. AdelA BRIDGEPORT ORGAN,
Downey. In Bar Haibor, June 26, Maurice
ome in New Ilaven, Conn., last Thursday.
of the firm of Trites <fe Treat of Fort Fair- closed last Friday. Miss Gracia Atwood,
teacher in No.
Downey, Jr. ot Ellsworth, aged 42 years, 2
gave her pupils a picnic in
....Mrs. Eliza Whitney, with two young bert Ames, Brunswick.
field, and Mr. Edward Savory took a trip Carter’s Grove 3,
Port Roval, S. C., July 3. Ar, sch. Maggie months.
at the head of the lake. Th(
High back and double swt
children of Mr. Frank Woodbury, recently
Saturday into the country in quest of
Dunbar. In Sullivan, June 25, Emery B. DunS. Hart, Farrow, New York.
for cash. Apply to
horses and drivers to aid in the work at the following exercises were given by th<
spent a fortnight with Mrs. Currier at her
49 years.
bar,
brake
aged
A
State
with
custom
made,
prison surry.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Dyer. In Franklin, June 24, Helen M., daugh- attached. The carriage is in excellent condition
cottage in Northport....Fred Simmons,
Cove and on the Point. It is rumored that school: Welcome song by Sadie and Gussic
2w27*
153 MAIN STHf
Carrie and Flora Seeley; quota
and Mrs. John Dyer, aged 4 years, 4 and will be sold at a
from Orono, made a brief visit home recentSearsport is to be the terminal of the road Nickerson,
Auckland, N. Z., May 20. Sld, ship Mary ter ol Mr.
bargain. Inquire of
“I
Miss
th<
tions
the
Shall
22
rec.,
months.by
school;
days.
TI1E MISSES ELLIS,
for the present and that work will soon
ly.... Mrs. Margaret Wood is poorly and L. Cushing, Batch (from Newcastle, N. S.
Gale. In Rockland, June 26, Emma, wife of
Alice Nickerson; dec., “Boys,’
or at 108 High Street.
27tf
Mrs. Lilia Pearson slowly improving.... W.) Honolulu.
begin on a depot in the northern part of the Children,”
Charles W. Gale, aged 52 years, 2 months and 6
Elmer Cunningham; rec., “When He'i
Y
Miss Nellie D. Thompson is expected home
town.
Sydney, N. S. W., June 20. Ar, ship S. days.
Writing Home for Cash,” Dorothy Nicker soon.... Mrs. Cynthia Blood spent last week D. Carleton, McLeod, Bellingham (for
NewMerithew. In Vinalhaven, June 24, John R.
Obituary.
Died at his residence in son ; rec., “The Yankee Girl,” Carrie Cun
in Knox with her daughter, Mrs. Pearl castle, N. S. W., and San Francisco).
Merithew.
Searsport, June 29, 1905, Cyrus True, Esq., ninghaui; dec., “Bob White,” McKinle; Berry. .Riley Jackson and Samuel Phinney
Orcutt. In South Penobscot, May 16, Mrs.
Manila, June 5. Ar, ship Paul Revere,
To canvassers for Chase’s Hardy Nut
On the streets Monday a child’s hat. trimmed
aged 83 years and 4 months. Mr. True Damm; rec., “The Brevity of Human Life,
went to Togus last week with the Dickey Whittier, Newcastle, N. S. W., via Bris- Matilda Orcutt, wife of Samuel Herrick, aged 68
GOOD PAY. No Experience Nece**s;
Bessie Nickerson; dec., “So Much to Do,’
with red poppies and ribbon.
The nnder will
was born in Searsport village, where he
years.
excursion....Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark of bane.
lislied 48 years. Write for terms.
Graham.
In
June
Olive
Graleave
it
at
28,
“The
Little
Appleton,
Woman,’ Fieedom visited his mother, Mrs. E. E.
passed the earlier years of his life, follow- Fay Peavey; rec.,
June 24. In port, sch. F. W. ham, widow ot the late William Graham, aged 92 please
Matanzas,
CHASE BROTHERS COMPAM
1W27
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
He never at- Margaret Nickerson; dialogue, “A Sligh
ng the sea a part of the time.
Mears, June 25th....Mr. Delbert Paul Ayer, from Gulfport.
years.
ROCHESTER. n
J&S
tended.any school after he was 15 years of Misunderstanding,” Charlie and Carrii 1 recently bought the farm next his own,
St. Helena, July 3. Passed previously,
Pray. In Bar Harbor, June 23, Capt. D. E.
age bat managed to acquire a classical edu- Seeley; rec., Doris Nickerson; rec., “Th< * formerly owned by his father, the late ship Manuel Llaguno, Hong Kong for Bal- Pray, aged 77 years, 11 months.
cation and was familiar with ail the Latin Three Graves,” Florence Keene; rec., Ralpl 1 Viram B. Paul....Mr. Bailey of Searsport timore and New York.
Spaulding. In Rockland, June 28. Harriet
authors and spoke and wrote French and Peavey; rec., “FourLives,” Mabel Hassell i was the guest of Mr. Herman Merriam
Fajardo, P. R., July 1. Ar, previously, Spaulding,
Sawyer.
In Montville, June 29, Rosilla L„
Flori
i
that
German readily.
in
rec.,
“Woodman,
Tree,”
He went to California
Spare
recently....Mr. Webb of Unity visited at sch. Adelia T. Carleton, Georgetown, S. C., wife of Nathan
Fine 4x5 folding camera, perfect condition, 2
Sawyer, aged about 77 years.
1849 in the barque J. Merithew, Capt. Free- Seeley; rec., Annie Nickerson; dec., “Tom
F. A. Gray’s several days recently....Miss (for New York).
A pair of gold bowed eye glasses in
Varnum.
In Penobscot, June 21, Edward S.
holders, and instruction book, price $7. I
the Barber,” Harvey Seeley; dec., “Boy
I he
man McGilvery, master, and arrived there
Chase & Doak’s name on it
Leona Acnorn, who recently graduated from
Slate
ave
6
l
81
|
bought a larger size.
Varnum, aged years, month, days.
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
I
“Oh
lease
leave them at The Journal "nt
in
time
to
#
Wanted,”
BERTHA
A.
be classed as a forty-niner.
Emery Cunningham; rec.,
MISS
PARTRIDGE,
just
Belfast High school, is at home with her
Young. In Surry, June 26, James C. Young,
28. Sob. Ella M. Storer, aged 58 years, 9 months.
and receive a reward
£
base
&
Doak’s
Maine.
New
June
lw27
Stockton
Some years later he drifted into Illinois and Ironsides,” Carrie Seeley.
York,
Springs,
parents.
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